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Introduction

This conference was organized with the purpose to exchange experience in

thermal ionization mass spectrometry as applied in the nuclear field. In

this item relatively few mass spectrometrists are interested. Therefore

the subject gets a too limited attention at the conventional large con-

ferences about mass spectrometry.

As only people with known experience were invited to our meeting ani-

mated discussions could be expected. For this purpose in the program

a great deal of the time was reserved for discussions which seemed to

be necessary and proved to be succesful.

During the conference the idea was born to publish proceedings. The

speakers were asked to write down their contributions and the discus-

sions, which had been recorded on tape, were collected. However the

original optimism about a fast publishing proved to be unjustified as

the whole was considerably delayed by the late arrival of some con-

tributions.

I hope that the efforts of everybody, for getting chese proceedings

published, were worthwhile and that the contents of this book may con-

tribute to a further improvement of the state of the art and a better

understanding of physical and chemical processes involved in it.

J.G. van Raaphorst
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ION SOURCES FOR SOLIDS ISOTOPIC ANALYSIS

A.C. Tyrrell

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldermaston, Reading, U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

Of the dozen or so methods of producing ions from solid samples only

the surface or thermal ionisation method has found general application

for precise measurement of isotopic ratios. The performance of the ther-

mal source with respect <:o the required properties for this type of

analysis is as follows:

Requirement

1. High ionisation efficiency

2. Loi-7 energy spread in the ion

beam

3. lonisation concentrated in few

species

4. High output stability

5. No mass discrimination

6. True representation of relative

concentrations of species of

interest

Performance of thermal source

Varies according to element. For

the actinides is of the order of

icr3.

0.2 V.

From, e.g. uranium only U , U0+

and U0* produced. With sample pre-

treatment ionisation may be vir-

tually 100% as U+.

Sample-dependent but with good

sample preparation and measurement

techniques can approach closely to

the theoretical limit.

Better than most other sources but

some mass discrimination may occur

which can be determined by running

reference standards.

All isotopes of the element of in-

terest must be in exactly the same

chemical form and the sample mixture
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must be truly homogeneous. Quanti-

tative analysis is only possible, by

using the isotope dilution method.

7. 'Extraneous' background and Very good in this respect,

memory of previous samples must

be low

8. High reproducibi.lity Good but frequent checks with re-

ference standards needed.

9. Convenience and efficiency of Design dependent but modern turret

operating procedures sources generally very good.

The ion optics of the thermal source, whether of the Dietz thick lens

type with Z focussing or the einzel lens type, have been developed to

the stage where virtually 100% of the ions produced are transmitted to

the mass analyser. Thus the principle variables affecting performance

are sample preparation, loading onto the filament, any pre-run treat-

ment of the sample on the filament, the filament material and configu-

ration and any treatment, such as outgassing, that it may have before

sample loading plus of course the methods employed by the operator in

running the sample. These parameters are individually treated and more

fully discussed below.

2. CHOICE OF FILAMENT MATERIAL

Ion production from a thermal source filament is given by

n.
— a exp [e(W - 0)kT]
no

This relationship implies that for a high ratio of positive ions to

neutral species evaporated from the surface the latter must have a high

work function W, but in practice a filament material must have a number

of other not iinnediately obvious characteristics, e.g., it must be of

very high purity so as to minimise background, it must be insoluble in

the solvents normally used for sample preparation, e.g., HNO3, it must

have a high working temperature, it must be easy to handle, it is de-

sirable that it is inexpensive or can be re-used many times.
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Some possible filament materials which we have investigated at AWRE

are listed below:

Material

Carbon

Nickel

Platinum

Rhenium

Tantalum

Tungsten

Working Function

eV

4.6

5.03

5.36

5.1

A.19

A.52

MP

°C

3550

1A53

1769

3180

2996

3A10

Resistance to HN

insoluble

soluble

insoluble

soluble

insoluble

slightly soluble

Very briefly our experiences with these materials are as follows:

Carbon: As a fibre mounted using "Aquadag" this had a low background

but because of the low work function efficiency for uranium was un-

satisfactory. For the alkali metals, however, it was quite satisfactory.

Nickel: Only useful for side filaments in triple assemblies because of

the low melting point.

Platinum: Found to give excessive outgassing but otherwise satisfactory

apart from cost.

Tantalum: Used initially for experiments in developing boat filaments

because readily available at AWRE. Gave very low backgrounds but again

efficiency for U unsatisfactory.

Tungsten: Very satisfactory for "straight" configurations such as double

or triple filaments but problems in forming boat filaments and becomes

even more fragile when outgassed.

Rhenium: The most satisfactory filament material for all applications.

Its one potentially serious drawback is its solubility in HNO3. Extreme-

ly pure material has therefore to be used to minimise background and

this results in its being relatively expensive. Use of HNO3 no more con-

centrated than 1M helps to minimise the background of impurities leached

from the filament.

Based on the findings outlined above we. now invariably use rhenium fila-

ments for all solids isotopic analysis. The rhenium used is 0.030" x
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0.0012" ribbon prepared from zone refined metal of 99.995% purity. The

method of manufacture tends to give a ribbon with a rough profile and

in some sections cracks and holes may be found. Filaments prepared from

such imperfect strips of material do not appear to affect ratio deter-

minations but are more liable to burn during sample pretreatment or

analysis. We therefore examine each filament through a low powered

microscope at the loading stage and reject any which have such defects.

In our experience recycled filaments tend to give higher backgrounds

than new onirs and also we consider that it is not cost-effective to

clean single boat filaments for re-use. Our policy then is invariably

to use a new filament for each sample.

3. FILAMENT ASSEMBLY

For our larger (̂  10 7 g) routine samples like most other laboratories

we use Nilo-K support pins fused into glass beads but we have found, as

suggested by others, that Stupakoff seals supported in stainless steel

mounts do give lower backgrounds, particularly for alkali metal analy-

sis. We use this more expensive type of filament mount only for small

samples where alkali metal background could be a problem.

Although we occasionally still use triple filaments these are used

chiefly to compare the results obtained with those from our standard

boat filaments. The latter are made by forming a V-shaped depression

in the centre of a flat ribbon of rhenium rather than folding the strip

into a "canoe" shape. Canoe filaments are more likely to cause migra-

tion of the sample to the support pins by capillary action in the loa-

ding step.

There is a trend towards using double filaments as a compromise between

the traditional triple design and the boat. In our instruments at least

we have found no increase in ionisation efficiency over our standard

boat design. The additional cost of using double filaments for us is

therefore not justified and in addition we find that instrument bias

factors are increased, particularly when using source voltage switching

and a scintallation detector in current measuring mode. This increase

in bias is less pronounced when the pulse-counting technique is used.
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We use multiple filament turret sources of in-house design and manu-

facture - a six-position source for routine measurements and a four-

position one for more exacting applications. On the six-position source

the "cross-talk" between adjacent sample filaments is of the order of

10~7 and between diametrically opposite positions it is approximately

10 9. On the fourposition turret source the cross-talk between adjacent

filaments is below 10 10. On both types of source the source plates

adjacent to the filament are easily demountable for cleaning between

analyses. Filament electrical connections are silver plated wipers which

operate satisfactorily with a constant current power supply. However

we have found that in attempting to use a constant voltage power supply

filament emission was erratic and this was shown to be mainly due to

the resistance of the wiper contacts.

4. FILAMENT AND SAMPLE PRETREATMENT

New filaments are outgassftd under high vacuum to remove surface conta-

mination. If the filament material itself is impure, however, no simple

outgassing by heating is effective, nor are more elaborate treatments

such as glow discharging or application of high voltages to stimulate

ion emission from or ion bombardment of the filament. High purity fila-

ment material as ciesc.-' t.-';d above is therefore a prerequisite for satis-

factory analyses.

U and Pu samples as initially prepared are in the fom of chlorides.

These are too volatile Cor the thermal ionisation technique so conver-

sion to nitrate is tlv. first step in the sample preparation for mass

spectrometry. The sample is loaded onto the filament as a drop of 0.5 M

nitric acid solution anr1 after drying (infra-red lamp, passage of

current through filament or heating the support pins with a soldering

ion) the filaments are heated for a brief period in an atmosphere of

butene at about 80 torr. This treatment results in a filament which

gives more stable emission and higher efficiency than an untreated one

and the sample teuds to ionise almost completely as metal rather than

partly as oxide ions.
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5. MASS SPECTROMETER OPERATION

Each laboratory has its own procedure for sample preheating and measure-

ment. This is usually arrived at empirically by running standards until

the conditions giving best reproducibility are established. These con-

ditions are then used for subsequent analysis.

With double or triple filaments the temperature of the ionising fila-

ment is normally set by increasing the heating current until the rhe-

nium (or tungsten) beam is of the desired intensity and then the sample

filament is increased to give the required intensity of the major iso-

tope beam. With single filaments this procedure cannot be followed and

as samples of different chemical history tend to differ with respect

to the required optimum ionising conditions some operator judgment is

required. We have found that sample pretreatment with butene as des-

cribed above does tend to minimise such variations. However pretreat-

ment of multiple filaments systems in this way, in our experience, does

not seem to lead to any decrease in the variability between samples.

Although it has been claimed (McHugh Int. J. Mass Spectrom, Ion-Phys.

1969, J3, 267) that crystal orientation and angle of the boat edges

have a marked effect on the efficiency of the single filament system we

have been unable to confirm these findings. Alignment of the boat fila-

ment in the source is not as critical as with the multiple filament

systems. One critical factor for all systems is the stability of the

filament power supply. At AWRE we use constant current power supplies

of stability rating 2 parts in 105 over 30 minutes which have proved

to be very satisfactory over many years of operation. However claims

have been made that constant wattage power supplies give even better

reproducibility of ionization and it is our intention to build and test

such a unit in the near future. At present we use no routine method of

filament temperature monitoring other than the current through the rib-

bon. However we do feel that a suitable temperature measuring device

might make it easier for the operator to quickly establish suitable

running conditions for single filament operation and we do intend to

obtain one of the modern infra-red pyrometers for evaluation.
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Contributions and Discussions_after_the_^ecture_of_Ai_T2rell

Broekman: Re-current-temperature relationship. Correlation very good.

Some mass spectrometers use this signal for setting temperature.

Hebeda: Re-current at 2200 °C rather low.

Barnes: Re-current is too much dependent from experimental circumstan-

ces. Re-signal is not useful for setting temperatures. '

UnknoiM: How do you monitor temperature?

Broekman: Pyrometry. There may be large differences between different

pyrometers.

Barnes: We do not care about differences between pyrometers. Each ma-

chine has its own pyrometer. We reproduce the temperature ( + 2 - 3 C),

the exact temperature is not important. Type: Pyro manufactures in

New Yersey.

Tyre LI: Infra-red detection system, monitoring within a few degrees

centigrade. Advantage: no-operator error.

Barnes: I have also used this infra-red pyrometers. The results are

strongly affected by the windows and its state of clearness. It is ab-

solutely necessary to clean the window every time. This effect is less

important with the optical pyrometers.

TyreII: Sometimes it is difficult from practical point of view (unknown

sample) to reproduce the conditions exactly. The only possibility then

left is to measure standards under different temperature conditions.

Fudge: In practice we have to live with routine operations and dirty

samples.

Broekman: Are there any experiences or results with the U/UO ratio. The

ratio is trongly dependent from the temperature of the side and the

centre filament.

Perrin: We have loaded filaments with uranium and covered the filament

with rhenium. The uranium has to diffuse through the rhenium and it

arrives as a metal atom at the surface. By changing now ion-source pres-

sure between 10 7 - 10 8 torr, the U/UO ratio can be changed by a factor

of ten. This shows that it is not a clear cut wet chemistry problem.
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Fudge: We enter into the problems of surface chemistry.

Hebeda: Clean your samples by means of good chemistry, otherwise you

cannot control your fractionation. Conclusion: do not measure dirty

samples.

De Bièvre: Large sample throughput is sometimes inevitable. This limi.ts

the accuracy to about 1%, which one has to accept. When the U/UO ratio

changes with the temperature of the side filament, there is evidence

for a reaction on this filament. This reaction is unknown which implies

unknown products and hence an unknown fractionation, or in other words

variable systematic errors. When using a reducing atmosphere (glucose,

acetone etc), one carries out solid state chemistry at 1400 C which

is a not understood field. One introduce a variety of molecular spe-

cies, with its uncertainties.

Ferrin: Chemical separation of uranium and plutonium by ion-exchange

and solvent extraction. This is a complete routine operation. The time

necessary to clean a sample is rather limited. In comparison with run-

ning dirty samples we save time by chemical separation.

Scarborough: Never introduce a dirty sample, in our laboratory we have

a very good co-operation between chemists and physicists.

Barnes: NBS does not run only standards! Running lead for determination

in blood. Cleaning up saves a lot of time.

Delmore: 5000 uranium samples per year. Chemistry varies from good to

poor. With dirty samples a run costs more time and is less precise.

Burmes: Mr. Tyrell you said you have used platinum as a filament mate-

rial. We did too but we ran into blank problems and we cannot get the

good type of material anymore. Did you obtain a good quality and where?

Tyrell: We had the same problems and we changed to rhenium.

Hebeda: Some get rid of the background by heating several times and

cleaning with nitric acid. Especially succesful with chromium.

Barnes: Have tried this also but we were not succesful.

Fudge: Is it not possible to act as a group to obtain rhenium with a

quality we want? We can perhaps also get a reduction in price. Also

other materials like platinum, tungsten, tantalum may be considered.



Furthermore, a study of what happens at the surface of a filament is

necessary. Perhaps other techniques like auger electron spectroscopy

may help us.
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ION SOURCE CHEMISTRY

E. Foster

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Didcot, U.K.

I. INTRODUCTION

The chemistry that occurs within a source during isotopic ratio acqui-

sition plays an important role in affecting the. quality of the results

obtained. With the usual thermal ionisation source of single or multiple

filament composition a variety of positive ions may be formed depending

on the conditions. Modern instruments have improved vacuum systems and

stable electronics so that much of the variability of results due to

the instability of these has been removed. It is now comparatively easy

to obtain a high degree of precision on a single isotopic analysis from

one filament mounting but replicate filament mountings can show between

filament variation although this is now a minor part of the total error

on a determination. Systematic errors are more important and may give

rise to variation between determinations carried out on different ma-

chines and hence between laboratories. These systematic errors may arise

from physical factors such as voltage dependence of the resistance of

high value resistors or on amplifier range calibration but these are

outside the scope of this paper; we are concerned here with the chemical

effects and their relationship with the variability of between filament

determinations and systematic errors. The chemistry on the filament

during operation can be quite complex leading to the formation of a

variety of positive ions. It is not unrelated to the previous chemical

treatment of the sample and filament loading procedures. In order to

match improvements in the remainder of the mass spectrometry system

much aore attention must be given to sample chemistry, filament prepa-

ration and filament operation.

2. FACTORS AFFECTING POSITIVE ION PRODUCTION

Most papers discussing positive ion production by the surface ionisation

method (e.g. (1)) quote the early work of Langmuir and the Langmuir

Kingdon modification of the Saha equation (2)
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— a exp e(w-I)/KT
n
o

where n /no = ratio of positive ions to metal atoms produced by evapo-

ration at the surface

e = electron charge

w = work function of the filament surface

I = ionisation potential of the particles evaporated

T = absolute temperature of the filament

K = Boltzmans constant

The equation expresses the chance that a particle evaporating from a

metal surface will be emitted as a positive ion. A suitable source ma-

terial is one possessing low ionisation potential and a metal filament

with a high work function must be used. With W greater than I positive

ions are produced with a high frequency. Unfortunately neither of these

quantities is usually known sufficiently well for the conditions occur-

ring in a typical mass spectrometry source. Thus although the work

function of tungsten pure metal in vacumo is 4.5 volts with a monatomic

layer of oxygen ions (which can be stable up to 1800 C) a work func-

tion as high as 9.2 volts has been reported [2]. When acids such as

nitric acid are used to load a sample as is often the case in practice

the surface of the filament may be attacked so an accurate estimate of

the work function is impossible.

If the ionisation potential is greater than the work function of the

filament surface (i.e. I grater than w) then the ionisation efficiency

becomes very small. The Saha equation is temperature dependent so by

increasing the filament temperature the efficiency of n +/n 0 can be con-

siderably increased. This however, increases the rate of loss of sample

so that it may not be possible to maintain a positive ion beam for long

enough to take measurements.

This problem was overcome by Ingram and Chupka [3] who introduced the

multiple filament source so that the material to be analysed could be

evaporated slowly from one filament and ionised by impinging on an

adjacent filament held at a much higher temperature. The hot ionisation

filament may be considered to condense the particle from the source
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and, since the hot filament has a higher affinity for retaining an

electron of an escaping atom than the atom itself, it re-emits them

instantaneously as positively charged ions. The Saha equation is

therefore applicable and this multifilament system can greatly increase

the sensitivity for the analysis of small quantities of materials.

With a single filament source X , XO and XO2 ions may be observed

depending on the conditions and it is not usually possible to control

the relative amounts of each type. The multiple filament source

enables the production of X ions to be increased relative to the

others by control of the ionisation filament temperature.

Early publications on using the surface ionisation method (e.g. (4))

simply state that the material to be analysed is deposited as a solu-

tion or slurry on the filament. The latter is heated to vapourise the

unwanted liquid and is then mounted in the mass spectrometer. Its tem-

perature is then raised in the instrument until ion beams are produced.

This technique applied to both the single and multiple filament sources.

A number of workers have tried to improve the single filament techni-

que, for example by using borax as an activator [5] but with only about

+_ 1% internal standard deviation. A single rhenium filament technique

using Ta2Ü5 activator [6] produced UO2 ions and enabled one microgram

and less of uranium to be isotopically analysed but with inferior re-

producibility. A more stable and reproducible technique was reported

by Arden and Gale [26] in which a single rhenium filament was used

with a uranium sample loaded from phosphoric acid and a small quantity

of graphite suspended in water dried down onto the sample. Using this

method a 10~8 grm uranium sample gives steady ion currents of the or-

der of I0~13 amps for several hours with a filament temperature of

1500 to 1600 °C. Alternatively, a rhenium boat filament, on to which

the sample of uranium or plutonium has been evaporated, is heated in

a benzene atmosphere. This causes the deposition of small amounts of

carbon due to the cracking of the organic vapour [7, 8], Such treatment

ensures the production of U + ions and steady beams of 10 13 amps from

10~8 grms of uranium for an hour or more. An improvement on this tech-

nique was reported by N. C. Fenner [9] in which controlled amounts of

hydrogen and oxygen were used in the pretreatment of the sample in
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place of the organic vapour. The effect of this was to increase the pro-

portion of metal ions by up to three orders of magnitude due to re-

duction of the uranyl nitrate to a chemical form where metal ions are

more easily produced and the increase of the work function of the boat

surface caused by an oxide of rhenium.

In addition to the reported techniques for obtaining a steady ion beam,

usually of uranium metal ions, a number of investigations into the sur-

face ionisation phenomenon have been carried out. Studier et al [10]

demonstrated that by controlling the oxidising and reducing agents on

a heated filament and in the surrounding atmosphere the species of

emitted ions can be controlled. They also demonstrated that single ion

sources of tungsten and rhenium will not produce uranium metal ions

in the absence of a reducing agent other than the filament metals. Car-

bon will produce metal ions unless the source pressure is high but 90%

of the sample is lost before the temperature of maximum metal ion emis-

sion was reached.

The desorption of neutral and positive ions from tungsten and rhenium

surfaces was investigated by D.H. Smith et al. [11, 12, 13]. It was

shown that oxygen contamination has a profound effect on the tungsten

surface with the desorption energy of uranium atoms being a sensitive

function of the amount of oxygen present. Many days baking of the tung-

sten filament in excess of 2100 K was required before the surfaces be-

came sufficiently free of oxygen to produce reliable data. Oxygen

contamination is not such a serious problem with rhenium as it is

with tungsten. The mean residence times of Th . Np , Pu and U were

shown to be two to twenty times longer on rhenium than on tungsten but

this varies considerably with temperature and element. Desorption e—

nergies and interaction frequencies are lower on rhenium. The shorter

the mean residence time or the lower the desorption energy of the ion,

the lower the temperature required for surface ionisation during iso-

topic analysis. Their conclusion reads: elucidation of the character

of adsorption states through determination of the parameters of the

neutral species would be of interest. Investigations of the thermal

ionisation of the actinides in electric fields for routine isotopic

analysis would also be interesting. A more rigorous investigation with
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oxygen coverage of the surface carefully controlled would yield fruit-

ful data concerning the effect of the presence of oxygen on the process

of surface ionisation. Chao and White [14] made measurements of the

changes in the effective work function of polycrystalline tungsten,

rhenium and tungsten/rhenium alloys at high temperatures as a function

of ambient oxygen pressures in the range 10 to 10~5 Torr. A maximum

work function increase of 0.7 eV was noted for both tungsten and rhe-

nium at 1710 °K at 10~5 Torr compared with a 10~8 Torr reference. Me-

tallic ions are more easily ionised from a surface from which the ions

are generated when it is operated so that ions leave an oxide coated

surface rather than a pure metallic surface. An order of magnitude in-

crease in ion production can often be realised from an oxide vs a pure

metal hot surface but there are practical limits to the ambient oxygen

pressure that can be used. At 2000 K the vapour pressure of tungsten

is approximately two orders of magnitude less than that of rhenium.

Therefore depletion of rhenium will be much faster than tungsten at

that temperature [15]. Z. Jurelu [16] also reports that the presence

of reactive gases can significantly change the surface work function

of the filament. Values of surface work function are rarely known with

an accuracy of greater than 0.1 eV and depend considerably on the

state of the surface. Rasser and Remy [!5] have determined the degree

of surface ionisation for the surface ionisation of uranium on poly-

crystalline rhenium to be 3 x 10 2 positive ions per neutral atom at

3000 °K.

More recent work by N.R. Shields [17] and P. de Bièvre [18] has high-

lighted, in a mere practical way, factors which affect precision and

accuracy of isotopic ratio measurements. The factors contributing to

variation of ratio determinations on replicate filament loadings are

given as (1) temperature of ionising filament, (2) temperature of

sample filament, (3) sample size, (A) sample preparation prior to

isitopic analysis, (5) sample purity, (6) sample acidity, (7) ion source

pressure, (8) time of measurement, (9) type of detector, (10) instru-

ment transmission. Evidence is presented which shows the improved re-

lative standard deviation obtained when some of the above parameters

are controlled.
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3. ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION

Variable results due to isotopic fractionation during measurement have

been observed by a number of workers [e.g. 19, 20]. This may lead to

systematic errors in the results obtained. Eberhardt et al. [21] made

a systematic study of the time dependence of fractionation during eva-

poration from a filament and observed that Rayleigh distillation [22]

applied to lithium, potassium and rubidium measurements. Theoretical

studies of isotopic fractionation in a thermal ion source have been

undertaken by Kanno [23] while Moore [24, 25] is making a theoretical

study of the triple filament thermal ionisation source and he reports

that Ca Re 0 type compounds have been identified by electron dif-
x y z Jtr l J

fraction in a filament loaded with a calcium sample for isotopic ana-

lysis. He states that: "detailed knowledge of all molecular species and

their vapourisation from a filament during an isotopic analysis would

lead to precisions and accuracies of less than 0.02% per a.m.u. which

would constitute the next major progress in thermal ionisation mass

spectrometry". De Bièvre [18] also gives some details of work by Gar-

ner et al. at the National Bureau of Standards in which the effects

of partial or complete conversion of loaded uranyl nitrate to uranium

oxide are investigated. It is shown that if reproducible conditions

and optimum conversion is achieved signal intensity is not a major

factor otherwise the conversion into one species goes on during the

measurement and is therefore dependent on temperature differences

which are caused inadvertently by the operator generating different

signal intensities. With optimum conversion a precision of 0.03% was

achieved but with only partial conversion the precision was 0.16%

with a 0.2% systematic error between the two. The quantity of sample

loaded on to the filament can affect the reproducibility because of

the variation in filament currents used by the operator to obtain

signal requirements for his mass spectrometer. In general, within

limits, larger sample sizes display smaller and more regular fractio-

nation which is easier to correct for. The interaction between sample

and filament is not yet fully understood but is could lead, for example,

to complexe refractory compounds each one having its own isotopic

fractionation pattern. Detailed knowledge about high temperature che-

mistry of the compounds used in isotopic analysis as well as of inter-

action of such compounds wich different filament materials is almost
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non-existant. Unless all the above mentioned parameters are controlled

in a well known and reproducible pattern the simple application of

correction factors induced unnoticed errors in measurements [18].

4. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATION

From the above miscellaneous collection of physico-chemical data and

ad hoc recipes used by various workers it is difficult for the mass

spectrometer operator to decide on a method to use. Inevitably opera-

tors devise techniques by trial and error on standards. These techni-

ques appear to work well for them but are not always reproducible by

other workers and differences of technique, as illustrated above, un-

doubtedly lead to differences between laboratories making measurements

on the same material. So far as the mass spectrometer operator is

concerned the chemistry begins at the point where the material has to

be loaded on to the filament although this is not unrelated to the

previous chemistry of the sample. Since the latter can greatly affect

the quality of the mass spectrometry results close liasion between

chemist and machine operator is essential.

The first decision required is which filament material to use. Commonly

used metals are rhenium and tungsten and to a lesser extent tantalum

and platinum. The choice depends to some extent on the material to be

analysed. Most of the work described in the earlier sections was car-

ried out for uranium analysis and from this work it would appear that

less problems with oxide effects would arise from the use of rhenium

rather than tungsten at least for this element. This may or may not

apply to other elements but both rhenium and tungsten have been used

extensively for mass spectrometry of many elements in our laboratories.

Probably the use of rhenium filament material offers the best chance

of controlling the factors affecting reproducibility detailed above

because more careful control can be achieved by using the rhenium

positive ion beams as monitors of ion current intensity. Other factors

that must be considered in the choice of filament material are whether

there are likely to be any interfering elements arising from the fila-

ment material itself either identical to or isobars of the material

being measured and whether a single or multiple filament arrangement is
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to be used. Also the uniform nature of the filament material is im-

portant since variation in filament thickness may cause variable ope-

rating conditions.

The sample is usually mounted on to the filament material in a small

drop of liquid which is subsequently evaporated to dryness. The size

of the drop is limited by the size of the filemant which is usually

about 0.7 mm to 1 mm wide. The amount of liquid put on to the filament

is often not too closely controlled and without using special techni-

ques simple pipetting procedures with currently available equipment

e.g. by automatic pipette, require at least one microlitre of liquid

to be loaded. However, in relation to the filament size one microlitre

is quite a large quantity of liquid and the way it behaves when it is

placed on the filament depends on the state of the surface of the fila-

ment material. If the filament material is perfectly clean the drop

will wet the surface completely and spread over the filament surface.

Consequently, if the quantity of liquid is large some of it may run

down the sides of the filament or supporting legs. This even spreading

of the liquid is a problem for the mass spectrometer operator who likes

to have his material deposited near to the centre of the filament since

his method of filament heating with an electric current causes the

centre of the filament to heat up first. It is also a problem at the

time of filament loading since the filament heats up from the centre

if it is heated by passing an electric current through it. The liquid

is then often driven to one end of the filament or even divided either

side of the middle thus causing the deposition of the solid material

in the wrong place or two separate places. The rate at which the li-

quid is dried out is also important because this can affect the nature

of the solid deposit; it may be evenly deposited or it may deposit in

a heap. These effects can only be seen when relatively large amounts

of solid are deposited. This is not often the case since microgram

amounts or less are usually used but it should not be assumed that

these phenomenon do not occur because they cannot be seen. The liquid

may also evaporate more readily at the edges of the filament so that

edge effects may occur during running of the filament which could af-

fect the fractionation rate. These effects due to the nature of the

deposit are important since much variability in this could affect the
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evaporation rate from the filament and contribute considerably to

variations in results from different loadings of the same material.

Controlled methods of evaporation are necessary therefore and alterna-

tives to passing an electric current for heating filaments at the

preparation stage are (1) by heat applied uniformly from an infra red

lamp and (2) by heat supplied through the support legs held in contact

with a piece of heated metal. The second of these techniques tends to

drive the liquid to the centre of the filament for evaporation - the

opposite effect to that when an electric current through the filament

is used but both techniques, the infra red lamp or the heated metal in

contact with the filament support legs, tend to heat the whole assembly

up fairly evenly so that no control of where the liquid finally eva-

porates is possible. Probably the careful evaporation of the liquid with

a programmed reproducible current passed through the filament is the

best way to dry the liquid. Electrodeposition is a possible laternative

for some elements.

Ideally a very small amount of liquid must be dried out in the very

centre of the filament. About one tenth of a microlitre would be a reason-

able sized drop if it can be obtained reproducibly so that loading can

be carried out as the addition of a single drop of liquid to the fila-

ment. Addition of more than one drop to the same filament leads to

spreading difficulties and uneven deposition. This means that the con-

centration of the solution to be loaded should be of the order of 10

mgm per ml in order to allow 1 microgram of sample to be loaded from

0.1 microlitre. Another factor affecting the spreading of a-drop is the

acidity of the solution which may also affect the chemical nature of

the deposit formed. Highly acid solutions tend to spread more readily

on the filament materials than dilute acid or aqueous solutions. It

is not always possible to know the amount of material to be loaded.

For example when irradiated fuels are being analysed some estimation

must be made of material growing into the sample during irradiation

such as fission products or plutonium and this depends on the flux seen

by the fuel. Only an approximate value for the amount of the materials

can be made and further uncertainty as to the amount available for

mass spectrometry may arise due to losses during further chemical pro-

cessing.
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The chemistry applied to samples before the final material is ready for

filament loading is important. The final solution to be mounted should

be as pure as possible but this will depend on the chemistry prior to

filament loading. Usually some chemical separation process is needed

to remove possible interfering isotopes or radioactive species and this

is often carried out by ir"i exchange methods although solvent extrac-

tion methods are sometimes' used. In either method organic residues are

often carried over to the fiual evaporation stage and the usual evapo-

ration with nitric acid is insufficient to remove these especially in

the case of ion exchange residues. Resinous deposits have been observed

on mass spectrometer sources due to continued use for samples containing

small amounts of impurity from ion exchange resins.

If any residual organic material is suspected in a sample vigorous

oxidation methods are required to clean up the sample. On the other

hand some operators use methods to ensure the production of metal ions

by reduction techniques such as evaporating a little sucrose solution

on to the sample on the filament. The chemical nature of the final de-

posit on the filament is related to the final treatment of the separa-

ted material and the temperature of evaporation on to the filament. In

certain circumstances enhancing techniques may be required such as the

use of carbon, silica, Ta2<35 or phosphoric acid but use of these may

reduce the precision of measurements made on different filaments.

Reference has already been made in section 3 to the formation of oxide

material from salts loaded on to the filament. In the case of single

filaments used for elements such as uranium or plutonium it is probably

necessary to use reducing agents to ensure a good supply of metal ions.

With triple filaments where the ionisation occurs on a separate filament

held at high temperature several positive ion species can be produced,

the amount of each depending on factors such as temperature of the ioni-

sation filament, the filament material and the partial pressure of oxy-

gen in the mass spectrometer source region. The current required to

evaporate the sample material from the filament depends on the filament

material, its thickness and its uniformity. The same is probably true

for the current required to give the optimum ionisation tempeture.

The current through the ionisation filament is often fixed arbitrarily

and kept the same for each sample run but this may not necessarily give
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the same ionisation conditions because of filament thickness variations.

To overcome this the signal from the Re ions may be used by setting

the current through the ionisation filament to give a constant Re 187

level. This is probably a better method of ensuring reproducibility of

ionisation conditions but it cannot be done with a tungsten filament

since the positive ion current from this is too small at most operating

temperatures.

Background effects can sometimes be troublesome and are of two kinds

(1) those due to residues of foreign material in the sample such as

organic residues or other poorly separated elements and (2) those due

to poor resolution of the system causing tailing between peaks. In mo-

dern mass spectrometers instrument design has largely overcome the

second problem but the first must be constantly checked for. The only

real way to correct for background effects if they are present is to

monitor the ion current either side of each peak but this can be tedious

in peak switching systems. The background effect or interference due

to isobars from poorly separated elements (two common examples are

Pu-238 with U-238 and Pu-241 with Am-241) must really be referred back

to the chemical separations used since only by using sufficiently good

methods can this problem be eliminated. Ions arising from the filaments

themselves or impurities in them can sometimes cause trouble for example

multiple potassium ions 3 9K 6
+ and (39K5

 U 1 K ) + at masses 234 and 236 or

rhenium oxide ions (ReÜ3+) at masses 233 and 235. Although some con-

trol over this can be exercised by choice of suitable running tempera-

tures the purest materials possible should be used for filaments.

The chemistry occurring within the source during operation, therefore,

is difficult to control. A controlled systematic increase in filament

temperature is usually required since the pressure in the source cham-

ber rises as the filament temperature increases due to evaporation of

moisture and other volatile contaminants. Chemical changes in the de-

posit may occur and, as discussed in section 3, complete conversion be-

fore measurement is commenced is necessary. The entire operation must

be timed and the time of data recording must be made reproducible to

allow for isotopic fractionation during running. These techniques are
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necessary for maximum precision and accuracy and are comparatively easy

with a pure material but, when a series of chemical separations have

been used prior to filament loading so that an unkwnown amount of con-

taminant may be present., greater difficulty is encountered. If serious

problems arise the matter can only be referred back to the chemist car-

rying out the separations.

Whatever methods are adopted some measure of the quality of the results

produced must be made. It is simple to test between filament reprodu-

cibility and techniques should be developed as far as possible to re-

duce this error to a small fraction of the total error. A much more

difficult problem is the detection and correction for bias. This can

only be done by using standard materials so that a bias factor can be

calculated by relating the result obtained to the certified value of

the standard used. A technique used at CBMN and the National Bureau of

Standards [18] enables calculations of the ratio of the certified value

to the determined value (called the K factor i.e. K = certified value/

observed value) to be made. This factor should have the value 1.0 for

zero bias. In the case of uranium a series of standards has been pro-

duced by the National Bureau of Standards over the whole range of U-235

enrichments. It is possible, therefore, to determine K values for ura-

nium over a wide range of 235^/238^ ratios. When a graph of K value

against the ?-35u/238U ratio is plotted a straight line parallel to the
235U/238U ratio axis is obtained since K is theoretically independent

of the 235U/238U r a t i 0 [18]. The variability of the K value indicates

the reproducibility of the system and the difference from unity gives

the level of bias. This is an excellent test for uranium but is only

possible for this element because of the wide range of standards avail-

able. This is not the case for other elements. For plutonium there are

three or four standards available from the National Bureau of Standards

but for most other elements only natural material is available and

the isotopic composition of this may vary depending on the origin of

it. It cannot be assumed however, that a bias factor established as

described above will be valid over the whole range of the mass spectro-

meter.
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5. CONCLUSION

This survey of literature and practical problems encountered in surface

ionisation mass spectrometry is not claimed to be exhaustive but illus-

trates the lack of cohesive methodism in the field. Investigators exa-

mining the theoretical basis of the method have to concentrate on small

sections of a very wide field and tend to report fragments of informa-

tion while operators adopt methods by trial and error which suit their

particular purpose. The degree of reproducibility of a technique is

easy to establish and can be reduced to a small fraction of the total

error but the level of bias of a particular method, machine or labora-

tory is more difficult to determine. Bias however, is probably the big-

gest single cause of differences between results obtained from different

laboratories. Sometimes a small bias may not be too important such as

in irradiated fuel analysis where other errors are very much greater.

In other areas, such as the production of standards or in production

laboratories where small errors represent large sums of money in terms

of material apparently lost or gained, bias must be eliminated. Safe-

guards is another area where close agreement between laboratories is

assuming increasing importance and in order to establish acceptable

levels of operational agreement it may be necessary to establish suit-

able agreed techniques. This can only be done with adequate standards.

There is a need therefore for a considerable program of work aimed at

developing a more complete scientific understanding of the physics and

chemistry of surface ionisation and for the production of an adequate

series of standards for many elements but in particular those falling

within Safeguards requirements.

The following list is suggested as areas where more detailed information

is required and investigators into thermal ionisation mass spectrometry

will need to cover these items:
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Factors requiring further investigation for reproducible accurate iso-

topic ratio determination by isotope dillution.

1. Typt of filament material

Pretreatment

Nature of material surface before and after pretreatment

Oxygen levels on surface

Degree of cleanliness of surface

2. Filament loading technique for reproducible optimum deposition con-

ditions

Solution acidity - possible reaction with filament material

Sample purity - relationship with previous chemistry of sample

Optimum sample size

Nature of final chemical condition of deposit

Complete conversion to a stable form before transfer to mass spec-

trometer

3. Operating conditions

Temperature of ionising filament

Temperature of evaporation filament

Source pressure - partial pressure of oxygen (and possibly other

gases) in the source

Isotopic fractionation during measurement

4. Nature of deposit after operation

Changes that have occurred in the deposit during running

Changes that have occurred in the filament material during running

Evidence of formation of reaction products between sample and

filament

Nature of any reaction products

Properties of reaction products under operating conditions.
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Discussions after the introduction of E. Foster

De Bièvre: What E. Foster has done on the blackboard may be of interest

to several kinds of people (measurement people, authorities). How do

we judge and evaluate the quality of isotopic ratio masurements? Pro-

bably the graph on the blackboard provides an objective means of achie-

ving that. It is also better to give ratios then other things like

abundances or weight percentages. Usually the value of ratios range

from 10"1 to 10. The correction factor has to be constant but it has

not necessary to be one.

(Note: The graph on the blackboard was of a K chart referred to in the

text).

Foster: How valid is this for other elements?

De Bièvre: The factor has not to be the same as for uranium but has to

be constant.

Barnes: When the K-factor is one I become suspicious for there always

exists fractionation. If you find that your K-factor is constant for

uranium, it will also be constant for other elements. This implies that

you only need to measure a single reference material.

Perrin: When you have proved the linearity of your measurement system

for cranium, it is enough to measure one single reference material of

another element. The optimum sample size does not exist. When you

change your sample size you have to calibrate your system again.

Foster: The fractionation and the sample size are related in time. The

fractionation of 1 microgram and 5 microgram are different.

Barnes: We have a series of curves depending how you dry the sample on

the filament.

Abernathey: This type of curve is plotted as a function of time but in

my opinion it has to be as a function of sample life-time. When you

put these curves together on this basis they will certainly meet.

Mittmann: From the curves of NBS it is clear that the amount of sample

plays a role. But it is not only the sample size, it is also the geome-

try of the sample and the filament that is important.

Who has an estimate of the influence of the ionisation band temperature
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on the isotope ratio?

Foster: The effect of the ionisation temperature is not as great as

the evaporation temperature.

Fudge: The reproducibility of the position of the filaments in a glass

bead system will be better than in a system where you have to position

the filaments yourself.

Mittmann: No answer on the question of the role of the temperature of

the ionisation filament.

Barnes: We do not know the answer as there is no theory available on

the moment that explains it.

McKnown: The role of oxygen in the filament and in the atmosphere.

What is the absolute maximum in pressure to be allowed in the source

region? Your pressure goes up when you heat up your filaments.

Foster: The upgoing pressure influences the heating program which in-

fluences the fractionation.

MeKown: The procedure has to be perhaps very slow so you do not get

an outburst of gas.

Foster: The number of samples forces us to measure with a high pressure

which gives a larger standard deviation.

MeKown: What pressure do you accept?

Foster: Better than 10~7 Torr in the source and 10~8 Torr in the ana-

lyzer.

Van Raaphorst: On this slide it is shown that in our system there is

no dependency between temperature of the ionisation filament and the

K-factor.

Meier: In secondary ionisation mass spectrometry it is shown that oxygen

influences strongly the intensity of metal-oxygen compounds even with

pressure of 10~7 Torr.

De Kegge: I disagree with the opinion that the K-factor should be con-

stant. We found a K-factor with a linear dependency with the enrichment.

Comparative analyses showed agreements within 0.1% with other labs, so

no constant K-factor is necessary. Another point of disagreement. Some

elements like Li and Nd give better and more stable ion beams with im-

pure samples than with pure samples from for instance nitric acid solu-

tions.
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THE IONIZATION OF SELECTED ELEMENTS OF INTEREST IN THE NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

J.E. Delmore

ALLIED CHEMICAL, IDAHO FALLS, USA

There are several criteria that need to be considered when developing,

or choosing a previously developed, method for ionizing a particular

element by thermal ionization. The main criteria are:

a) Ion beam intensity

b) Ion beam stability

c) Spectral interferences

d) Fractionation effects

An optimum ionization method for an element under one set of circum-

stances is not necessarily optimum for the same element under another

set of circumstances. The size of the sample, the purity, and the re-

quired accuracy have a significant bearing upong the method. Several

ionization schemes for the same element are complementary in some in-

stances, depending upon the requirements.

An important consideration in the ionization process is the quality of

the vacuum. An air leak can supply an inexhaustible supply of oxygen,

which can have a serious effect on maintaining the stoichiometry of the

sample. Alternatively, it is not unknown for a small amount of pump oil

to get into the system and act as reductant, again having the potential

of altering the stoichiometry of the sample. Maintaining constant stoi-

chiometry in the sample is an important part of maintaining a constant

analytical procedure for certain elements, particularly uranium.

Table I shows the three most common methods of ionizing the aetinides

using thermal ionization. These three methods are the same as are used

with the lanthanides. There are other variations on these methods which

some laboratories chose to use, the main one being the analysis of the

oxide beam using the first two methods.

There are three trends worth noting in this series:
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1. The lighter actinides form oxide ions more readily than the

heavier ones.

2. The lighter actinides are less sensitive than the heavier ones.

3. The lighter actinides vaporize and ionize at higher temperatures

than the heavier ones when they are reduced to the metal.

The first and most commonly used technique involves evaporating the

oxide from a side filament and ionizing it on a hot rhenium center

filament. The second method, which is used almost as frequently as the

first, involves loading the sample onto a rhenium single filament and

reducing the sample. This method gives excellent sensitivity for small

samples using a multiplier as the detector, but is less suitable for

large samples and Faraday cup detectors. The first method is well

suited for large samples on instruments with Faraday cup detectors.

The third technique involves loading the sample onto a single tanta-

lum filament, flashing to red heat in the air, and analyzing the oxide

or dioxide ion beam. This technique gives reasonably stable ion beams

for the lighter actinides and all of the lantbanides. It is not as

sensitive as the other methods and is mentioned mainly for historical

interest as it was widely used 25 years ago.

1. THORIUM.

Thorium is the lightest of the actinides analyzed by mass spectrometry,

and is by far the least sensitive of the series. It is not practical

to use the multiple filament technique, possibly due to the difficulty

of breaking the thorium-oxygen bonds. Either the second or the third

method will work. The second method appears to be the most suitable

for the majority of work.

Thorium is the only actinide that cannot be measured at the picogram

level using pulse counting. It can only be measured at the nanogram

level. Another problem associated with thorium is the prevalence of

natural contamination. Most rhenium filament material has appreciable

amounts of natural thorium, giving a significant and variable instru-

ment blank. The chemistry blank can also be significant.
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2. URANIUM.

Large uranium samples (M yg) are usually ionized by the multiple fila-

ment technique. A solution containing the uranium is evaporated onto

a side filament. The conditions under which this is carried out repre-

sent important variables in the analytical procedure. The pH of the

solution, the oxidation state of the uranium, the extent of heating in

air, etc. affect the nature of the deposit.

The filaments are inserted into the ion source and the uranium oxide

is evaporated from the side filaments and ionized on the hot center

filament. This seems straightforward until you study the literature

concerning the various stoichiometries of uranium oxide and the Knudsen

cell/mass spectrometric studies of the ratios of U, UO, U0„ and U0_

vapor species evaporating from these uranium oxides. As the stoichiome-

try changes, so do the ratios of the vapor species. Thus, if the stoi-

chiometry of the uranium oxide changes, the ionization mechanism

changes, since a UO species dissociating and ionizing to U on a hot

filament is almost certainly different from a U0„ species going to U .

The species UO and U0? are the major vapor species.

Various workers have observed, but usually have not published, data

showing that the bias due to fractionation occurring in the ionization

of uranium from the oxide is a function of the temperature of the fila-

ments, the oxide stoichiometry and the chemical purity. There is no

conclusive evidence to indicate if this fractionation is occurring

during the evaporation phase or during the ionization phase. Also, it

is difficult to separate the roles of side filament temperature and

stoichiometry, because stoichiometry changes with temperature.

If the fractionation is occurring during the evaporation step, it would

be determined by the stoichiometry and side filament temperature. If

the fractionation occurs during ionization, it is determined by the

ratios between the different uranium vapor species, or the center fila-

ment temperature, or both. The ratios of the various uranium vapor

species is determined in turn by the stoichiometry and temperature of

the solid species on the side filament.
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Many workers have observed that they can set a constant center filament

temperature (as observed with a pyrometer) and obtain a different bias

by adjusting the side filament temperature to give differing total

uranium intensities. This demonstrates that fractionation is not entire-

ly a function of center filament temperature, although center filament

temperature certainly affects the ionization efficiency. More work

needs to be carried out before the mechanism of uranium fractionation

can be understood.

To achieve the most accurate and precise analyses, the following para-

meters must be controlled when using this mode of ionization:

la. the temperature of the center filament.

2b. the ratios and intensities of the uranium vapour species reaching

the center filament.

3c the amount of impurities reaching the center filament as many

species (such as the alkali metals) affect the efficiency of ion

production for uranium (and other'elements as well).

The ratios and intensities of the various uranium vapor species reaching

the center filament are affected by:

1. the type and strenght of acid of the loading soluting.

2. the temperature to which the filament is heated in the air after

the solution goes to dryness.

3. the chemical purity, as this can affect stoichiometry.

A. the temperature to which the sample is heated during the analysis.

The temperature to which the sample filament is heated is diffi-

cult to measure, and is typically controlled (not measured) by

adjusting the center filament to a given temperature and adjusting

the side filament current to give a fixed U ion intensity.

Many laboratories chose to analyze uranium by the second method, where

a sample is loaded onto a single rhenium filament and a reduction is

carried out. The filament may be "carbided" by prior treatment with

benzene or butene, and heating in the ion source causes the carbon in

the rhenium to reduce the sample. Alternatively, the sample may be

loaded onto a plain rhenium filament and then treated with a reductant

like benzene or butene while in the ion source. A more recent method

is to adsorb the sample onto a resin bead, mount the bead on a plain
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rhenium filament, and mount the filament in the ion source. Heating

under vacuum causes a reduction to take place. If the sample is ana-

lyzed by this technique without a reduction, UO is the main ionic

species.

The mechanism for the increase in sensitivity with the single filament

reduction technique is not well understood. It is known that carbide

formation plays a role, but the molecular species that are formed are

largely unknown. It is known that uranium forms a variety of stable

carbides, and these have been investigated by Knudsen Cell-Mass spec-

trometry, so the uranium carbides do form stable gaseous species as

well as solid compounds. Yet uranium carbide is not observed in the

spectrum.

Most laboratories using the single filament with reduction method

load small (̂1 ng) samples and use pulse counting as the detection

method. The most accurate uranium isotopic data comes from the multiple

filament technique using a Faraday cup and VRE electrometer rather

than from the single filament reduction technique. It is difficult to

say if this is due to the difference in sample size and detection

method, or to the control over fractionation in the ionization process.

Since the U, Re carbide system is not well understood, the reproduci-

bility of the evaporation and ionization process is difficult to

predict.

Both the multiple filament technique and the single filament with re-

duction technique give good sensitivity. The single filament resin

bead technique shows promise of being the most sensitive, although the

ultimate accuracy of the method is not well defined at this time.

3. TRANSURANICS

Plutonium is effectively ionized by either of the first two methods.

It is similar in behaviour to uranium except the reduced form evapo-

rates and ionizes at a lower temperature while the oxide requires a

higher temperature than uranium oxide. Plutonium is also more sensitive

than uranium. The lower limit on uranium analyses is typically limited

by the blank, but the plutonium blank is many orders of magnitude lower,

mak ng the analysis of subpicogratn quantities of plutonium meaningful.
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Instruments with pulse counting can usually reach these levels.

There has been less high precision isotopic standards work performed

on plutonium than on uranium. Plutonium forms a variety of oxides and

carbides, similar but not identical to, those for uranium. Thus ,the

measurement variables that affect uranium have a similar but not iden-

tical effect on plutonium. Thus, the application of bias from uranium

standards to plutonium measurements is probably better than no correc-

tion at all, but cannot be considered to be absolute.

Americium ionizes similarly to plutonium, only it is more sensitive

and the sample does not need to be heated as strongly. The higher ac-

tinides reportedly are similar. Neptunium has been analyzed by IDMS,

but only by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. The limited amount of data

that has been published indicate that it fits into the general trends

of the actiaide series.

4. LANTHANIDES

The options for ionizing the actinides are the same for the lanthanides..

The largest difference is that there is far less variation among the

lanthanides. Table II lists the methods. Any of the lanthanides can be

analyzed by any of these methods. The only reason for choosing the

third method, involving running the oxide from a single tantalum fila-

ment, is to escape spectral interferences. Spectral interferences are

a problem only for La and Ce, hence, table II lists them as being ion-

ized this way. Barium is a spectral interference for these elements as

the metal ion, but is far less serious in the oxide spectra. Our labo-

ratory prefers to analyze the other lanthanides by the multiple fila-

ment, metal ion beam technique. Some laboratories prefer the single

rhenium filament, metal ion beam technique, with or without a reduction.

All of the lanthanides ionize with sufficient sensitivity to allow

analyses at the subnanogram level-except those which are analyzed as

the oxides. The oxide analyses are less sensitive. Instrument sensi-

tivity is seldom the limit on sample size, however, as the blank from

natural contamination is usually limiting.
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There are no isotopic standards available for any of the lanthanides,

but the precisions that can be obtained are significantly better than

for uranium. As an example, consider the analyses of a series of four

samples each for natural Eu and NBS U-500 on an old mass spectrometer

in our laboratory. Ihis instrument does not allow the monitoring of

center filament temperature with a pyrometer, and does not have out-

standing ion transmission. Natural Eu and NBS U-500 both have two

nuclides with nearly equal abundances; hence, with everything else

equal, the precision of analysis should be about equal. The Eu shows

a maximum spread of about 0.02%, and the NBS U-500 shows a maximum

spread of about 0.10%, a factor of five greater.

This difference in precision between Eu and U-500 seems incongruous

until you examine the oxide stoichiometry of the lanthanides and com-

pare them to the oxide stoichiometries of uranium. The lanthanides

have only one oxidation state, plus three, that is stable under normal

conditions. Oxidation states like Eu+2 are not stable without special

complexation. It seems quite probable that the difference in achievable

precision is due at least in part to a stable and reproducible oxide

stoichiometry for europium. The oxide stoichiometry for uranium, con-

versely, is less stable during an analysis and less reproducible from

analysis to analysis. This manifests itself as a variable fractionation

effect that is not observed with Eu.

5. OTHER FISSION PRODUCT ELEMENTS

The fission products of the transition elements Zr, Mo, Tc and Ru are

routinely analyzed. Table III gives the ionization methods for these

elements. The same three methods used for the actinides and the lan-

thanides can be used for ionizing Zr. "Our laboratory prefers the mul-

tiple filament, metal ion beam technique, although the others work

reasonably well also. At least one laboratory prefers the resin bead

technique for Zr. The elements Mo, Tc and Ru can only be ionized by

the single filament, metal ion beam technique. This may be due to the

oxides of these elements being volatile at low temperatures.

The limit on sample size for all of these analyses is the natural Mo
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interference that comes from the Re filament material. Sample size on

Zr also tends to be limited by the Zr blank, from filaments, chemistry,

and the nuclear fuel itself. Several laboratories have been experimen-

ting with Tc loaded on resin beads. They have had exceptional success,

reportedly going below the picogram level while retaining reasonable

precision.

The alkali metal and alkaline earth fission products are shown in table

IV. Our laboratory prefers the multiple filament technique because we

feel the sensitivity is higher, the stability is greater, and the con-

trol of fractionation is easier. These elements run with very good

sensitivity.

6. OTHER TECHNIQUES

Most of the techniques that have been mentioned in this talk have been

well documented elsewhere. Two of the newer techniques which are well

documented experimentally but which have less familiarity with workers

in nuclear mass spectrometry are the resin bead technique and the sili-

ca gel technique. Application of these techniques will briefly described.

The resin bead technique is beginning to find applications in a wide

variety of microanalyses by mass spectrometry. There is even some dis-

cussion of the possibility of using it for uranium accountability

measurements, although it has yet to be demonstrated that the method

is capable of the precision that is attainable with the mulptile fila-

ment technique using a Faraday cup detector. The resin bead method is

excellent for certain microanalyses that are difficult or impossible

to perform by other methods; examples of elements being analyzed at low

levels are U, Pu, Th, Zr and Tc.

The element to be analyzed is adsorbed onto the resin bead (usually an

anion form) from a solution. A knowledge of the adsorption characteris-

tics of the element and potential interferences must be known. The con-

ditions can then be optimized to obtain the best separation. This is

one of the important criteria in judging the method; the chemical se-

paration from the matrix with very little handling, contact with very

few reagents, and consequently a greatly reduced blank.



The resin bead is rinsed and mounted on a filament. The bead can then

be crimpted in the filament, glued on with colloidion, or if the bead

is small enough, held in place by electrostatic attraction. The fila-

ment is mounted in the source and the bead pyrolyzed under vacuum,

providing an "in situ" reduction of the element on the bead. There is

much less of a pressure burst than would be expected. The beads are

polystyrene, which has more carbon than hydrogen. The carbiding of

rhenium is a well known phenomenon, hence, much of the material may

end up being disposed of in the filament. Several elements have been

analyzed at the femtogram level with this technique, and other elements

are under active investigation.

The silica gel technique for thermal ionization was developed by ORNL

for the analysis of ng quantities of Pb. The method has come into wide-

spread use in the analysis of geologic samples for U-Pb age dating. It

has also been used for other elements such as Cd, Tl and Ag. The only

application to the analysis of fission products is the analysis of Cd,

which has excellent sensitivity.

A variety of fission product elements that are difficult to ionize by

more conventional techniques are currently being investigated. Palladium

and Te are the main ones of interest. The methods have yet to produce

usable data, although they do show promise.

Table V shows the common neutron adsorbers that are analyzed. Boron

is the most widely used, and hence, analyzed of these elements. All of

these methods have been widely disseminated and are in common use,

with the possible exception of Cd.

7. CONCLUSION

There is a great deal of work which needs to be carried out before a

complete understanding of these ionization processes are understood.

Unfortunately, the element which is of greatest interest to the people

at this meeting, uranium, is also one of the most complex to understand

I do not know of any laboratory which is currently conducting studies

into the ionization mechanism for uranium, which is most unfortunate.
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Table I Ionization methods for the actinides

Configuration

Multiple filaments

Single filament

Single filament

Form of actinide
when evaporated

various oxides

metal

various oxides

u.

Th,

Th,

elements

Pu,

u,
U

Np,

Pu,

Am

Np, Am

ions formed

primarily metals,
some oxides

metal

ThO+, U0+, U0 2
+

Table II Ionization methods for the lanthanides

Configuration

Multiple filaments

Single filament

Single filament

Form of lanthanide
when evaporated

various oxides

metal

oxide

Nd,
etc.

Nd,
etc.

La,

elements

Sm, Eu,

Sm, Eu,

Ce

Gd,

Gd,

ion formed

primarily metal,
some oxides

metal

LaO , CeO

Table III Ionization methods for some transition element fission products

Configuration

Multiple filaments

Single filament

Single filament

Form of element
when evaporated

oxides

metal

oxides

elements

Zr

Zr, Mo, Tc, Ru

Zr

ion formed

Zr+, ZrO+

metal

ZrO+



Table IV Ioaization methods for the alkali

and alkaline earth fission products

Configuration

Multiple filaments

Single filament

^elements

Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba

Rb, Cs, Sr, Ba

ions formed

Metal

Metal

Table VI Ionization methods for some neutron absorbers

element

B
#
Cd

Li

Gd

Hf

configuration

single

single

multiple

multiple

multiple

species on fila-
ment

Na2B4°7'
silica gel

LiCl

GdCl3

HfCl3

ions formed

Na2B02**

Cd+

Li+

Gd+

Hf+
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Discussion after the lecture of J. Deltnore.

Hebeda: Do you have an explanation for the be-feiaviour of silicagel as

it behaves, in combination with phosphoric acid.

Delmore: I have no clear answer to that, we have some microscopic ob-

servations of various loading procedures. When you vary your loading

technique in such a way that you obtain a black material on the fila-

ment you get a very high sensitivity. This sensitivity is much larger

than the one you get with the white residue. The black material looks

glassy. With lead the technique is not so critical but with elements

like palladium and tellurium you have to be much more precise in your

loading technique.

Perrin: We have also used the silicagel technique in combination with

our pulse counting system. We have found a PO ion. When this ion is

present you have a good ionisation efficiency, by absence the ionisa-

tion of lead drops quickly. Does this mean there is a chemical ioni-

sation?

Barnes: We have applied some electron diffraction on those samples. In

answer to your question: at this moment we do not know how it works.

There is no evidence for the formation of a phosphate on the filament

itself. We have found the same PO peak. The electron diffraction shows

a very complicated mixture of silica and lead. When you decrease the

particle size of the silica (less than 2 microns) you get an extreme

sensitivity, even better than with the black product.

Perrin: The original work on the coverage of the filament by rhenium

was done by J. Regg of Renselaar Polytechnics. He was actually deposit-

ing the rhenium on the filament with RF sputtering.

The idea behind it was to obtain a mechanism controlled by diffusion

rather than evaporation. The purpose was to increase the ionisation

efficiency, it increased with a factor of 16. Only one did not succeed

in obtaining a controlable reaction as there appeared cracks in the

rhenium cover caused by thermal cracking. In our case the uranium and

plutonium were electro-deposited On the filament and over this the

rhenium was electro-deposited. The layer thickness was 0.0003", thinner

than in Reggs case but there were no cracks. As we had not such a
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heavy plating the improvement in the ionisation efficiency was not

better than a factor of 8. The fractionation is basically flat for a

period of 45 minutes. It gives an extremely reproducable signal in-

tensity. Since we are plating in a basic medium the actinides preci-

pitate as hydrous oxides. They reach the surface as a metal atom. The

uranium ion beam is 99% metal and 1% oxide, in the case of plutonium

we cannot detect an oxide beam. The major advantage of the system is

that we operate at a rather moderate temperature of 1600 C without

evaporating the material too rapidly. This gives a better efficiency

and the temperature is low enough (in comparison with triple filament

technique) to prevent the ionisation of things like residual hydro-

carbons. In the future we will study this technique to a greater extent.

Unknown: How do you control the thickness?

Perrïn: At the present time we control the thickness by simply control-

ling the availability of rhenium and estimating from weighing the fila-

ments. In the near future we will apply the ion microprobe technique

to obtain depth profiles to get a better idea of the thickness. This

is a very rough estimate. The 0.0003" thickness is also in accordance

with the time necessary for an atom to reach the surface at the operating

temperature. This is about 2 minutes which is in a few seconds of the

time calculated by Reg for thermal diffusion.

Fudge: Is there anyone with more information and experience with the

resin bead technique? For instance the influence of organics deposited

in the ion source.

Delmove: It appears to me that a good portion ends up as rheniumcarbide

and is disposed with the filaments. After the measurement the filament

looks bright, which demonstrates perhaps this possibility. Furthermore

no extensive experience at this moment.

McKown: We have some experience with this technique. When you heat a

resin bead in the air, it explodes and you end up with nothing.

The big thing is that by working with the resin bead and the canoe

type filament we think you get your uranium and your plutonium on the

spot. When you load a filament with a solution, the centre of the

filament dries up first and the sample migrates to the end of the

filament. This is in my opinion a great disadvantage. With a resin bead
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the sample stays in the middle, which results in a better operation

f.i. better focussing. Seibersdorf is also working with mixed U-Pu

solutions. In dissolver solution, the plutonium content is smaller

than the uranium one. With ion exchange beads you concentrate your

plutonium probably to 1:1. Another point: you do not get fission pro-

duct adsorption. In practice you run your plutonium at 1400 C, burn

it off at 1700 °C and then run uranium. All this will not work with

liquids.

Delmore: I have visited Oak Ridge last summer. It was possible to change

the U-Pu ratio dramatically by changing the z-focus. This means that

the U-Pu are not in the same place.

MoKown: We have seen that too but the distance will be smaller than

with the application of a solution.

Barnes: We have run some resin beads, smaller ones, diameters between

5 and 50 microns. If you have a 25 micron bead you may get indeed a

point source. You do get migration from the bead as the sample melts

out to the side of the filament. You prevent this by changing the

temperature gradient of the filament which you can do by welding pieces

of tungsten wire between the filaments and the posts. The temperature

at the sides stays considerably cooler. Then you do not get the z-

focussing effect. Without tungsten you can move the sample from one

side to the other. Most organics disappear at 700 C, burst of organics.

Afterwards only rheniumcarbide.

Delmore: Resin bead technique is no replacement for existing high

level techniques. It is a micro technique.

Foster: What influence do you get on your 238Pu from 2 3 8U.

Damerov: How large are the correction factors in the nano and pico

gram range?

Delmore: At those levels you are glad with a 0.5% precision. The cor-

rection factors are then of limited importance.

de Bièvre: What is the accuracy of the measurement with the resin

bead technique (question to H. McKown)? The resin bead technique cannot

be a very accurate technique because of the complicated chemistry on

the filament. It may be useful for a) an easy transport b) to get rid
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of the fission products. In my opinion the best thing is to strip the

U and Pu from the bead and perform an accurate measurement subsequent-

iy.

Pervin: For three years we have run nanograms of U and Pu carefully and

looked for the K-factor. In the case of plutonium it is 0.9995 and

0.9928 for uranium. It is much closer to the theoretical value than on

the microgram level.

Tyrell: Not only the organics give trouble in the resin bead technique

but also the contamination with natural uranium. We loaded the beads

with pure 233-U and we found enrichment in 238-U. Furthermore you are

quoting that with a triple filament the plutonium is coming off before

the uranium. Our experience is that with the triple filament technique

the uranium appeared before the plutonium. When using a single boat

filament and a carbonising step the plutonium appeared first.

Unknown: I want to make a comment on this pyrolysis effect. From the

organic chemistry, where this is known as Curie point pyrolysis1, we

learn that at 700 °C - 800°C all the masses up to 200 - 250 may be

expected. Above 1000 C you will find only carbon.

Delmore: When you load a small resin bead you load far less organics

into your machine than when you apply reductants. In my opinion most

of the carbon ends up as rheniumcarbide.

Perrin: We have done one experiment that may give some explanation. We

have placed some resin beads on the centre filament of a triple fila-

ment configuration. At 700 - 800 C there appeared a spectrum of hydro-

carbons. By heating up it disappeared as described by others. Then if

you turn filaments on the side and heat the source plates you find

again the hydrocarbons which have a long residence time and are vapour-

izing from the rest of the source. When you apply single filament tech-

nique you will not have any problem but when you want to apply triple

filament also you are in serious problems.

McKown: Our accuracy for resin bead, single element, is about 0.5%. The

contribution of 238-U to 238-Pu is a problem.
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COMBINED TECHNIQUES FOR SOLID SOURCE THERMAL IONISATION MASS

SPECTROMETRIC DETERMINATION OF URANIUM, PLUTONIUM AND FISSION PRODUCTS.

W.B. Bremner and D.G. McRoberts

Dounreay Nuclear Power Development Establishment

Thurso, United Kingdom

1. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of uranium, plutonium and fission products on spent

reactor fuels is an essential part of the nuclear power programme.

These measurements have to be carried out on materials which are often

intensely gamma active from the presence of fission products, or in-

grown activation products, in addition to the alpha activity associated

with the actinide elements present. Mass spectrometry is a technique

which is capable of making a precise measurement on very small quanti-

ties of material and has therefore found application in this field.

The procurement of small samples is achieved either by carrying out a

large dilution on the liquid sample or by extracting microgram quanti-

ties of solid material followed by chemical solution treatment. For

highly gamma active samples these initial procedures must be carried

out while the material is contained within shielded facilities. The

final mass spectrometric preparation of these micro samples can then

be carried out in lightly shielded facilities. The incentives to mea-

sure both actinides and fission products on the same sample has led to

the development of one basic mounting technique which will produce all

of the measurements required.

The primary applications of the techniques are:

(I) Determination of uranium and plutonium on highly active solutions

from nuclear fuel reprocessing.

(II) Determination of fissile atom burn-up on highly active solutions

from nuclear fuel reprocessing.
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(III) Determination of uranium/plutonium ratio and fissile atom burn-

up on specimens from Post Irradiation Examination of nuclear

fuels.

(IV) Determination of fissile isotopes on raffinate solutions from

nuclear fuel reprocessing.

2. TECHNIQUES

The standard technique for determination of actinides and fission pro-

ducts by mass spectrometry is the isotope dilution method. This tech-

nique is attractive since it involves the use of an internal isotopic

standard and removes the need for quantitative transfer or recovery

of the sample after the initial standard has been added.

Direct analysis of samples without any prior chemical separation or

purification is attractive for analysis of radioactive materials since

it considerably reduces the handling time and also removes the risk

of contamination by some naturally occurring fission products. This

unseparated technique has produced satisfactory results both for opera-

tional control and for burn-up measurements.

sample preparation

Suitably diluted samples are transferred from a shielded highly active

handling cell to a medium active fume-hood where they are spiked with
A^Q I/O I/O

an internal standard solution containing U, Pu and Nd in

ratios chosen to optimise conditions for 10% burn-up on 85% U 15% Pu

fuels (table 1). Isotopic equilibrium is achieved by heating the mixed

spike and sample solution vigorously for a few minutes and then evaporated

to near dryness. The solution is then divided into two potions and mounted

on filaments using about 20 ul of 2M nitric acid. One portion for U and/or

Pu measurement is mounted on the evaporation filament.of a multiple tungsten

filament assembly while the second portion is mounted on a single rhenium fi-

lament for Nd measurement.. (Typical filament loadings are shown in table II).

Ionisation and evaporation filaments are heated progressively over a

period of 10-20 minutes from 3 and 1.5 amps to 5.5 and 2.5 amps respec-



tively. Source tuning and filament temperatures are adjusted to give

stable beams of adequate size for accurate measurement to be made. Peak

maxima are measured over six cyclic scans (ie ABBA) of the uranium

peak measurements the filament temperatures are adjusted to produce

adequate plutonium beams (this normally requires increased evaporation

filament temperatures and may require increased ionisation temperatures).

Pu peaks at m/e ratios of 239, 240, 241 and 242 are then measured.

(111 )._mas s _sp_e c t r ome tri c _p_r ocedur e_f o r neodymi urn

The sample on the rhenium filament is heated from 1 to 2.5 amps over a

10 minute period. At this temperature level peaks from lanthanide

oxides at m/e 155 (LaO ) and 157 (PrO ) may be found. Preliminary source

tuning is carried out on these peaks and the filament current is then

increased slowly until the neodymium oxide peaks in the range m/e 158

to 166 can be identified. With careful temperature control the Nd peaks

can be made to grow steadily until adequate measurement beams have been

obtained.

(IV2 procedure for_microdrilling samples

A microdrilling technique is used to make highly localised burn-up mea-

surements from selected areas of specimens after they have been mounted

and polished for ceramography. The drillings are obtained in the form

of slurries containing 1-20 yg of fuel. After total dissolution various

fission products are measured radiometrically and the U/Pu ratio is

determined by mass spectrometry. Neodymium is also measured mass spec-

trometrically on some specimens.

3. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS.

For plutonium and uranium measurements the principle interference
238 238

problems arise in the estimation of Pu in the presence of U. At
uranium ionisation filament temperatures the Pu ion yield is small and

238
therefore the U peak can be measured. However due to the relatively

238
small quantities of Pu which are present in the sample (< 1%) the

converse procedure for the measurement of Pu does not give precise
241 241

results. A similar effect is present from Am in the presence of Pu,
again this interference can be minimised by careful filament tempera-
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ture selection and control (table III).

During neodjrmium measurements corrections may be necessary for contri-
I O +

butions from (141 Pr 0) at m/e 159 and from cerium. Unspiked samples

may have to be measured if Ce peaks are found to be present at signi-

ficant levels.

4. DEPOSITION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL IN THE MASS SPECTROMETER

Specimens for analysis may have up to one millicurie of mixed fission

product activity on each filament loaded. Most of this activity is

sublimed onto the cooler parts of the source during ionisation. In the

AEI MS5 source the major part of the activity has been found on the

source block and on the half plates (Y plates) with a slower build up

on the exit slit plates. In an instrument which was recently dismantled

the slit plate was found to have 200 - 300 mr/hr B y activity when

measured at contact. Contamination of the interior of the flight tube

could not be measured directly through the wall, however, leaching
137

with nitric acid showed traces of Cs present. Recent experience on

an MM 30 instrument suggests that the activity is much more confined

to the source region, probably because of the highly enclosed source

cavity. On no occasion was there any evidence of alpha active materials

outisde the immediate source region, exhaustive checks have regularly

been carried out on pump oils for alpha contamination but no activity

has been detected.

5. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES.

The advantages and disadvantages of mass spectrometric analysis of

unseparated samples may be outlined as follows:

Advantages: (I) Reduced handling time of active specimens

(II) Reduced risk of introducing natural neodymium

contamination

(III) Reduced number of sample filaments (and hence

instrument loadings)

(IV) Easier discovery of spillage

Disadvantages: (I) Interference effects

(II) Radioactive contamination of source and other
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interior parts of the instrument

(III) Chemical contamination of vacuum system

6. OTHER WORK.

The published work on unseparated techniques is limited, papers by

Koch [1] and Qureshi [2] are worthy of note.

7. REFERENCES.

[1] Bestimmung des Abbrandes in schnellen Reaktoren durch vereinfachte

massenspektrometrisch Nd - Bestimmungj L. Koch, T. Moy and D.

Steinert; Radiochimica Acta 19(1973).

[2] IAEA-SM-149/13 - Proceeding of 1971 Symposium on Analytical Methods

in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle at Vienna.

Table I Composition of triple spike

233 U 20 5.2 x 1016

242 Pu 3.5 8.7 x 1015

142 Nd 0.025 1.1 x 1014

Table II Typical filament loadings for spike isotopes

233 U 5 lig

242 Pu 1 jig

142 Nd 6 ng
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Table III 241/239 Isotope ratios at different filament temperatures

Ionisation filament:

Vaporisation filament

m/e 241 : m/e 239

mean 0.00287

(coefficient of var +

5

: - 2

0

15%)

.5 amps

,5 amps

.00292

291

292

288

286

286

278

285

287

6.

2.

0.

0 amps

9 amps

00322

334

346

349

355

360

359

367

372

Table IV Typical Burn up determinations

% BU from various Nd isotopes (MW) and 144 Ce (radiometry)

148 Nd Mean Nd 144 Ce Pu/Pu +

8.2 8.5 3 3' 2

33.0

6.7 7.0 14'°
13.9

29 7
1.45 1.6 y'

29.8

..16 1.2 2 9' 8

29.9

1

2

3

4

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

143 Nd

8.02

8.14

6.61

6.64

1.44

1.48

1.08

1.16

145 Nd

8.06

8.20

6.66

6.60

1.45

1.45

1.08

1.16

146 Nd

8.18

8.22

6.72

6.68

1.44

1.47

1.31

1.22

148

8.24

8.40

6.78

6.83

1.42

1.47

1.12

1.17
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Discussion after the introductions of W.B. Bremner and D.G. McRoberts.

Fudge: What are the advantages and disadvantages of the simultaneous

techniques? If you can tolerate a large error, you may prevent some

chemistry with the possibility of contamination. Six years ago we

looked seriously into this matter of avoiding chemistry. For the burn-

up determination of fast reactor fuels Che answers were between the

pre-set limits (+ 2.5%). For thermal irradiated fuel it is not appli-

cable in the case of neodynium due to the production of various iso-

bars, where you cannot get rid of without very sophisticated techniques

like separation the rare earths on the machine. Another disadvantage is

the very dirty ion source you obtain after a number of samples. This requires

regularly cleaning. So we came to the conclusion that we could not use

this technique.

Hagemann: We tried also a few samples without separation, it was light

water fuel. For the spike was used I46-Nd and we measured 145-Nd and

146-Nd. The burn-up was calculated from the sum of those. The agreement

between separated and non-separated samples was for Nd in the order

of 0.2%. For Pu it was larger because the U/Pu ratio was about 100. For

fast reactor fuel we tried also. The Pu determination was all right in

that case because of the larger Pu/U ratio.

de Bi-èvre; 2 questions: 1. To which degree of accuracy is burn-up work

done in these days? and 2. To which degree of accuracy should burn-up

determinations be done in the future? This question is for thermal reac-

tor fuel as well as fast reactor fuel.

Fudge: The limiting factor in the accuracy of the burn-up determination

is not the uncertainty in chemistry and mass spectrometry but the un-

certainty in the nuclear data. The largest uncertainty comes from the

knowledge of fission-yields. Furthermore in the case of mixed fissioning

sources you do not know how much to allocate to the various fissioning

isotopes. There are two sets of data available for fission yields. The

American set originating from Ben Ryder and a U.K. set where Eric Crouch

was responsible for.. The difference in errors between those sets is in

some cases of an order of magnitude.

What in one set may be satisfactory may be totally unsatisfactory in the

other one. This is the state of the art. If we are asked for a 2.5%
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precision on the burn-up value and there is 1.5% uncertainty in the

fission yield then there is 0.5-1% left for the determination.

Delmore: I want to give some comments on the existence of two data sets

for yields. People working in Idaho on this subject believe that the

largest error is caused by the imprecise knowledge of the neutron spec-

tra in which many of these yields were measured. In all of our recent

work we give much effort to define the neutron spectrum. There is much

evidence in literature that the spectrum dependencies are larger than

we thought them to be. Any time you do a measurement of burn-up the

largest error is the variation of yield with neutron energy. To demon-

strate this you may plot the neodymium isotopic as a function of neu-

tron energy and you see correlations. Ben Ryders' compilation may not

have taken into account sufficiently those variations with neutron energy.

I may also point out that we attempt to get measurements with a spread

of 0.25% in our field measurement programs. In a burn-up determination

however variations exist caused by the spectrum differences from one

part in the core to another, differences in fission yield from 1-5%.

This is a basic problem and there is no justification of giving out

figures better than 2-3%.

Fudge: The situation becomes more complicated in fast reactor fuel with

a high temperature gradient. In this type of fuel the U and Pu migrate

differently which results in segregation. The Nd moves not with the

uranium nor the plutonium, it moves rather independently.

Delmore: For thermal fuels there is also a sometimes not recognized

error due to the capture cross section of 147-Nd, a 11 d half-life

isotope with a 300 barn cross section. For the first 20 years of fission

yield this was not recognized. Most of the 148 yields determined were

valid as most irradiations were performed in low flux reactors, where

the contribution of capture is rather low. When you use this yield in

the case of a high flux irradiation you may end with errors up till

20%.

Fudge: I want to raise my suggestion of this morning, about the source

material, again.

As a source material rhenium seems to be the favourite one. Is there

anything we can do jointly to indicate to the manufactures there is

here a ready market. If we could put out some specifications this week,
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this could be very helpful.

Bouwmeester: We have bought material from Cross (the cheapest), Rembar,

Rhenium - Alloy and Hereaus. The material from Hereaus was the best

though it was three times more expensive than the material from Cross.

The quality difference was not very great. By applying ion-counting

we saw a difference of 10-20% in the natural uranium content.

Barnes: Our present ideas are to obtain a i.irge quantity of rhenium in

the form of an ingot and to analyse it by isotope dilution. For the

rolling it will be sent to H. Cross. In such a way we obtain a large

quantity of well characterised rhenium.

Perrin: In the present time we obtain our rhenium from Rhenium-Alloy Ass.

and from H. Cross.

From H. Cross we received recently a badge with only Cr, Mo, K and Na

as a contamination. This was the first badge we have seen with a U and

Th content in the 1 /sec range. The Re-signal was very intense and we

do not know how this will influence the fractionation. The content of

impurities varies from badge to badge from the same supplier.
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ISOTOPE DILUTION ANALYSIS

A. Fudge

Atomic Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, Didcot, U.K.

The aspects of isotope dilution analysis that I wish to cover in this

lecture are as follows.

1) Fundamental aspects of the technique.

2) Elements of interest in the nuclear field.

3) Choice and standardisatiun of spike nuclide.

4) Pre-treatment to achieve

(a) isotopic exchange

(b) chemical separation

5) Sensitivity.

6) Selectivity.

7) Accuracy.

1. FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE TECHNIQUE.

The term isotope dilution analysis refers to any method which involves

the addition of a known quantity of an isotope of an element of a

different relative isotopic composition to that foun<i in a sample.

Measurement of the isotopic ratio of that element before and after

spiking with the material of different isotopic composition enables the

mass of that element in the sample to be calculated. Although in the

strictest sense, the spike isotope could be radioactive as well as

stable, my remarks will be confined to the use of stable or near

stabel materials. For this conference my remarks will be confined to

what is known as stable isotope dilution analysis where the isotopic

ratios are measured using a surface ionisation mass spectrometer. Some

of the elements measured and some of the spike nuclides used are, how-

ever, in the strictest sense radioactive materials.

Five basic steps are involved in isotope dilution analysis.

Operational steps in isotope dilution analysis

1) Sample dissolution.

2) Sample dilution and spiking
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3) Isotopic and chemical exchange.

A) Chemical separation.

5) Isotopic composition measurement by mass spectrometry.

j

2. ELEMENTS OF INTEREST FOR ISOTOPE DILUTION ANALYSIS IN NUCLEAR CHEMISTRY.

1) Uranium - burn-up, safeguards, reprocessing

2) Plutonium - burn-up, safeguards , reprocessing, nuclear decay data

3) Neodymium - burn-up

4) Other rare earths - burnable poisons, control rod materials,

fission yield measurement

5) Boron - burnable poisons

6) Caesium - fission product behaviour in fuel, standardisation

7) Thorium - burn-up

8) Other elements - Mo, Zr, etc. fission yield measurements.

These elements are restricted to those of importance in the nuclear

power programme and excludes geological applications. It also excludes

gaseous elements and volatile elements such as lithium and cadmium,

either because they are not measured by surface ionisation mass spec-

trometry or because they are very rarely measured by isotope dilution

analysis.

3.A. Choice of spike and monitor nuclides.

Most of the elements of interest to be measured by isotope dilution

analysis are poly-isotopic. In the ideal case then a spike nuclide is

chosen which is not present or present only to a very small amount in

the element of the sample to be measured. For example, in the case of

the measurement of uranium, the isotope of mass 233 will be added as

the spike nuclide because it is not present in natural uranium or in

uranium associated with most reactor, uses. It would be measured against

either isotope with mass 235 or 238. If thorium had been present in

the nuclear material before irradiation then a correction would have

to be made for the amount of 233-uranium present by measurement of

the isotope composition without the addition of the spike. Use of spike

material which is not mono-isotopic but which is of different isotopic

composition for the same element in the sample to be analysed leads to

a sacrifice of overall accuracy of the method. Again in the ideal case
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a spike nuclide will be added in an amount such that it leads to as near

as possible a ratio of one for the spike and the monitor nuclide. In some

cases this could result in the spike and the monitor nuclides being less

than other isotopes in the mixture. For example, in the case of neodymium,

the isotope of mass 148 is frequently the preferred monitor nuclide for

burn-up measurements. The fission yield of the 148 isotope is lower than

143, 144, 145 and 146 nuclides, and if the 142 isotope is used as spike

attempts will be made to add sufficient 142 to equal the 148 mass for the

measurement. However, in most cases a guess must first be made of the con-

centration of the monitor nuclide since the object of the exercise is to

measure its mass. Providing this guess is correct within a factor of ten

for the amount of spike isotope there will not be a significant increase

in the error of the measurement with modern mass spectrometers.

The following spiking midides are being used for isotope dilution measure-

ments of elements of greatest importance to the nuclear fuel analysis field.

(a) Uranium

The isotope of mass 233 is the nuclide of greatest importance since it is

not normally present in natural uranium or irradiated uranium fuel. It is

two and five mass units away from the isotopes 235 and 238 which are the major

monitor nuclides so that some knowledge of the mass discrimination effects

of the mass spectometers must be known. Isotope of mass 236 has had a very

limited use as a spike isotope and its greatest usefulness is its use with

isotope 233 as double spike. The mass discrimination can be virtually eli-

minated using this technique since it has the same difference as 235 and 238.

(b) Plutonium

The isotope of mass 242 has been the favoured isotope to date because of its

availability in highly enriched form. However, its fractional precence in

plutonium increases with the irradiation of the plutonium so that in highly

irradiated fuel for the highest accuracy or to avoid the necessity of measu-

ring the plutonium without added spike nuclide to obtain the isotope compo-

sition, the next stable isotope of mass 244 is now being used. This too is

becoming available in increasing quantities in a highly enriched form.

Where some difficulty is experienced in obtaining highly enriched 242 and

244, the isotope 238 obtained from the decay of seperated curium can be used.
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(e) Neodymium

For burn-up measurements two spike nuclides have been used. One is en-

riched isotope of mass 150 and the other of mass 142. Use of mass 150

enables a check to be made of natural contamination and is only 2 mass

units away from the thermal fission monitor nuclide of mass 148.

However, its use necessitates the measurement of spiked and unspiked

neodymium in the sample. Isotope of mass 142 is however produced in

fission to a limited and variable extent from neutron capture of praseo-

dymium- 141 so that all of the 142 mass found cannot be attributed to

natural contamination. In fast reactor irradiations of mixed uranium

and plutonium fuel neodymium-143 is the preferred burn-up monitor and

neodymium of mass 142 would then be a preferred nuclide for spiking.

Many of the spikes used for isotope dilution analysis are mixed together
233

where more than one element is measured regularly. For example, U,

Pu and Nd are often used as a mixed spike for burn-up

measurements. This technique should reduce errors from aliquoting and

improve the overall accuracy of the measurement providing the ratios

are reasonably close to those of the monitor nuclides in the samples to

be measured. For routine measurements of samples of similar burn-up of

the same fuel type and reactor irradiation this technique has distinct

advantages. Where a wide variety of burn-up values and fuel types are

encountered its use is of limited applicability.

3.B. Calibration of spike nuclide.

One of the two largest sources of error in the isotope dilution analysis

technique comes from the calibration of the spike nuclide. In the ideal

case the spike nuclide should be calibrated against a standard of the

element to be measured of the same isotopic composition of the element

to be measured in the sample using the isotope dilution technique. This

is by no means always possible, or always desirable for some standard

materials, for example, mass standards of plutonium should have as low
241

a Pu content as possible because of its short and not very well

known half life. Standards can be made up for calibration from highly

purified elements or compounds of known chemical composition and sub-
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sequently standardised by an alternative independent technique. For the

highest accuracy this latter step is essential, for example, coulome-

trically. In all cases weighed aliquots of spike and standard solutions

should be mixed, rather than volume fractions.

The standard materials used are as follows:

A. Uranium - metal, U_0o, U0_, - or prepare solution and standardise
J o Z

B. Plutonium - metal, PuO_, Pu(SO,)2, Cs9PuCl, - or standardise
C. Neodymium - metal, Nd_CL - or standardise.

4. CHEMICAL PRE-TREATMENT

The first step in the analysis of an element by isotope dilution, is

to obtain a representative sample. In the majority of applications for

the elements of interest, sensitivity is not a problem because of the

inherent high sensitivity of the surface ionisation technique and the

need to take samples which are truly representative of the parameter

to be measured. One notable exception is that of the measurement of

the fissile material obtained from the fall-out from a detonated nuclear

weapon.

Most of the samples from a nuclear reactor fuels programme require to

be handled initially using shielding and remote handling techniques.

This necessitates the use of lead or concrete shielding cells and remote

handling manipulators to dissolve the sample and take representative

fractions.

Cleaning glassware and other equipment in shielded cells is a very

difficult operation, consequently in order to minimise the risk of cross

contamination clean glassware is used for each dissolution, dilution

and separation step. As far as possible, this standard laboratory glass-

ware which has been cleaned by soaking in 8M nitric acid for several

days, followed by demineralised water and oven drying. As far as possible

simple dissolution procedures are carried out but care must be taken

to ensure complete solution of all of the fissile and fission product

material. In order to simplify subsequent separation methods, cladding

material is only etched with the reagent and not completely dissolved.

Some material such as the high temperature coated particle fuel has to

be crushed to ensure that the reagents can dissolve all of the nuclides

of interest in the sample. For samples which have proved to be very
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resistant to normal dissolution procedures specialised methods such as

sealed quartz tube or pressure dissolution have been employed.

The amount of an element required for measurement of isotopic composi-

tion is never more than a few micrograms using all types of present

day mass spectrometers. Since the amount of sample taken is of the

order of several grams to ensure that local variations in homogeneity

of the nuclides of interest are representative, considerable dilution

of the sample has to be made prior to spiking and chemical separation.

This again is best done by weighing the solution and subsequent small

fractions or aliquots before diluting with a similar strength acid

medium. This diluting may have to be carried out several times be-

fore the appropriate amount is readily removed from the shielded faci-

lity. Aliquots of spike and sample can then be made by again weighing

portions to achieve the highest accuracy. In the case of mixed spikes

where the ratio of nuclides only is required, this latter step is not

necessary.

The second major source of error that exists in the operation of the

isotope dilution method of analysis is the achievement of isotopic

exchange, or lack of it, between the spike nuclide and the nuclide to

be measured. The mixing of two solutions, one containing the spike and

the other the sample, does not automatically bring about isotopic exchange.

Consequently, even the simplest of chemical operations to prepare the

sample for isotopic analysis in a mass spectrometer can lead to a

change in the ratio of the two species. It is therefore necessary to

ensure that all of the isotopes of an element are in the same valency

state and the same state of complexing as soon as possible after mixing

spike and sample. It cannot be assumed that solutions of sample or spike

are stable for indefinite periods particularly if significant amounts

of radioactive materials is also present. For elements such as pluto-

nium, which has the property of existing simultaneously in three dif-

ferent valency state in solution, vigoruous oxidation and reduction

steps must be carried out on the mixture to ensure isotopic exchange.

It must also be remembered that actinide elements are readily hydrolysed

so that complete solution must also be ensured before this redox ex-

change is attempted. The presence of complexing anions such as fluoride,

phosphate, chloride, sulphate, and in the case of uranium, carbonate

can all prevent exchange occurring unless again the solution is sub-
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jected to sufficiently vigorous treatment to break up these complexes.

A usuful standard procedure then has been found to consist of a double

evaporation to dryness with nitric acid followed in the case of pluto-

nium by reduction and oxidation steps prior to chemical separation.

Chemical separation is necessary to remove other radioactive species,

other nuclides with interfering isobars, other extraneous material

which is likely to influence the mass spectrometric analysis. Ideally

only the element to be measured should be placed on the filament of

the mass spectrometer emission source. Separation procedures have to be

found which are:

(a) specific to the element to be measured

(b) capable of a high degree of reproducibility, since in many cases

there is no indicator present of the element to be separated

(c) can be carried out on microgram quantities of material very

simply

(d) does not introduce any other interfering materials.

Methods that are used successfully include - ion exchange chromatography,

reversed phase partition chromatography, solvent extraction, and preci-

pitation. These separation procedures can be operated for the isolation

of only one element or sequentially to isolate several elements that

are to be measured by isotope dilution analysis. Ion exchange chroma-

tography is undoubtedly the most favoured technique mainly because its

adaptability to very small quantities of both reagents and the element

to be separated.

5. SENSITIVITY

A very important aspect of the isotope dilution analysis technique is

its inherent very high sensitivity for a wide range of elements. This

sensitivity will vary for the different elements depending on their vo-

latility and ionisability. The efficiency of the ion optics, the re-

solving power, and the detection system are features of individual

mass spectrometer designs and have been improved very considerably in

recent years. Except in a few isolated requirements, sensitivity is

not a limiting feature of the technique as applied to nuclear problems.

Whilst nanogram quantities of both actinide and rare earth elements

are routinely measured most operators employ microgram quantitites to
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reduce the errors from reagent and material blanks and risks of cross

contamination from one sample to another.

6. SELECTIVITY

Again another very useful feature of the isotope dilution analysis

technique is its selectivity and capability of being operated over a

wide range of concentrations. This selectivity is derived from the

ability to apply chemical separation procedures not requiring complete

recovery of the element of interest, and from the difference in vola-

tility and ionisation.

7. ACCURACY

The inherent achievable accuracy for isotope dilution analysis will

depend on the errors associated with a number of variables. The biggest

sources of error, as previously stated arise from the calibration er-

rors of the spike nuclide, the exchange between sample and spike, pre-

chemistry and source preparation, and to a lesser extent machine stabi-

lity and data. It has been shown by a number of investigators that

+_ 0.1% accuracy is achievable under very carefully controlled conditions.

Under routine operation +_ 0.5% can be obtained and maintained with

skilled operators. Unfortunately in practice, interlaboratory compari-

sons such as the IDA 72 experiment indicate that between laboratories

accuracy when inexperienced laboratories are also included is nearer

to + 2%.
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Discussions after the introduction of A. Fudge

Vevvin: I must disagree with the statement that the stoicheometry of

U3O8 is unprovable. Mr. Marklin at NBS and Mr. Waterbury at Los Alamos

had for years this running problem that, using the same ignition

procedure at Los Alamos (8000 feet altitude) and NBS (nearly sea level)

produced a 0.2% bias. Mr. Marklin developed a procedure whereby the

uranium oxide is ignited at a 1000 C in a stream of oxygen. The furnace

is turned off and the sample is allowed to cool down in the oxygen

atmosphere. The stoicheometry was reproducible better then 0.005%. The

exact stoicheometry was demonstrated by dissolving the material and

titrate the uranium by weight titration (Davies and Gray). The •

reproducibility was better than 0.006%. 1

Fudge: We too at Harwell were interested in uraniumoxide especially

the U/0 ratio. We have examined the metal-oxygen ratio for uranium

quite extensively. It was clearly showed that there was not such a

compound as U3O8. We have tried various receipts including the one you

have mentioned. It was shown that with very little changes in the

procedure you can get substantial changes in the stoicheometry. I agree

that when you are very careful you can get a product that is good

enough. But I warn people who just take something out of the bottle and

heat it without precaution. Without any care your error will be as

large as 0.25% with some care it may be better than 0.1%.

Barnes: I certainly agree that Ü3O8 is not a compund. The only thing

we do is producing a reproducible product. You seem to suggest U02 as

an alternative. I think UO2 is a difficult thing to keep around.

Fudge: We have had no difficulty in maintaining U(>2« Certainly we have

showed that it is able to keep its form better then U3Og. A disadvantage

is its poorer solubility in nitric acid.

De Bievre: We have investigated a number of UO2 samples and found

differences in the stoechiometry between manufacturers measurements

and ours.

Soarborough: The metal U is the best base for the reference material

for it can be cleaned up as received. The standards of NBS has to be

cleaned up before use and this is a simple operation. In the case of
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U3O8 I agree with both points of view, I am somewhat in the middle.

If the same source of U3Os is used, the same procedure exactly

repeated, you can reproduce the same stoicheotnetry. If the sources

are different this poses a problem, you will obtain offsets from other

materials. The whole procedure, all steps, effect the stoicheometry of

the material. However the UO2 needs protection from the environment

throughout its use. When you accomplish your atmospheric protection

you are in a good shape. There is the problem with the moisture which

is difficult to handle. Especially the atmospheric differences from

plant to plant f.i. the controlled ones against the uncontrolled ones.

Barnes: We have recently faced the problem of using U02 as a standard.

The only acceptable system is the high fired one which is so difficult

to dissolve that people feel perhaps that they have more problems of

getting that in solution then getting a U3O8 with reproducable

stoicheometry,

de Bievre: You said in your introduction that you needed a maximum

contrast in isotopic composition between spike and sample, is that

necessary?

Secondly at one point you stated that you double the error when you

measure the 150-Nd in the unknown sample and in the spiked sample

which makes up for two times the error. In all isotope dilutions the

error in the spike ratio measurement, that is the measurement of the

ratio of the nuclide of the unknown sample to the nuclide of the spike

is the only real error contribution.

Thirdly youwant to calibrate against a sample of the same isotopic

composition, I do not think that is completely true.

Fudge: What I stated was the ideal situation. When you want to make an

isotope dilution analysis you want the difference between sample and

spike to be as large as possible. In this world you can not have

always an ideal situation, you have to compromise. On the other hand

in this real world we have to deliver a certain amount of work. In our

situation we can not afford spending a long time on one sample. This

implicates that concerning the spike you will choose the most optimal

case to decrease the component in the error due to the spike

composition.

Also about standardization I was talking from the ideal situation. In

practice often you do not know the isotopic composition of your samples.
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Concerning the 150-Nd-spike there must be a double error. You have to

measure spike and sample.

de Bièvre: When your mass spectrometer is in good shape the error is

constant over a range of ratio values (f.i. from 0.1-10). This means

that within this range conditions are optimal and it is not necessary

to spike 1 : 1 .

Barnes: You bring in a different point about what ratio you need to

spike. Actually what was said was that in the ideal case you want your

spike to be as different as possible. Take the case of vanadium with

one isotope 99.75% and the other 0.25%. The ideal spike would be one

to be the reverse of that. I do not need to spike 1 : 1 exactly to get

a good measurement but that is another thing. The reversed composition

will be my ideal spike, for the measurement of the spike composition

becomes a trivial part of the whole operation. I do not have to worry

about the isotopic composition when one isotope is 99.75% and that is

the ideal case. I agree that it is net strictly necessary but if I had

the choice I should make it and that was what I meant.

de Bièvre: One can spike a low enriched uranium sample with 93% or

enriched 235-uranium. This does not add to the uncertainty and is not

worse than spiking with 233-U. Imagine that one measures an unknown

2% low enriched uranium and one spikes it with 235-U. One would

calibrate optimally the spike with a well-known standard of 2% enriched.

In my opinion that is not required and one can better calibrate with a

1% or even a natural uranium.

Fudge: I think a lot of this is academic. Let us go back to the real

world. This is the situation (showing a slide of IDA-72) with

differences up to 20%. This is the real situation and do not talk

about 0.1% difference.

de Bièvre: I agree with that completely and I hope the isotopic people

will improve that with the IDA-78 experiment.
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NUCLEAR AND CHEMICAL DATA

P. De Regge

Studiecentrum voor Kernenergie, Mol, België

The purpose of this introduction is to examine briefly the neutron

fission yield data and other nuclear and chemical data of interest to

the nuclear applications of mass spectrometry mainly in the field of

burnup determination. The performance of those determinations and the

achievable accuracy should match the needs of the users of the data

produced. Before those needs can be quantitatively evaluated, the

purpose of the burnup determination and their importance in the fuel

cycle can be inferred from their contribution to the following items:

a) the optimal core configuration for power reactors, which means

optimal energy output with respect to fuel consumption, has to be

calculated in advance for fairly long irradiation periods. A typical

core residence time for thermal reactors is three years with a

yeariy refueling period of one third of the reactor core.

b) the reactivity of a fuel assembly in a given flux spectrum has to

be predicted as a function of time for comparable periods.

c) the power density evolution has to be calculated and development of

hot spots is to be forecluded.

d) the correct calculation of the heavy element inventory is important

for safeguards purposes and the management of the reprocessing plant.

The fuel burnup can be determined by three different methods relying on

destructive analysis and mass spectrometric measurements:

a) the fission product monitor - heavy atom method

b) the heavy atom isotopic ratio's method

c) the heavy atom absolute content.

The first method is most important since it is in principle applicable

to all types of fuel in a very wide burnup range.
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Several methods can be used for the determination of the contents of the

heavy elements and the fission product monitor in the fuel but the pre-

ferred method has been isotopic dilution determination by mass spectro-

metry. It is the most sensitive and, with reasonable care, the most spe-

cific and, with due care, the most accurate technique for the problem

under consideration. With respect to its accuracy, there has been an im-

provement of nearly an order of magnitude in the quoted errors only by

properly defining burnup as the number of fissions per initial heavy

atoms present, rather than calculating energy produced or energy depo-

sited in the fuel which are of interest to respectively the reactor ope-

rator or the fuel manufacturer. If only elemental or isotopic concen-

trations of the fission product monitor and the heavy elements were re-

ported the accuracy on those data would still improve by another order

of magnitude. This illustrates the situation that the limiting factor

in the burnup determination at present is not the mass spectrometric

analysis but the accuracy on the fission yield used in the conversion

of the content of the fission product monitor into the number of fi&^ions.

The term accuracy is to be understood by as both the reliability on the

value itself and the uncertainty introduced by using the value as ob-

tained in specific irradiation conditions for other irradiation condi-

tions. The combined effects of the individual measurement errors with

the uncertainty of the fission yield on the uncertainty of the burnup

is represented in figure 1 taken from a report'by,Maeck, Larsen and

Rein [1]. The actual uncertainties on the fission yields as estimated

by different evaluators and compiled by Curiinghame [2] are given in

table I. There is a reasonable agreement osfO:Oe estimated uncertainties

in the wings and valleys: óf thèr ..fiss'lj^yi'e^d.' cury.es bjujt a sharp dis-

agreement at the peaks wKere MeekvèndRi«fèr'\[3] ;!are-;claiming an uncer-

tainty about 2 times smaller^ thari^^p&^h' J M ^ T^e^same.-'srtüatipn.; is

apparent from table, II whérig' the ;^ieiïds óf s.^me^i so topes: -of•.particular

interest to burnup determination1 Jire'shown./Cuninghame suggests to take

the mean value of ;both estimations wjfiiclviis a pragmatic biith' somewhat

disappointing approach;.' , '• ,"' -';"*., • <\:

Recent work on fast and thermal fission yields by Meack, Delmore and

their coworkera has been published in a series of reports [5], [6], [7].

Their stated uncertainties support the lowest estimations of the evalu-

ators. Therefore the accuracy of the measurements is probably the smaller

factor in the overall accuracy of a burnup determination, the
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limiting factor being in most cases the selection of the particular

fission yield to be used in the neutron spectrum at hand and the

distribution of the fissions with respect to the different fissionable

nuclides in the irradiation. Therefore improvements on the accuracy

of the fission yields in particular irradiations are somewhat irrelevant

to the uncertainty in the burnup determination. On the other hand any

improvement in burnup determinations will have its consequences on the

fuel development and reactor operation. The approach in different

laboratories to solve this problem has been t\e combination of several

fission product monitors to obtain an internal compensation for effects

due to neutron spectral characteristics or fission source. The

principle can be illustrated by the procedure used at our laboratory

[8]. The neutron flux is distributed in a two group neutron spectrum

consisting of thermal neutrons and epicadmium neutrons. Using the

thermal fission cross section, the resonance integral for fission and

the fuel compositions at the start of the irradiation the distribution

of the fissions according to the different fissionable isotopes can be

computed. The neutron flux ratio of the two groups can be inferred

from flux measurements when they are available, from the isotopic

composition of particular fission products, e.g. neodymium or estimated

from the reactor characteristics. The same calculation is done using the

fuel composition as measured at the end of the irradiation. It is now

assumed that the real fission source distribution is a combination of

the two distributions. The combination is dependent on the irradiation

history and two extreme cases can be considered:

1) the power output is kept at a constant level which means that the

number of fissions is constant during the irradiation period and

the fuel depletion is compensated by an increase in neutron flux

density.

2) the neutron flux density is at a constant level and the power output

decreases with the depletion of the fissionable isotopes.

Using either case a weighted fission yield for each of the fission

product monitors can be calculated and the number of fissions can be

determined from the sum of the weighted fission yields and the sum of

the isotopic concentrations in the fuel.
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Certainly other and better approaches to the problem exist in different

laboratories and it would be interesting to compare the procedures

during the discussion.

It is our opinion however that improvement in burnup determination can

be obtained from detailed study of the isotopic composition of fission

products to infer the spectral characteristics and the fission source

distribution and that the current work on fission yield determination

is sufficiently accurate to set the framework for those studies.

The source of the fissions in the core of a fast reactor as a function

of time is much more uniform than in a thermal reactor as illustrated

in figure 2 taken from Maeck, Larsen and Rein [1] and uncertainties

introduced into the burnup determination will be correspondingly

smaller. I wonder of some work has been done on the blanket fuel

starting with essentially pure 238U fissions and finishing with

essentially 239Pu fissions.

Considering now the heavy atom isotopic ratio method for burnup

determination, a review of recent literature [9], [10], [ll] leaves the

impression that the situation with respect to a values for fissionable

nuclides in thermal reactors is essentially the same as described by

Fudge and Foster in 1971 [12]. Most work since then has covered the

determination of a-values at discrete resonances or with neutron

energies between a few hundred electron volts and a few MeV. Quoting

from [13] one reads "During the last 15 years the quantity of a (235U)

has frequently been measured, both directly (18 studies) and indirectly

(4 studies). The main shortcoming of these studies was that a was

measured in a limited energy region and normalisation to the thermal

energy region of neutrons almost never used". For fast reactor fuel

this method will be of very limited use because of the small variations

in the composition of the fuel as can be seen from figure 3 taken from

Maeck, Larsen and Rein [l].

It would be interesting to calculate the error propagation for each

parameter in the different equations as they are given in the ASTM-244-69

describing this method, and to compare the sensitivity with the uncer-

tainty of the data presently available. I wonder if anybody is aware

of such a study.

Apart from the items that already have arisen as discussion topics, I

would like to add the following:
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1) In our laboratory irradiated 146Nd is used as a spike because it

allows to trace the Nd fractions throughout the chemical separations

by the radiation of llt7Nd. Being the mean atomic mass of the series

it is less sensitive to mass discrimination factors in the mass

spectrometric measurements than either *50Nd (as prescribed in

ASTME 321-69) or the frequently used lk2M.

2) Neodymium separations from other rare earths necessitate skillful

chemistry and different methods are used in different laboratories.

How is their respective performance and what amount of accompanying

rare earths can be tolerated in the neodymium fraction for burnup

measurements? Spectra have been published [14] [15], containing Ce,

Pm and Sm in comparable amounts to Nd.

3) Is there any amount of ^^Nd to be expected as a fission product in

thermal and fast reactor fuel or is it entirely due to contamination

with natural neodymium?

We consistently observe some lit2Nd in our samples at a constant

atom fraction independently of sample size or burnup.
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TABLE I

Means of percentage errors in fission yields (1°) in some of the
evaluations for the 1977 fission product nuclear data panel

F i s s i l e
nuciide

235U

2 3 9 p u

2 3 5 y

2 3 8 u

• 9 P u

2 3 5 y

Fission
energy

thermal

thermal

fast
(pile)

fast
(pile)

fast
(pile)

111 MeV

Mass
range

72-84
85-104

105-129
130-150
151-161

72-87
28-109

110-129
130-150
151-161

72-83
84-105

106-129
130-150
151-161

72-85
86-106

107-129
130-150
151-161

72-86
87-109

110-129
130-150
151-161

72-83
84-110

111-129
130-150
151-161

Mean of reported %
uncertainty (If?)

Crouch
1977

20.5
2.7

16.9
2.8
8.2

16.2
8.2

17.4
6.2

13.5

18.4
5.2

17.0
3.8

15.3

13.5
7.4

20.5
6.0

15.5

?].5
7.3

22.1
4.9

12.6

1/.0
35.5
16.1
12.3
16.0

Meek & RicL-r
1977

17.6
0.9
9.6
1.2
7.9

15.6
3.6

15.1
1.2
8.8

?1.2
1.4

10.1
1.4

12.2

18.3
3.2

11.4
1.8
9.0

11.5
2.4
9.6
1.6
8.2

10.2
6.5
7.8
5.7
9.0

Suggested
uncertainty

1Ü77ly / /

19.0
1.8

13.2
2.0
8.1

15.9
5.9

lb .2
3.7

31.1

19.8
3.3

13.5
2.6

13.7

18.4
5.3

16.0
3.9

12.2

15.5
4.9

15.8
3.3

10.4

13.6
11.0
12.0
9.0

12.5
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TABLE II

Percentage errors in fission yields (la) of some important nuclides given
in some of the evaluations considered at the 1977 fission product nuclear
data panel

Fiss i le

2 3 S i

2 3 : Pu

' 2 3 5
•'[}

Fu

Fission
energy

thermal

thermal

fast
(pile)

fast
(pile)

fast
(pile)

.4 !ieV

Evaluation

Crouch
Maek & Rider
suggested
la 1977

Crouch
Maek & Rider
suggested
la 1977

Crouch
Maek & Rider
suggested
la 1977

Crouch
Maek & Rider
suggested
la 1977

Crouch
Maek & Rider
suggested
la 1977

Crouch
Maek & Rider
sugaested
la 1977

1
0

1

2
2

2

1
1

1

4
1

2

3
1

2

7
6

6

95

.6

.7

.1

.9

.0

.5

.8

.0

.4

.3

.4

.9

.3

.4

.4

.6

.0

8

Percentage

]03

6.4
1.4

3.9

4.3
2.0

3.2

2.6
1.4

2.0

6.4
2.0

4.2

6.4
2.0

4.2

5.7
4.0

4.9

106

6
1

4

3
2

3

27
6

15

7
4

5

10
2

6

17.
4.

10.

.6

.4

.0

.8

.8

3

.4
0

7

7
0

8

3
8

6

6
0

8

erro'

133

2
0.

1.

9.
0.

5.

2.
1.

1.

6.
1.

3.

3.
1.

2.

11.
6.

8.

8
5

6

5
7

1

3
4

8

1
4

8

3
4

3

7
0

8

reported

137

1
0.

0.

2.
0.

1.

4.
0.

?.

5.
?..

3.

3.
0.

4.

10.
?.

6.

3
35

8

9
5

7

6
7

7

6
0

3

6
7

7

0
8

4

(lo)

140

1
0

0

5
1

3

1
0

]

2
1

1

1
1

1

2.
2.

2.

.2

.5

.9

.9

.0

.5

.5

.7

.1

.1
4

7

9
0

4

6
8

7

for mass

1

1
1

1

3
2

3

2
2

2

20
2

11

3
2

3

10
6

8

41

.9

.0

.5

.3

.0

.0

.7

.0

.4

.0

.8

.4

.6

.8

.2

.0

.0

.0

143-146
1485.150

1.2
0.4

0.8

7.0
0.5

3.8

2.5
0.8

1.6

4.6
1.1

2.9

3.5
0.8

2.2

35.0
7.8

11.4
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Discussions after the introduction of P. De Regge

Delmore: The largest problem that exists today is the decision about

how accurately do we need values of fission yields. This is due to the

fact that the users of burn-up are unable to define what accuracy they

need. We have been trying for 10 years to get a definition. In other

words: should our fission yield program terminate right now or should

we go on and refine these values. Until the users tell just they need

it is difficult to justify further measurement programs. The need

varies with the situation. For instance you need to know the fast

fission yields of 239-Pu much more accurately than the yields of

237-Np. Very few of your fissions come from Np (0.5-1%); many of them

from 239-Pu. For 239-Pu they should be known to approximately 1%,

for Np 5-10% should be good enough.

Fudge: Some real attempt has been made to get the users to face up to

this. In the US a questionnaire has been circulated to as many users as

they could find. It was the first time they tried them to put things

on paper. We have been trying to do this in the UK also; we have got

some response which is rather startling. It was always assumed that

the problems lay with the measurements rather than with the requirements.

In the majority of the cases we do much better than they need. But these

are one or two exceptional cases we had overlooked, in which real

problems existed. The biggest one is not the burn-up but the evaluation

of fuel rating. This means the rate at which fissioning takes place

in fuel. For this rating the same data are used as for burn-up. But

of course you ask for rating as a function of fuel life time. The

measurement data tell very little about that. The rating tells you at

what temperatures you are operating. This is a very important question

particular in the case of a fast reactor. Those are very important

things for the users. As far as burn-up is concerned they try to

relate it to other physical variables they see in the fuel. Their

methods of measuring those variables are usually far worse than we can

do. For futural purposes we need to know burn-up levels for reference

even if we cannot measure the physical parameters and changes well

enough now.

That data can be used in a lot of other work. The major use of it will

be to the people, who evaluate reactor codes. They need good data, to
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obtain some realism in their systems, otherwise all they do will be

guesswork.

de Bièvre: Can you put down some requirements?

Fudge: The whole question is under discussion and it is difficult to

give an exact answer. Let us say there are requirements for 1% at least.

V. Raaphorst: I will show you the system of chemical separations used

in our burn-up determination. The sample is oxidised in perchloric acid.

Evaporated till dryness and dissolved in nitric acid-hydrochloric acid.

The separation fission products-uranium-plutonium is performed with a

Biorad Prefilled Econo column, Ag 1x2, 200-400 mesh, Cl form, you buy

them in boxes of 50. The advantage is: you do not need to clean and to

fill your columns. We elute the fission products with 8 N HC1 -

0.004 N HNÜ3. For the separation of the neodymium from the other

fission products we use high pressure liquid chromatography. The

column is a Chrompack Ionex 10SA, length 25 cm, diameter 4.6 mm. The

pressure we apply is 400 P.S.I., eluent 0.5 molar ct-HIBA, pH 4.5. The

neodymium is eluted between 9-11 minutes after the start of the

separation. After the elution of the Nd, the column is cleaned by

washing with a-HIBA pH 4.5 for 20 minutes. So the whole separation of

Nd takes half an hour. The volume of the Nd fraction is about 2 ml, we

evaporate it till dryness, the residue is dissolved in 0.7 N nitric

acid, evaporated till dryness and redissolved in 5 ul 0.7 N nitric

acid. From the first column uranium is eluted with 7 N nitric acid and

the plutonium with 0.7 N nitric acid. The mean difference between two

burn-up samples, obtained from one solution, is about 0.3-0.4%. About

the contamination with natural Nd, we have calculated it for a number

of cases and it is a few percent of the fission product Nd (about

10-20 nanogram natural Nd). The americium is leaving the column between

8 and 10 minutes after the start.

y. Raaphorst: Have you (A. Fudge) any quantitative idea about the

contribution of the sequence 141-Pm (n,y) 142-Pm (fJ ) 142-Nd to the

total of Nd.

Fudge: No I have no quantitative ideas about that. The problem is that

only shortly has been realised that 141-Pm has got a reasonable cross

section which is of course also energy dependent. The last thing

implies that you do not get the same contribution for each sample.
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The same sort of situation do we have with the a-value for 235-U and

236-U. The capture cross section for 236-U is very energy dependent.

I think that the changes in spectrum particularly in the fast reactor

are going to give very different answers of alpha. We know that in PWR's

alpha changes from 0.17-0.22 from the centre to the outside of the core.

De Regge: I think one should not use one single isotope for the burn-up

determination but more than one. Nd isotope. The detailed study of the

isotopic composition of neodymium is important to know something of the

fission source and the spectral characteristics of the neutron spectrum.

Delmore: For thermal irradiations we are using the sum of 145 and 146.

Isotope 145 has an appreciable cross section, 146 does not. The sum of

the two is reasonable independent from capture cross sections. We have

done very carefully evaluations of high burn-up thermal fuel and we

have concluded that this is the best method. The capture cross section

of 147-Nd is sufficiently high to give you too much uncertainty in the

case of a high flux thermal irradiation. However in the case of a low

burn-up the 148-Nd is excellent.

Guzzi: You have mentioned the error propagation in the formula of

burn-up. Are you doing something on this subject?

De Regge: No, we have not done and it has not been done. But I think

it is one of the first things to do.

Guzzi: In Ispra we have started a study on this subject but we are still

in the beginning. We think to make an evaluation of the error

propagation starting from the sample taking to the final burn-up formula.

V. Raaphorst: How natural is natural neodymium? Is there any work done

on the standardisation of Nd?

Barnes: Yes, we are working on a Nd-standard, But may I put forward a

question: I am not aware of fluctuations in the composition of natural

Nd. Yesterday someone mentioned this. Can I have some comment on that?

De Regge: We have measured natural Nd from different sources (NBS, Oak

Ridge, Johnson and Matthey). They have significant differences in

isotopic composition. We normalised all the results on the 142/146

ratio* You eliminate your bias in this way. The 143, 144 content can be

calculated and they were different. Two years ago I measured it and the

question is still not resolved.
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da Bièvre: As far as I recall the differences were on the 143/142 ratio,

essentially the variation in the 143 content. In chronology there is a

clock based on the decay of 147-Sm to 143-Nd. I do not know if the

variations you found, which were small but significant, are due to this

decay. I want to make a suggestion for the neodymium case, we are

working with a maximum mass difference of eight mass units. If one gets

0.1% fractionation or bias per mass unit one ends up with 0.8% on the

largest ratio. Even when one choose 146 as a reference isotope one

still gets 0.4%. The suggestion therefore is to use a conventionally

agreed 142/146 ratio as a sort of internal standard. We have to assign

a value to that ratio which would not be absolute but has the

advantage of being a common reference for all people-measuring Nd. The

proposals which have been quoted for this ratio are 1.58, 1.57 would

probably be better. And if the nuclear people will take this value

just like the chronological people probably will do, we put some order

in the Nd measurements. It is the work for one or two laboratories to

convert this consensus value into one absolute one.

Barnes: We have looked for different materials and we have never found

any significant difference. Concerning, the neodymium isotope ratio

there are seven different suggestions to whic.n ratio we should normalise

too. I do not think there will be soon a decision.

Unsworth: Lemont Laboratory was one of the first who dealed with this

147-Sm - 143-Nd clock. They prepared a material which they measured

over a long period of time to get a real idea about the reproducibility.

They asked us to distribute the material to other people. Another point

is that they actually used the 144/146 ratio to correct, their value

is 0.7219.

de Bièvre: Would there be any use to prepare a common Nd spike, so

that everyone would use the same spike solution';

Delmore: Some people spike at the 10 nanogram level; other people at

the microgram. For our spike solution we make first a concentrated

stock solution and make dilutions. A common stock solution would be

very useful, however specific spikes would be less useful because of

the need for different concentrations. ^

de Bièvre: I do not see problems in the dilution but did you have ,«:

problems with the conservation of 10 ng/g spike? *- •'%.•
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Delmove: We had problems with contamination, not with preservation.

We do not preserve them long.

Pichtmayev: How do we avoid adsorption effects of these small

concentrations?

Delmore: Use plastic ware, polypropylene, kynar, teflon.

Agterdenbosoh: The group of Tölg has investigated the adsorption of

metals on walls. This survey will be published soon in the Zeitschrift

für Analytische Chemie probably.

Fudge: During all these discussions on burn-up we did not discuss the

excellent work what the French did on the OKLO phenomena. I think the

eort of work they did will be the sort of v/ork that goes to be required

in the future. We have concentrated on measuring neodymium for burn-up.

They did understand the characteristics of the reactor by looking at

the capture cross sections and the ratios of several isotopes, in

particular the rare earths. They got a tremendous amount of information

from that. This is a pointer of the future we can do a lot more. Now we

are throwing away a lot of information with every sample that we

analyse.

W Lucas: During the OKLO symposium in Libreville there have been

some discussions on the difference between the American values and

the BNL compilation on 143-145 Nd and 147-Sm. As a result new

irradiations with enriched isotopes have been started including also

99-Tc and some Sm-isotopes. Preliminary results indicate an agreement

between French and BNL for 143 and 145-Nd and a discrepancy for 147-Sm

which turned out to be 52 barns instead of 64. Everything is published

in the proceedings of OKLO Conference 1977. The value for the 143-Nd

cross section is very important. With this cross section we have been

able to deduce the age of the reaction to be 2.109 years.
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Discussion around Safeguards

de Bièvre: The program cannot proceed as announced, we have to make

some improvisations. First, there is a request to tell something about

insitu spiking. Second, I was - as several of you - in Vienna last

week at the Symposium on Safeguarding Nuclear Materials, where some

figures were reconfirmed which may be of importance to all of us. Is

there somebody else who wants to make a contribution?

Beyriah: Yes, we have problems with understanding some results obtained

in the Pafex II experiment. I should like to put this in the discussion.

de Bièvre: In 1975 the Safeguards symposium in Vienna, maximum allowable

uncertainties on material balances were announced. They were maximum

tolerable differences between material balances. Those values caused

consternation at that time. Some people thought that it would be

impossible to stick to those values. But last week these values were

reconfirmed. They might guide several people, amongst them isotopic

measurement people, for the next future. Maximum tolerable uncertainty

for Pu in a reprocessing plant was 1%; for Pu in scrap: 2%. U in

enrichment facility: 0.2%. U in fuel fabrication: 0.3%. Pu in fuel

fabrication 0.5%. U in power reactors: 0.2%. U in reprocessing: 0.8%.

Pu in reprocessing: 1%. When we look at interlab experiences, we find

a spread of about 2% for the measurement results alone. We should all

be aware that those values in material balances can only be obtained

by partial cancellation of all sorts of errors. That is a sort of good

luck. The question is: have we to rely on good luck indefinitely?

Brermer: I have no detailed information about what the Vienna

symposium achieved or what came out of it. One vital question is however

over what period do you make a material balance. There is a big

difference if you can make a hundred measurements for a balance or just

only a few. It makes a big difference in the needed analytical

precision. In the US they have the approach to make balances over a

very short period of time while other people are thinking about

material balances over a period of 10 days.

de Bièvre: As far as I know there are agreements about the number of

inventories per year for a number of plants. However, this will be

different from plant to plant.
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Bvermer: Another point: Should one say Chat mass spectrometry is the

technique one wants to use in the case of the input of a reprocessing

plant? There are good chemical techniques for measuring Pu in

solution. Do we really want to state that isotope dilution is the way

we want to go in this field. It may be too expensive and it may not

match up the position we want in any case.

de Bièvve: That is a good question, is isotope dilution the way we

have to go or not?

Brermer: I want only to say that we are not planning to use isotope

dilution as a primary accountacy technique for the determination of Pu

in the input solution of our reprocessing plant. We do not feel any

problem in sampling with a real quick pneumatic sample transfer system.

We apply a titrimetric Pu determination which can meet our require-

ments for process control and accountacy.

Delmore: In Idaho we use isotope dilution for measurements of input

solutions for about 26 years. Every time we look at an alternate the

radiation exposures to the personnel are too great. With isotope

dilution you can do your spike, weighting and initial separation

remotely, no direct human handling of the sample. For the final

separations and the analysis itself the sample is brought into the

laboratory. All alternatives we have looked are either unreliable at

remote handling or give too much exposure.

Brermer: I must admit we have not much experience in the determination

of Pu. But we have experience with uranium for the last 20 years in

reprocessing solutions.

Fudge: I think we are again going away from the real world situation.

The biggest error is not on the method, the biggest errors are on

sampling. You have an enormous problem in measuring the volume of the

input tank and this outweighs all the accuracies you have got here.

Delmove: We spike the input tank with natural strontium, pour out an

aliquot, weigh it, spike it with 84-Sr and perform an isotope dilution

measurement which gives us the weight of the total solution in the

tank. We are still in the beginning of the application of this process.

The precision you obtain is depending from the matrix. In the best

cases we agreed within 0.1% with the volume measurements.
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h'aeahetti: In Ispra we plan to us< 26-Mg as a spike to determine the

volume of an input tank. We are working on this moment with cold

solutions but next year when the. Eurex plant will start we will use real

solutions.

de Bièvre: Maybe this is the moment to give the requested information

on our insitu spiking. We make up a solid spike of Pu-U alloy, both

metal. The composition is exactly known. The total size varies between

20-80 mg. The U matrix is 93% enriched 235 and depending upon the case

it contains 0.5 - 1 - 2 - 3 - 5% Pu, 97% 239Pu. At the reprocessing

plant 0.5 - 1 g solution is weighed (the balance is calibrated). Thib

is done in duplicate and each sample is spiked. The spike dissolves

quite readily in the unknown solution and the solution is homogenized.

Then we put the samples through a very rough decontamination to remove

the larger part of the fission products. The type of decontamination

procedure is unimportant. A small fraction of the spiked solution is

taken back to the laboratory. Here we separate U and Pu and perform

the mass spectrometric measurements. The advantages of a direct

spiking of the undiluted dissolver solution are: one avoids errors in

the dilution step, the measurement is independent from the plant,

irregularities are shown as discrepancies in the final results of the

duplicate measurements. In the last seven years we had only one case

in which we had such a discrepancy. The results over this period show

that for uranium the differences in duplicates are within 0.3% mostly

better. The results for plutonium are somewhat worse. The reason for

this is that until a few months ago we had only 239-Pu as a metal to

prepare the spike. So we spiked inputs with 60%-97% 239Pu abundances

which oblige to measure small differences in abundance of the same

isotope. Nevertheless 1.5% or better was currently achieved. In the

near future we will spike with 242-Pu as a metal. We expect to come

to the same 0.3% as for uranium.

Fudge: What is your evidence for saying that the error you have got

is due to the spiking with 239. There could be errors in the e-change

of the material, error in the biases.

de Bièvpe: Any error occurring before the sample-taking cannot be

detected. Any error occurring afterwards would be detected as a

discrepancy between the two duplicate values. We have the feeling that

by dissolving the metal in the solution, the spike takes the valency
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state of the element in the solution. But error propagation shows that

- with our present Pu spike - results cannot be better than 1.5%.

Beyriah: I would like to say something about the interpretation of the

results trom the Pafex II experiment. In these experiments two different

spiking procedures have been used, which I would like to explain. The

starting material was the input solution of a reprocessing plant. A

spike was prepared by BCNM, it was a mixture of 233-U and 242-Pu. For

part I of the experiment an aliquot of the sample was taken, put into

each glass vial and evaporated to dryness. To each of the vials an

aliquot of the spike was added and also evaporated to dryness. Each

laboratory received one vial. In the second part of the experiment, the

spike and the sample were first put together and mixed, then distributed

over the vials destined for the different laboratories and evaporated

to dryness. The results obtained for uranium do not provide evidence

that the spread among laboratories is different for procedures I and

II. But for plutonium there is a strong indication of a difference.

The spread is twice as high for procedure I as compared to procedure II.

Several sources of error exist. You may think of an extra error by

weighing small aliquots but this cannot be true as there is agreement

for uranium. Also you may think of difference in valency adjustment but

each laboratory has to do that the same for I and II Another point is

in procedure I you have to dissolve quantitatively your materials which

is not necessary in procedure II.

v.Raaphorst: During the meeting after the experiment one of the

laboratories told that they had found in the wall of the vial of

experiment I pure Pu spike. They had discovered a ring in the wall with

undissolved material.

Vevvin: We had a similar situation in a round robbin for a burn-up

procedure. Each participant had to do an oxidation step and we had

very wide differences the first time we did it. Because the opinion

about what is fuming with perchloric acid were very different. Some

took to the first while fumes appeared, some took them to the dense

white fumes. Those who had only had slightly fumed did not achieve

homogenization.
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ION DETECTORS FOR ISOTOPIC MEASUREMENTS

A. McCormick

Atomic Weapons Research Establishment, Aldermaston, Reading U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

It would be impossible in this short introductory talk to cover all of

the factors relevant to the successful measurement of ion beams under

all conceivable experimental conditions. Nor is this necessary since

I am convinced that detector development over the past two decades has

been such that this is now the least likely part of the mass spectrome-

try equipment to give rise to the sort of measurement errors which are

of such concern to this conference. We can now choose from a number of

different types of device which can provide more or less 100% efficiency

in ion beam detection under all conceivable experimental conditions re-

quired for isotopic analysis, from measurement of large samples using

the traditional Faraday cage to measurement of exceedingly small ion

currents by ion counting techniques. We even have methods of distin-

guishing one type of ionic species from another in the detector and

thus of improving the accuracy when unwanted isobaric species might

otherwise grossly distort the measurement.

Notable contributions to detector development for nuclear measurements

have been made by Dietz at the Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory, by Bar-

nett at Oak Ridge and by Daly at AWRE, Aldermaston.

The electronic circuitry required for quantitative conversion of the

detector output to a chart record or digital listing is the subject of

another discussion session and will be only briefly touched on here.

Indeed I propose to describe only the detection methods which we current-

ly use at AWRE for isotopic analysis of solid samples and will only

mention other methods as a stimulus for the ensuing discussion.
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2. ROUTINE APPLICATIONS

By routine application I mean that there is no limit on the availabili-

ty of sample in a "clean" condition and that the precision and accura-

cy required in the isotopic measurement is not of the highest attain-

able order. Species measured are normally of Pu or U and in practice

we choose to have sample sizes large enough to minimise handling pro-

blems (possible contamination, etc.) yet small enough not to present

other problems, e.g., those associated with health safety. Sample

sizes of the order of 10 7 g represent a good compromise. These are

provided as nitrates in single rhenium boat filaments which are pre-

treated in a hydrocarbon atmosphere before loading into the six-sample

turret source of the mass spectrometer. To produce steady ion currents

from such samples for a sufficiently long period of time and of suffi-

cient intensity for precise measurement of the minor isotopes would

bring us close to the operating limit of the Faraday cage type of ion

detector. Also since we use a single detector system and we are often

faced with the problem of fluctuations in source output we prefer to

be able to measure the different isotopic beams in fairly rapid suc-

cession so need a detector with a small time constant. The detector

we use in our "routine" single stage instrument is the Daly scintilla-

tion detector shown schematically in Figure 1.

Advantages of the Daly detector are that the ion/electron converter

electrode operates at a high negative potential. Since emission of

secondary electrons is governed mainly by ion impact energy, this high

"post acceleration" means a high value for y, the mean secondary elec-

tron coefficient, even on an instrument with only 6 kV source accele-

rating voltage.

The probability for secondary electron emission by an ion follows ap-

proximately the Poisson distribution, zero probability being given by

Po = e^y. From this it follows that we require y to be at least 5 if we

are to be sure of eliciting a response from the detector from at least

99% of the impingeing ions, a condition that is readily achieved in

this type of detector and of course a high value of y is also important

for raising the ion beam signal above the noise generated by "spurious"
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single electron emissions from the photo-cathode of the multiplier.

Another advantage of the Daly detector is that it is relatively insen-

sitive to exposure to atmosphere unlike electron multipliers which,

because of their much lower converter electrode voltages, require spe-

cially prepared surfaces to give a high y. Use of a photomultiplier

outside the vacuum envelope of the mass spectrometer means that we do

not have the vacuum problems with resistors that can sometimes occur

with electron multipliers.

However with a high voltage device like this extreme care has to be

taken in the design, manufacture and assembly in order to minimise any

voltage-induced noise. Also if we use a disc of phosphor, e.g., calcium

fluoride, then we shape and aluminium coat the sides so that no light

is lost by internal reflection. With due attention to such detail it

is possible to construct a detector which will operate for years with

a background noise equivalent to about 10 2 0 A of ion current, i.e.,

as good as can be obtained with the electron multiplier.

Although it has a high and very stable gain the scintillation detector

suffers from some of the same problems as the electron multiplier, y

is dependent on many factors, such as ion energy, angle of impact, mass

and Z number of the ion, whether it is atomic or molecular etc., so

unless we use this detector as a counting device it cannot be absolute.

Howaver counting methods have limited dynamic range and the necessary

equipment is complex and expensive. For our relatively large routine

samples, then, we still prefer to use the scintillation detector in

current measuring or integration mode. The actual method used is shown

schematically in Figure 2.

The ion beams are successively focussed on the detector by automatic

switching of the accelerating voltage. Change of the accelerating vol-

tage whilst maintaining a constant voltage on the converter electrode

means that as well as altering the source efficiency for each isotope,

the energy, angle of incidence and point of impact on the converter

are also different. The detector gain would in any case be different for

each isotope so we have to be careful to calibrate with a standard iso-

topic mixture containing the isotopes in about the sane relative con-

centrations as the "unknown" sample.
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One interesting point arose during development of tha system shown in

Figure 2. Although the quoted time-constant of the calcium fluoride

scintillator used should have beei. more than adequate for the proposed

beam-switching speeds, we found a considerable contribution from each

isotope persisting into the measurement period of the following one.

We were able to attribute this to persistence in the scintillator and

changed it for the faster NE102 - which made matters worse! Evidently

these phosphors have low-level long persistences not noticeable when

used with a discriminator in pulse-counting mode but potentially se-

rious sources of error in current measuring procedures. Our difficulty

was overcome by reverting to the calcium fluoride scintillator and in-

creasing the "dead-time" space between beam integration periods.

A common problem in isotopic mass spectrometry is reduction in the po-

tential abundance sensitivity of the instrument because of peak tailing

due to scattered ions. Within limitations this can be reduced by care-

ful attention to the vacuum design and operation but ultimately we

have to resort to other methods. For very high abundance sensitivity

multi-stage instruments can be used but of course these are expensive.

Since gas scattered ions have either suffered an absolute loss of ener-

gy or at least some loss of energy in the direction required for pas-

sage through the collector slit we can prevent them from reaching the

detector by placing a potential barrier iv. front of it. Although this

concept is simple it is not so easily achieved in practice as the bar-

rier may have an adverse effect on the instrument focussing, giving

rise to poor peak-shapes. Our method which has been very successful

over a long period of use is as shown in Figure 3.

The grids across the grounded entrance aperture of the barrier and

across the slit of *"he high voltage central electrode ensure that the

device acts only as a filter and not as a lens. It thus has no effect

on the beam geometry in the region of the collector slit. The high

voltage on the grid in the central electrode causes ions to be chan-

nelled through the grid so that transmission is higher than the geo-

metrical value of 75%, being in fact virtually 100%. Figure 4 illustra-

tes this, as well as the good peak shape obtainable. The improvement in
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abundance sensitivity given by the filter is illustrated for the ura-

nium isotopes in Figure 5.

3. NON-ROUTINE APPLICATIONS.

By non-routine applications we mean that we have little control over

the samples size or quality. Samples will usually be small - of the

order of 1012 atoms of Pu or U - and may be heavily contaminated with

other material. For other species we may require to measure negative

ions. Our usual method for such samples is to use a large 3 - stage

mass spectrometer with ion counting as the measurement technique. The

instrument has two 25 inch magnets for the first and second stages and

then a 25 inch electric sector. Normal source accelerating voltage is

25 kV. The first and third detectors are Allen-type electron multipliers

of 15 stages. Because of the high source voltage the efficiency of

the multipliers is still good whether they are operated with the ion/

electron converter dynode at a negative potential., as is the common

practice, or at ground. We find in fact that on this instrument the

multiplier noise is less if we operate in the latter mode. Since we

invariably use pulse counting, having the anode of the multipliers at

a positive potential of a few kilovolts does not introduce any diffi-

culties of coupling to the amplifier system as of course it would in

current measuring practice. A prime reason for using electron multi-

pliers after the first and third stages of the instrument is the occa-

sional requirement for measurement of negative ions - a few moments

reflection will show that the Daly detector of Figure 1 cannot be used

for negative ion measurement. However for the second stage of the

spectrometer we do use a Daly detector. With +25 kV ion accelerating

voltage and -25 kV on the converter electrode the efficiency is about

100% and since each ion impact releases about 200 electrons from the

photocathode of the multiplier the gain and signal-to-noise ratio are

also very high. Low detector noise is also partly achieved by reducing

the volume of the NE102 phosphor to a minimum by depositing it direct-

ly onto the glass vacuum window from solution.

Counting equipment until recently was the AERE Harwell 2000 series -

2057 amplifier, 2126 discriminator and 2130 sealer. With an EMI 6079S
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or 9524S phototube the dead-time is >v 1,0~7s which gives a 1% error at

a count rate of 105/s. Recently we have replaced this with the Ortec-

Brookdeal 5C1 Photon counting system with an EMI 9814B photo-tube.

Dead-time is now 'v 2 x )0~8s and count rates of 106/s can be used.

The three-stage instrument gives extremely high abundance sensitivity

ranging from I part in 106 for U after 1-stage to 1 part in 1010 after

the third stage so we have no need of the detector potential barrier

described above. The instrument also has sufficient resolution to se-

parate many "isobaric" ions from those we want to measure. A further

refinement in this direction is made possible by the high secondary

electron coefficient and excellent pulse height distribution of the

Daly detector. Figure 6 shows the Poisson distributions calculated

for a metal ion with y = 6 and an organic ion with y = 10. If in our

counting system we have a lower discriminator set at A and an upper

one set at B then we can reject 90% of the "unwanted" organic ions

whilst retaining 50% of the metal ions of interest. We have found this

"window" technique to be extremely useful for suppressing the back-

ground of complex ions when trying to measure the minor isotopes in

very small samples of Pu or U.

4. OTHER TYPES OF DETECTOR

Although Allen-type electron multipliers and Daly scintillation de-

tectors are the only ones we now use for solids isotopic analysis there

are of course other types available, some of which we have used in

the past or still do, but for other applications. As a lead- in to the

ensuing discussion a list of the properties which may be required of

an ion detector for mass spectrometry is as follows:

(I) High gain, > 109

(II) High gain stability, < 10% per year

(III) Low noise, < 10"20 A (.01 c/s)

(IV) Fast response, < 10~8s

(V) Equal response to all ions, +ve and -ve, atomic and compound

(VI) Insensitive to ion energy

(VII) Discrimination against unwanted ions

(VIII) Compensation for fluctuations in source output

(IX) Good vacuum properties

(X) Trouble free operation
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Some of these properties, e.g., (V) and (VII) are of course mutually

exclusive.

Some types of detector which have been used to date are:

(I) Faraday cage

(II) Electron multiplier - continuous and discrete dynode types

(III) Scintillation detector

(IV) Channel multiplier

(V) Channel multiplier array (CEMA)

(VI) Silicon barrier

(VII) Energy selective detector

(VIII) Double, triple detectors of various types.

It might be interesting to ascertain what types of detector are used

by members of the conference and how these perform in relation to the

list of desirable properties given above - or what other features

they have which I have overlooked.



FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Daly scintillation detector.

Fig. 2. The data acquisition system of the mass spectrometer

used for 'routine' isotopic analysis.

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the potential barrier system used

to increase the abundance sensitivity of a single stage

mass spectrometer by preventing scattered ions from

reaching the detector.

Fig. 4. Illustration of good peak shape obtained and increased

transmission through the grid of the potential barrier

when the voltage is applied.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the increased abundance sensitivity obtained

for uranium isotopes when the potential barrier of Fig. 3

is used.

Fig. 6. Pulse height distributions for atomic and complex ions

obtained from the Daly detector. Curves illustrated

here are calculated but closely resemble those actually

obtained in practice.
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FIG. 4.
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Discussions after the introduction of A. McCormick

de Regge: What would be the advantage of a silicon surface barrier de-

tector and what would be the expected lifetime of such a detector?

MoCormiak: I do not have any experience with such a detector. It cer-

tainly has advantages in studying ions hitting surfaces as it has a

very high energy resolution.

Unknown: Do you have any experience with channel electron multipliers

and the mass discrimination connected with these multipliers?

MoCormiak: The only machine we have equipped with a channel electron

multiplier is a quadrupool which is not for precise work at all. I

expect you can run into serious mass discrimination effects because of

the different gains of the sections where the different beams will

strike.

Unknown: Do you have found any difference in gain with baking, the

more you bake the more the system tends to fall of.

MaCormiok: On the channeltron? I do not really know I have seen infor-

mation where people claim that they have restored the gain by baking.

Some people have used ceramic type of channel electron multipliers,

not the array type but just the single tube type.

Barnes: Years ago we tried channeltrons in our multi-stage instruments.

The advantage is that they are air-resistant. But most of the surface

is covered with lead stearate or a similar compound. From that you

get very definitely mass discrimination. Secondly you get something

what we refer to as double pulsing. This is in fact pulses coming

back at you from atoms which are not loose from the stearate surface.

So you end up not only with a mass discrimination but also with a false

signal which in fact are reflected ions.

MoCormiak: That is one of the reasons why these things are made in a

gulf shape, but the effect still exists though it is less.

Barnes: May I ask a question about the Daly detector. It has been re-

ported by people who had done experimental work with this. They stated

that you can get a change in the solid angle of the electrons coming

off the electrode depending on the beam size, essentially depending on
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the number of primary events striking the surface. Did you notice this

and how serious is this?

MeCormiek: I do not think it is serious at all. If your electrons spread

out and miss your scintillator, this will be serious. I have not any

evidence that it happens in our detectors. I know that some people

who were developing a new type of Daly detector for a special purpose,

had some problems. However they were not using quite the same geometry

of the HV knob as we are; they were in fact spreading the image on the

scintillator.

Barnes: I heard from these people that they were moving the electrode

in and out as the beam size changed, to take care of the solid angle

effect.

MoCormiak: The only movement we have is the setting up procedure, when

our detectors are placed, they stay untouched for a long time. The on-

ly thing we do is, after venting the tube of the mass spectrometer,

which in our case is done with dry nitrogen, we apply glow discharging

on the detector during pumping down.

de Bièvre: Mr. Perrin, can you tell somthing about your experiences

with detectors in the pulse counting systems?

Perrin: Our job is to do 10% work with nanogram samples. The detector

aspects are minor problems. You have a few parameters where you have

to be very careful of. First of all the dynamic range of the amplifier-

discriminator system. In our case we use an electron multiplier. The

pulse height distribution changes with count rate. You have to be cer-

tain that you have sufficient dynamic range. Another item you have to

be certain that you do not get double pulses. But as I said already the

pulse counting aspects, as far as the detector is concerned, are rela-

tively simple.

de Bièvre: Can you quote any figures about achieved accuracy for a

known ratio with a certain count rate.

MoCormiak: Rather roughly, for a 930 standard it will be about 0.1%

with a count rate of 106 per second for the major beam.

Unknown: Have you comments on the use of a quadrupool to change the fo-

cal plane of the mass spectrometer.
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MaCormiok: That is what in fact has been published in the International

Journal of Mass Spectrometry and also in the Proceedings of the Flo-

rence Conference. The reasons for doing this was to enable detection

of several ion beams simultaneously. Boerboom uses a single focussing

mass spectrometer. Before the magnet he has a magnetic quadrupool lense

and an electrostatic after the magnet. By adjustment of the lenses

he can look at ion beams which are focussed at various points, he can

pull in the focus of his ion beams, rotate the focus and so he can

finish with a short focal plane in his mass spectrometer. This also

changes the mass dispersion as well.
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ELECTRONICS IN THERMAL IONISATION MASS SPECTROMSTRY

E. Sattler

Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements Geel, Belgium

The Mass Spectrometry Group of the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measure-

ments is delivering as one of its essential tasks, a scientific support

in problems related to quantitative determinations of fissionable iso-

topes, elements, materials. This is being carried out by surface ioni-

sation mass spectrometry.

In order to ensure a high degree of credibility, a continuous research

effort on increase of precision and accuracy of fissionable material

measurement procedures and instrumentation is mandatory.

To reach this aim some major requirements have to be met:

- adequate and careful chemical preparation procedures

- appropriate analysing equipment (i.e. modern thermionic mass spectro-

meters, delivering the ultimate in measuring accuracy and precision)

- well-skilled operating personr.t't

- suitable electronic equipment for dâ .a acquisition, handling, reduc-

tion and process control.

In order to remain within the framt of the subject of this presentation,

this paper is restricted to electronic equipment serving for acquisition

and handling of analogue measuring data such as

- electrometer amplifiers

- equipment for digitising the analogue measuring value e.g. voltage-

to-frequency converters linked to counter/timer units or digital volt-

meters

- magnetic field control units.

Already several years ago the MS-group started a long-term research

programme with the aim of optimising electronic equipment for thermionic

mass spectrometry according to the requirements which have *o be ful-

filled.
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This research programme which is still going on with co-operation of

staff of the Data Handling and Electronics Group led to some valuable

results which can be interpreted as an outcome of a multidisciplinary

teamwork.

Some of the results ftre presented hereafter for discussion.

1. ELECTROMETER AMPLIFIER

To measure small ion currents in the range of 10~10 A down to lCT14 A

an electrometer amplifier, normally acting as a current-to-voltage

converter (i.e. an amplifier whose output voltage is proportional to the

incoming ion current) is used.

Several different types are known in order to fulfill special require-

ments in an optimal manner, but common to all amplifiers is the prin-

cipal diagram of Figure 1 and the input-to-output relation of:

E _ = E + e cc + e (1)

out s off n

with

E = I. . R (useful signal output voltage) (la)

s in r
e -, = i, • R„ + v (output offset voltage) (lb)
off b T os
e = u? + (i2 + i2 + i2) . Z2 (output noise voltage) (lc)
n n st tn n r

Note that all components are independent from each other and can be

treated separately.

1.1. Useful output voltage

The relation E = I. . R_ (la) shows the conversion coefficient of this
s in r

current-to-voltage converter circuit which is equal to R^. For applica-

tions in the above-mentioned current range, values for R^ up to 1012

Ohms are quite usual.

It is very well known from the literature that high-ohmic resistors of

this value show a certain "voltage coefficient" up to -10~Vv which may

lead to a considerable linearity error of the input current-to-output

voltage conversion exceeding by far the imposed accuracy limits. Even
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with amplifier systems of modern design, using solid state units like

Varactor-Bridge or FET-Operational Amplifier with output voltages of

n-̂ t higher than 10 Volts the linearity error due to the voltage coef-

ficient cannot be ignored. Attempts for correcting of this linearity

error by use of an automated data acquisition and evaluation system

showed little success only due to the unpredictable behaviour of the

high-ohmic resistor under normal measuring conditions.

Up to now no reliable test method is known to overcome this problem.

The only and time-consuming but effective remedy is a regular check of

the Mass Spectrometer as a whole by a so-called system calibration.

1.2. Output offset and drift voltage.

The term e _, = i, . R_ + v (1b) describes the dc output voltage
01I D r OS

which is still present while the input current I. is zero. Compensa-

tion of e ,, to zero value is common practice but temperature and time

dependence of i, and u is still remaining. The two amplifier types

normally applied in electrometer amplifier systems differ significant-

ly in their drift performance, i.e. Varactor Bridge amplifiers have

bias currents i, of one or two orders of magnitude lower than FET

Operational Amplifiers and therefore show significantly lower drift

errors.

Automated data handling systems are able to manage drift errors to a

certain extend by regular intermediate checking and correcting routines

during the measurement.

In table 1 the main characteristics of amplifier types used as current-

to-voltage-converters are compiled.

1.3. Output noise voltage.

The term (Ic) defines the noise voltage as can be observed at the out-

put of the amplifier system.

In this expression the different noise sources are summed up by root-

sum-of-squares rather than linearly and IL, is replaced by Z due to the

stray capacitance C across IL, in order to consider frequency dependence

of the feed-back path.

The influence of the noise performance on the measurement can be described
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by the Signal-to-Noise Ratio

E s I. . R
S/N = — = l n * (2)

In order to obtain a simple estimation of the S/N ratio under measuring

conditions a closer look to the denominator of eq. (2) and a quantita-

tive treatment of the different noise components is worthwhile.

Three groups of noise components are to be distinguished:

(1) The thermal noise voltage and current components u and i , rela-

ted to the chosen amplifier type.

(2) The thermal (Johnson) noise of the feedback resistor R^, which is

defined by

ith = (A k T / V Af (3)

(3) The statistical shot noise of the input current I. ,

i2 = 2e I. Af (4)

st in

Noise components of group 1 and 2 can be regarded as system-originated,

whereas the group 3 component is a function of I. only.

For example let us assume:

Rp = 1011 Ü and Cp (a 10~
12 F,

resulting in a bandwidth of the amplifier system

Af P* 1 Hz.

Furthermore, the noise characteristics of a suitable electrometer ampli-

fier of Varactor Bridge type show that

i pa 1(T15 A//Hz,

u pa 10~5 V//Hz.
n

Putting together the thermal noise components we can write:

(5)

Numerical treatment shows that

u2

n . o
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which can hence be neglected in further considerations.

Using eq. (3) we get:

ith « 4 . 10"
le A//Hz (3a)

which is comparable in magnitude with i , and we obtain:

i , « 1.1 . 10~15 A//Hz (5a)
n, tn

Now we have to compare the thermal noise i .. with the statistical
n, th

shot noise i and we write

= i and

i ,. = 5.7 . 1O-10 A . A//Hz (4a)

st in
Using eq. (5a) and (4a):

I. = 3.8 . 10~12 A
in

or E = Ij . R = 0.38 V.

As a conclusion of these considerations we see that the influence of

the thermal noise components i , and i on the S/N ratio are neglegible

for sufficient large input currents I. . This is certainly the case,

if

i2 > 10 i2 _ .
st n,th

Then we obtain:

i > 3.5 . 10~15 A,
S L

and

I. > 3.8 . 10~ n A,
in '

or
E > 3.8 V.
s

Under these conditions the S/N ratio becomes:

S/N » ̂ in y , (2a)
Lst • ZF

or because Z « L:

I.

S/N «_i£ = |o\
1st
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1.4. Integration

The precision of the determination of an ion current I. which is dis-

turbed by statiscial fluctuations i , i ,, i. , as outlined in para
st tn in

1.3. can sufficiently be improved by integration of the quantity to

be measured during an integration time T according to

r̂ / (I. + i • ) dt = I. + I f i . dt (6)
T n in noise in T . noise

provided I. i f(t) during the integration time.

Furthermore it is well known that

T
m 7T ƒ l . dt = 0 (6a)
T-x» T _ noise

which means that the error A originated by the statistical fluctuation

on the measurement can be made small enough if sufficiently long inte-

gration times can be applied. Ion current measurements, however, as in

thermionic mass spectrometry allow only limited integration times,

therefore a compromise between precision and integration time has to

be found.

With other words, the question arises:

Which is the minimum integration time T . , so that a maximum tolerable
mm

error A will certainly not be exceeded? Or, using eq. (6a):

i %in
± f i . dt < A
T . _ noise —
m m 0

After introduction of some worst case considerations a solution of eq.

(6b) gives the following relation:

(7)

(7a)

where N represents the amplitude of the distortion which is regarded

to be sinusoidal and T the period duration belonging to N. Eq. (7a)

shows for instance that for a given S/N ratio of, say, 500, the maxi-

mum tolerable error A remains less than 10-l+ for frequency components

A

o r ,

A

1
- ir '

using

1
— IT

noise >

eq. (5a) :

N T
S ' T .mm

T
1mm
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down to 1 Hz if the integration time T . is at least 6,4 seconds.
min

1.5. Linearity.

The accuracy of isotopic ratio measurements is strongly affected by

linearity errors of the analogue measuring system, where dynamic ranges

of 1 : 200 up to 1 : 1000 are quite common.

Sources of linearity errors are:

- the high-ohmic resistor as mentioned earlier

- the electrometer stage itself

- the analogue output stage, e.g. strip chart recorder or voltage-to-

frequency converter or digital voltmeter.

Two different types of linearity errors are to be distinguished:

- the integral linearity error which is defined as the deviation of

the output function from a straight line within the usable dynamic

range.

- the differential linearity error which is of major importance in the

case of a digital voltmeter and refers to the degree to which all

voltage increments match each other. For example, the voltage incre-

ment between readings of 0.9999 and 1.0000 should be identical to

that between 1.0000 and 1.000I.

Modern digital voltmeters of higher price classes, however, indicate

only "absolute error limits" which are defined as a composition of

all systematic errors and of which the linearity error is a part.

Absolute error limits of 10~5 up to 10~6 are common in DVM's of

highest quality class and therefore are very well suited in instrumen-

tation of mass spectrometers for highest accuracy requirements.

While it is not difficult to design electrometer stages meeting the

same linearity requirements as digital voltmeters, the bottle-neck

still remains in the high ohmic resistor which has to cope with ampli-

tudes from some millivolts up to several volts. Attempts to replace

the high ohmic resistor by more or less sophisticated electronic

circuitry to circumvent the mentioned drawback depend on a logic mis-

take, because it is easy to demonstrate the current-to-voltate con-



version following

Es - hn ' *F (Ia)

is the optimum choice with respect to the signal-to-noise conditions.

1.6. Transient response.

Frequently an operator is confronted with a considerable and reprodu-

cible measuring error when analysing large isotopic ratios and it is

only too understandable that he concludes to some non-linearity of the

analogue system. Linearity checks will not help him because this mea-

suring error is originating in insufficient transient response of the

current-to-voltage converter.

Some of these converters show a remarkable tailing effect when an input

current is applied which uses the greater part of the available dynamic

range. This tailing effect may have different reasons, e.g. temperature

effects, charging effects, etc., but can have time constants of several

minutes and can be the cause of measuring errors when measuring small

currents while the tail of a larger current peak is still existing (see

fig. 2).

1.7. Shielding of electrometer stages.

Care must be taken to prevent the high-sensitive input of an electrometer

stage from unwanted external influences, e.g.:

- electrical distortions via the power lines

- electromagnetic irradiations from emitters of any type and frequency

- temperature changes

- humidity influences

- light-electrical effects

- microphonics

- irradiation effects by <z-particles.

To minimize these influences is a matter of careful design. Moreover,

evacuation of the whole electrometer stage is recommended.

In Figure 3 the stability of the zero line of a current-to-voltage
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converter stage with and without evacuation is shown. The nearly full

absence of spike distortions when evacuated may be traced back to the

absence of gasparticles which would be hit by a-particles penetrating

the amplifier capsule.

2. MEASUREMENT PRACTICE.

2.1. Instrumentation.

In modern automated data acquisition and handling systems the procedure

to integrate a noise-disturbed DC-signal as described in 1.4. can be

obtained by two well-known methods:

- application of a voltage-to-frequency converter combined with a

sealer-timer unit whereby the integration time is defined by the

preset accumulation time of the sealer;

- use of a digital voltmeter delivering the integrated measuring value

either autonomously or with the aid of other data handling equipment.

Moreover both methods serve similarly as an analogue-to-digital con-

verting interface which is needed for transferring the (analogue) out-

put signal of the amplifier to the (digital) data input of the computer

linked to the system.

Comparison of the two methods shows:

- voltage-to-frequency converters are most appropriate if accuracy

limits worse than 10~5 are sufficient;

- with digital voltmeters a total error limit down to I0~6 can be

reached, but it is sometimes questionable whether this ultimate ac-

curacy can really be exploited. In any case, digital voltmeters are

the more expensive solution.

2.2. A real measurement case.

Suppose the ratio of two ion currents has to be determined. Generally

one can write:
Pl ~ Zl

R = p _ z (8)
P2 Z2

or, when considering statistical uncertainties:
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(P - Z ) +_ [a2 (P ) + a2 (Z J ] 1 ' 2

R i ° ( R ) " (P2 - Z2) ± [„' (P2) + o' (,2)]l^
 ( 8 3 )

P. _+ o(P.) represents the measured "peak" value of the two measured

ion currents and its statistical uncertainty and Z. +_ o(Z.) is the

corresponding zero value,

In equation (8a) the absolute uncertainties o(Z.) have the same in-

fluence on o(R) as a(P.):

a(P£) « a(Z£) (9)

It is therefore appropriate to use the same integration time for P.

and Z..
l

For single-collector isotope ratio measurements it is common practice

to measure P. and Z. repetitively by peak jumping, in order to minimize

the influence of unavoidable sources of instability like drift of ion

emission or very low-frequent variations of the output offset of the

amplifier. In this case the total integration time can be calculated

as the sum of the different partial measurements (Figure 4).

In general the. operator is free to arrange the analysis procedure ac-

cording to his own experience and convenience but in any case the to-

tal integration time conditions have to be respected. To conclude this

consideration one can state that the internal precision of a single

isotopic ratio measurement can be made independent from (statistical)

noise disturbances provided a sufficiently long integration time can

be chosen. Single ratio measurement precisions can reach values of less

than lu"1*. They are only disturbed by instability sources of second

order, e.g. small sudden changes of source voltages and filament tempe-

ratures resulting in sudden changes of ion emission efficiency or by

small abrupt variations of source vacuum, etc.

3. MAGNETIC FIELD CONTROL.

3.1. General consideration.

As already mentioned earlier, advanced mass spectrometric analysis

procedures require facilities for "peak jumping", i.e. a possibility
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to change the magnetic field stepwise from one mass position to another

in ordev to measure the ion currents, preferably staying at or near

the peak center, for a well determined time period (Integration Time).

This technique allows the operator to obtain maximum measurement in-

formation with minimum sample consumption.

Compared to the "scanning technique" where a current-regulated magnet

power supply is simply generating a more or less linear magnetic field

ramp across the mass region of interest, the jumping technique, how-

ever, requires a quick highly reproducible magnetic field control cir-

cuitry.

The two requirements for magnetic field control for peak jumping

- short settling time

- high reproducibility of field setting

can be fulfilled with Hall probe stabilized magnetic field regulators

(Hall stabilizers), where minimizing pf settling time is obtained by

inclusion of the magnetic field into the feedback-loop via the Hall

probe which is placed at a suitable position within the air gap of the

magnet. In this case the settling time of the magnetic field is mainly

determined by the switching characteristics of the magnet (self induc-

tivity, stray inductivities and -capacities, ohmic resistance of the

coil) as well as by the output impedance of the magnet current supply

in use.

Settling times of less than 10 seconds after a +_ 1000 gauss jump can

easily be reached under normal operating conditions. The required

reproducibility of field setting is directly dependent on the "quality"

of the peak shape the analyzer generates. Instruments with poor peak

shape require high field reproducibility for acceptable peak ratio

measurements, whereas analyzers yielding high quality peak shapes can

tolerate less reproducible field settings.

The mentioned quality of peak shape can be estimated by:

- the flatness of the peak top and the percentage of total peak width

for which the flatness is certified (plateau region)

- the steepness of the peak edges, determining the peak shape itself,
PwlO — Pw90

preferably measured as a peak width ratio, e.g. K = --? ,
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where PwlO, Pw50 and Pw90 are the measured peak widths at 10, 50, 90%

of peak height respectively

- the resolving power of the analyzer itself.

3.2. A practical example.

Les us assume, a 2 3 5u/2 38u a t o m i c ratio is to be measured by repetitive

peak jumping. The measurement precision is - among others - dependent

on the reproducibility of the field setting which must be sufficient to

hit the peak top surely within its plateau region after each jump. In

Figure 5 this example is illustrated.

In this case we suppose the following figures:
M

- resolving power of the system: ~: « 500

- peak shape quality factor: K = 0.5,

- plateau region: 30% of W90, or +_ 15% of W90 around the peak center,

- flatness within plateau region F = -=— = 10"1*.

As a result we obtain a plateau region of approx. _+ 0.05 mass units.

Because — "v 2 — ; and M *» 250, B re 10 K Gauss, the required repro-

ducibility must be at least AB w + I Gauss.

Although commercial Hall stabilizers show much better characteristics,

e.g. AB/B < 10~5, the reproducibility of the system, i.e. the accuracy

of hitting the peak plateau is severely limited by hysteresis effects

due to insufficient magnetic properties of the core material which

leads to a certain field inhomogeneity within the air gap. Due to the

fact, that the Hall probe is monitoring the magnetic field only at a

very limited region within the air gap, field inhomogeneities at other

places on the ion path through the magnet cannot be detected and elimi-

nati d.

ThiL fact may limit the usefulness of analyser magnets of older types

which previously worked satisfactorily with the scanning technique. In

Figure 6 the measurement of field inhomogeneity within the air gap of

a 15 years old magnet is demonstrated. In this measurement, the Hall

probe was positioned at 8 adjacent sectors along the air gap and the
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setting of the Hall Stabilizer was recorded after a jump of + 1000 Gauss

(+ 100 Gauss) and back as well after a jump of - 1000 Gauss (- 100

Gauss) and back, the peak center of the 187 Re beam serving as reference.

As can be seen from Figure 6 and more recent measurements have con-

firmed this, the influence of the hysteresis effect on the reproducibi-

lity of the system can be minimized by careful positioning of the Hall

probe. Tests have shown that the optimum conditions can be found if

the distance between probe and ion path is as short as possible. Under

these circumstances system reproducibilities of less than 0,5 Gauss

can be reached.
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Ampl. type

Current stab, (ib)

Voltage stab. (u0 5)

Bandwidth

Overload protection

Common mode rej.

Microphonics

Warm-up time

Varactor
bridge

• +

•

narrow

easy

• +

0

fast

MOS FET

+

•

wide

diff.

0

•

fast

Vacuum
tube

+

-

wide

easy

-

-

slow

Vibr. reed

• •

+<•

narrow

easy

++

0

fast

Table 1 Current-to-voltage converter types.

j
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1st - *

R F - *

C F - *

Input current

Input current noise

Feedback-resistor

Stray capacitance

Thermal noise current of RF

UOs —> Input offset voltage

ib —> Input bias current

Un -*• Input noise voltage

in —» Input noise current

Rj n _» Input impedance

EOut—> Output signal

Fig. 1 Current - to - voltage converter.
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Fig.4 Two possible arrangements of analysis procedure for optimum

integration time conditions (Tzi = Tpi and TZ2 = TP2).
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Magnet
core

Ion beam

Position

I
II

III

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

+ 100G
and

5874.3

5866.4

5865.1

5866.3

5865.5

5868.8

5872.8

5878.8

-100G
back

5873.3

5865.8

5864.7

5866.0

5865.4

5868.5

5872.4

5878.1

A
Gauss

• 1.0

+ 0.6

+ 0.4

+ 0.3

• 0.1

+ 0.3

• 0.4

+ 0.7

•1000G
and

5873.2

5865.3

5864.1

5864.0

5864.7

5867.5

5872.7

5877.2

-1000G
back

5872.1

5863.4

5862.0

5861.9

5862.5

5865.1

5870.3

5875.3

A
Gauss

+ 1.1

+ 1.9

+ 2.1

+ 2.1

• 2.2

• 2.4

+2.4

+ 1.9

Fig.6 Measurement of hysteresis after jumps of +1000 G (+100G)

and back as well as -1000G (-100G) and back at different

positions of the hall probe, the peak center of the 187Re

beam serving as reference.
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Discussions after the introduction of E. Sattler

Hebeda: When you are jumping what are you changing: the peak width or

the peak position?

Sattler: We went out from the center of the * Re peak, then we jumped

1000 Gauss, from say 5800 to 6800 and back, and looked again for the

center of the Re-peak, and noted the field setting. Then we made a

jump in the opposite direction, in our case from 5800 to 4800 Gauss

and back and compared the two field settings for finding back again

the 187Re peak centre. We observed a 1.1 Gauss difference.

Piahlmayer: Do you ase calibrated Hall probes? How do you know that the

exact same point of your Hall probe position is attained in your measure-

ment? How many Hall probes did you use?

Sattler: I have only one Hall probe and I had to make 8 measurements

after each other. We shifted the Hall probe from one position to an-

other. But it is much easier to use 2 Hall probes. We fixed one Hall

probe to, let us say, position 4, made these jumps as described and

used this Hall probe to stabilise the center again. Then we scanned

with the second Hall probe through the 8 positions, and measured by

this way the hysteresis along the air gap of the magnet at once.

Perrin: Did I understand well that what you would like to have to test

amplifiers is something like piezo electric quartz generator. This has

to feed a current through the dropping resistor. It has to be very very

linear.

Sattler: Yes, but I do not know such a thing.

De Bièvre: It would be a very useful device. One could check the mass

spectre meter from the collector to the end of the measurement instru-

mentati n with something that is independent.

Sattler: You have some possibilities. You take the constant voltage

generator, a battery operated, thermally stabilised etc. etc. You in-

sert a 1011 ohm resistor and then you go to your amplifier. But then

you .-".asure only half of the truth because you disturb the feed back

conditions and also the transient conditions of the response of the

amplifier. This is due to the fact that you connect a new 1011 ohm
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resistor to this very sensitive point. You can do it also with a ca-

pacitor and apply a ramp generator to the same point. It will still

be 90% of the truth. The best way would be, to have an ion beam to go

directly to this point, a very linear ion beam with an attenuator

1:10, 1:100.

Perrin: Have you considered measuring the discharge of a capacitor by

application of a very precisely known alpha-source, as a possibility

of generating a linear beam?

Sattler: No, we have not considered that.

MaKown: You showed a graph where you measured ion currents while you

jumped from a small peak to a large peak. There were two curves in red.

You had a first order time constant which is allright. When you stretch

it out, it seem to be that in the last part there is an extra long time

constant. Other people have seen this also. Do you blame the 1011 ohm

resistor itself for it?

Sattler: In most cases yes, but when the amplifier is not well designed

you can find some temperature effects. For instance when you stay 10-

15 minutes at a 10V output and you go back to a lower signal it is pos-

sible that your operational amplifier has to look for a new temperature

equilibrium. Then you have such a shift of zero voltage. When you do

not care, you measure your second peak in a wrong way.

MoKown: Let us say, you are measuring the main peak in the order of 10V

and then you switch to a minor peak with a factor 100 less intensity.

In another case your main peak is in the order of IV and your minor

peak is also a factor of 100 less. I think that in the second case

the effect will be less. Is this a reason for keeping our signal level

considerable lower than 10V?

Sattler: We have found it for 10V signal. For IV the effect will be

smaller though there will be a non-linearity between the two cases.

However, we have not observed yet the effect at this low level. About

measuring only low signals, I think it is better to redesign the am-

plifier instead of throwing away a factor of 10 in dynamic range.

MaKown: If it is the resistor?

Sattler: Install a new one. Sometimes troubles may be caused by humidity
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on the surface of the resistor. In that case you can clean it up.

Bvernnev: May I ask you something about the evacuation of your pre-am-

plifier? You showed that this gives you a very low noise. Because eva-

cuation is not always in an easy way to do, are there also other methods

like packing the amplifier. Another question: What are the effects that

disappear by evacuation?

Sattler: I agree that evacuation is not so easy to do with commercially

available amplifiers. With evacuation you eliminate the influence of

cosmics on the air around tlie electronic components. But a more impor-

tant point: you avoid humidity effects, which caused f.i. in our labo-

ratory a lot of troubles.

Barnes: I do agree that you get rid of those effects but instead of

this do not you get troubles with increased heating effects, due to

decreased cooling of you resistors in vacuum?

Sattler: You get a stabilising on a higher temperature level.

Barnes: But the heating is i function of the signal. When you pass a

large signal during a longer period of time and you continue with a

smaller signal, you get problems.

Hebeda: I think the vacuum is so bad (about 1 Torr) that the cooling

is good enough.

Sattler: We see in the beginning some change but later a stabilisation.

McCreath: We find it easier to purge the amplifier with dry nitrogen.

Hagemann: I would like to know your opinion about the advantages and

disadvantages of a voltage-frequence converter (vf-converter) to a digi-

tal voltmeter (DVM), to digitalise the ion current.

Sattler: My opinion is that in most cases for routine measurements and

standard applications you just may take a vf-converter. But you have

to check the converter and to look after the integrated circuit which

is built in. However, if you like to spend a factor of 10 more for

your measurement 1 recommend one of those nice DVM's that are on the

market.

Barnes: This is not a fair question for a vf-converter is one half of a

DVM. If you put together a vf-converter and a sealer you have a DVM. I
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think a fair question is: should we go to voltage-frequence conversion,

digital to analogie type or something like that type of question. But

the other thing is when you buy a 6000 dollar DVM you have just simply

bought a good vf-converter.

Sattler: In most cases you do not need a high quality DVM and you can

do with a simple vf-converter.

Beyriah: I was somewhat surprised about the evacuation business in am-

plifiers. 25 Years ago we had already commercial instruments with eva-

cuated pre-amplifiers.

Sattler: Yes, it was more or less a lost art, I would say. Now the am-

plifiers have the size of a matchbox and they are easy to evacuate.

However the principle is the same.

De Bièvre: A last question to the audience. It is getting more and

more expensive for everybody to intercompare each amplifier or digital

voltmeter on the market Most of us have less and less time to look in

a detailed technical comparison. Would it be useful that we at CBMN

spend some money in doing this and make the results available to every-

body in the form of technical reports?
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DATA RECORDING AND PROCESSING IN MASS SPECTROMETRY

H. McKown

International Atomic Energy Agency Vienna, Austria

All the previous papers in this conference have described specific hard-

ware components and sample handling techniques which could be used in

some kind of a mass spectrometer. Not all these ideas can be used in

any one instrument as some are mutually exclusive. It is highly im-

probable that you would at one time have a source with electron bombard-

ment and surface ionization operating at the same time nor would you

use a vibrating reed electrometer if you were going to measure the ion

current by the pulse counting technique. Thus when a mass spectrometer

is going to be obtained, it must be specified to do a particular task.

It then follows that the data recording system must be designed to

work satisfactorily with hardware that produces the ion current or cur-

rents.

1. EARLY METHODS OF DATA RECORDING

Historically the first method of recording data was with the use of a

strip chart recorder connected to the output of an electrometer. The

recorder traces out the intensity of the ion peaks as the spectrometer

is being scanned over the region of interest. Of course the operator

must be quick to change the sensitivity of the electrometer so that the

largest deflec'.ion possible for each peak is written on the chart paper.

When the data taking is completed, the operator then measures the peak

amplitudes with a ruler. An attempt is usually made to try to correct

for signal drift by connecting corresponding peaks on successive scans.

This system has several major advantages as follow: 1) the operator

knows exactly when the spectrometer was on the top of a peak. 2) He can

make a mental picture of the noise on the signal, the focus of the sys-

tem and possibly any impurities in the sample. The disadvantage is pri-

marily that the precision of the results is low.

Increased precision of the recorder technique can .be achieved by sub-

tracting an accurately known voltage from the electrometer output and
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then tracing the excess signal on a recorder with increased sensitivity.

The operator must now set the sensitivity of the electrometer and the

amount of the subtraced voltage for each peak as it is being scanned.

A third method of taking data is the dual collector technique. Very

high precision can be obtained on the measurements of ratios of a spe-

cific pair of isotopes. But this system cannot easily be used for our

application as uranium has a minimum of four masses and plutonium five.

2. USE OF COMPUTERS

Because of the problems stated above the data collection of the mass

spectrometer has been removed from the hands of the operator and placed

under the control of a data logging system and more recently a mini-

computer. The data recording system now has two functions to perform as

follows:

1) to collect data for later calculation of isotopic ratios etc. and

2) to give information to the operator as to the current status of the

mass spectrometer.

The operator needs to know at all times such details as: Is the mass

spectrometer still selecting the peak top? Is the noise level acceptable?

Is the drift within acceptable limits? etc.

Much of my time as a mass spectroscopist is devoted to training opera-

tors to look for these problems in the display and writing computer

routines to cope with various problems after the fact.

3. AVCO MASS SPECTROMETER

As I stated earlier the type of mass spectrometer you specify should

match your needs and then the recording system you use must match the

spectrometer. To illustrate my point I shall describe the two instru-

ments we have at the Seibersdorf Laboratory which are quite different.

The first is a more standard single stage machine made by AVCO with

the following specifications:

1) Triple filament source sample size - 1 to 20 micrograms of uranium

2) Accelerating voltage - 9.000 volts

3) Magnetic radius - 30 cm

4) Single collector - multiplier into a vibrating reed electrometer,

electrometer sensitivity controlled by the computer
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5) Magnetic sweep stabilized with a Hall probe and controlled by the

computer (peak jumping without scanning)

6) The ion signal from the vibrating reed is displayed on the strip

chart recorder and also is entered into the computer via a high

speed analog to digital converter.

7) Standard deviation of results on 235u/238u r a t i 0 (%io~
2) duplicate

sample loadings - 0.3% relative

8) Hardwired computer - PDP 8 with 12 K words of core memory.

Now lets to back over the philosophy of the recording and processing

data utilized in more detail. In this instrument it has been found that

the control of the magnet and ion accelerating voltage power supplies

have adequate stabilities for the duration of running the sample. Thus

no refocussing is done after the start of data collection. The peaks

are selected via the peak jumping without scan technique. The only

reason for using the "peak jumping with scan" would be to allow the

data systems to find the peak top. If the "with scan" technique were

used, many data points would be discarded.

It is much more important to use the time in order to get a precise

value of the ion intensity. After each jump to a new mass one second

of time is allowed to elapse before data accumulation is started. In

order to get a precise measurement of the peak height the analog ion

current signal is digitized 128 times in a period of 7 seconds with

a successive approximation type A-D converter. This period of time must

be long compared with the period of the noise present in the analog

signal. The 128 digital values are then summed and stored in the com-

puter for later use.

Another method of obtaining an average signal over the measuring period

is by the use of a voltage to frequency converter and counting system.

This system obtains one average digital number over a longer sampling

period of approximately 1 second. Several such values are usually ta-

ken. I believe the better results are obtained from the voltage to fre-

quency converter because the system is measuring the analog signal for

nearly 100% of the time. The successive approximation A-D converter

measures the voltage for a brief moment every cycle and thus can be

very susceptible to noise spikes. The dual slope integrating type of

A-D converter is intermediate in precision.



The AVCO data system uses an expanded form of the A B B A scanning

scheme. The idea behind the A1B1B2A2A3B3... or the AJBJA2B2A3B3...

scan schemes is to devise a method of balancing out systematic ratio

biases caused by drifting signal intensities. These errors can be re-

duced by keeping the drift rate as small and constant as possible.

In the first sequence (ABBA type)

Ai «Vn " OR } R t R ?
In the second sequence (ABAB type)

A. A, A?
Rl " V R2 = BY' R3 " H —

It should be noted that in the second sequence Rj and Rg both contain

the value Bj, R2 and R3contain A2, etc. Thus each ratio is not complete-

ly independent of adjacent measurements and twice as many ratios need

to be calculated to get the same number of independent measurements.

Our AVCO instrument uses a modification of the ABBA scheme where

(Ai + A2) (A, + A3)
R, = R2 = * 3 ...

(BX + B2) (B2 + B3)

Slide 1 shows the strip chart recording of the electrometer output made

while the spectrum was being scanned. This record is used only as a

visual aid for the operator and is not used in the calculations of re-

sults.

Of course the actual AVCO scan is not as simple as just A and B. For a

simple uranium isotopic spectrum 4 isotopes and 4 background measure-

ments are made. After four complete sets of scans have been obtained

(point "A", slide 1), the sequence reverts to the ABBA sequence with

background positions for 235U and 2 3 8U peaks. At present our emphasis

on the AVCO is the 235u/238u r a t i o .

3.1. Calculations.

After the completion of the instrumental scans, the calculations are

made in the following manner:

1). Peak amplitudes are corrected for electrometer scale factors.

2). Peak amplitudes are corrected for background.
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3). Peak amplitudes are corrected for the mass discrimination for fac-

tor.

4). Peak ratios are calculated, all uranium isotopes relative to 238U

and all plutonium isotopes relative to 239Pu.

5). Ten sets of ratios are calculated for each sample (except for the

minor isotopes of uranium).

6). Each set of values for each isotopic ratio is examined for outliers

and rejected if necessary.

7). Average values and standard deviations for each set of isotopic

ratios are calculated.

8). Atomic and weight percent abundances with standard deviations are

calculated from the average isotopic ratios.

9). Total U or Pu calculations are made if required.

10). Final isotopic ratios are stored on DEC tape for later report writing.

Figure 1 is a computer output sheet of a sample analyzed on the AVCO

mass spectrometer.

I will be willing to discuss the details of the calculations after the

formal presentation.

4. TANDEM MASS SPECTROMETER.

The tandem mass spectrometer was obtained by SAL for the purpose of

measuring small samples (as low as 10 nanograms of U) and for its ex-

cellent abundance sensitivity in adjacent masses. The equipment and

data recording systems are thus quite different from the AVCO. The

general specifications are as follows:

1). Single filament source.

2). Accelerating voltage - 9000 volts.

Spectrum scanning with the accelerating voltage - peak jumping with

scan.

3). Two analyzer magnets in a "C" configuration driven by a constant

voltage power supply.

4). Single collector into a multiplier and a pulse counting system.

5). Ion current spectrum consists of 256 discrete channels. Contents

of the 256 channels are stored in the computer and displayed on a

cathode ray tube monitor.
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6). Abundance sensitivity, tailing of mass 238 into mass 237 - 2 parts

per million.

7). Standard deviation on major isotopic ratios (10~2 < R < 10) of

duplicate sample loadings - 0.5% relative.

8). Computer PDP-11/10 16 K Memory, 1,25 M word disk.

Now for the specific details of the recording system which make it

different from the AVCO. It is a pulse counting system in which each

ion which passes through the collector slit is counted. This is the

most sensitive method of measuring the ion beam but not the most precise.

Slide 2 shows a linear scan spectrum of spiked uranium sample. The

largest peak has an intensity of 100.000 counts per channel. Notice

that the peaks are flat topped and steep sided. Slide 3 shows the same

spectrum with a full scale vertical deflection of 127 counts. Notice

the valleys between the peaks at points "V". Just a random count here

and there. With essentially no interference from neighbouring masses,

a much higher precision can be attained on minor isotopes such as 231*U

and 2 3 6U.

Slide A shows a good "jump and scan" spectrum as seen on the monitor

CRT. The spectrum is divided into 8 subgroups with 32 channels in each

subgroup. Each subgroup is set for a peak top or a valley betweeen

peaks, It can be seen that each peak is flat topped. Counting statis-

tics contributes to most of the noise seen on the top of the peaks.

The width of each subgroup is approximately 95% of the peak width as

shown on the previous slide.

If a shift in the spectrum occurs then the CRT displays a spectrum as

shown in slide 5. One side of each peak is clearly seen. The computer

will only accept the flat top postion for its calculations. For best

results the operator must readjust the accelerating voltage to achieve

the condition shown in slide 4. If one magnetic field shifts relative

to the other then a display occurs as shown in slide 6. Notice the

sloping peak tops. The degree of slop3 has been exaggerated to show

the effect. The operator must interrupt the data taking, correct the

magnetic balance and then continue. I make a point of showing these

two slides because they are examples of a mass spectrometer not being

in good trim. Since more precise results are being demanded, the opera-

tor has more difficulty in ascertaining whether the data being taken
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will produce results of satisfactory precision. If at all possible he

should be shown when the data is unacceptable.

On this machine 10 runs of data are taken per sample. Each run usually

consists of 50 cycles over the complete spectrum. Each subgroup (mass

position) is selected in sequence of increasing mass. The length of

time spent accumulating data in each subgroup is selectable in order

to allow more time on the less intense peaks. Each cycle consumes only

approximately 1.5 seconds of time. Thus no attempt is made to use an

ABBA scheme of scanning to reduce the bias created by drifting signal

intensity.

The 2,560 data points of raw ion information of one sample are stored

on the disk for later calculations. The raw data are first examined for

outliers and unacceptable data. The selected data is then corrected for

background, coincident count loss and mass discrimination. Ion ratios,

atom and weight abundances are calculated as described for the AVCO

instrument. If the sample is a spiked sample, the computer program uses

other information stored on the disk, such as spike isotopic composi-

tions and isotopic composition of the companion unspiked sample to cal-

culate total U or Pu. With uranium spiked samples a stripped isotopic

composition is also calculated. If the sample is a resin bead containing

both uranium and plutonium, a correction is made to the intensity of

the 238 peak in the uranium sample for the contribution of 238Pu. later

a correction is made to the 238 peak in the plutonium sample for the

contribution of 2 3 8U.

Figure 2 is a computer output report showing the results of a plutonium

i^otopic analysis. The sample name, log number, index number and the

isotopic ratios are also stored in a file on the disk.

Periodically the contents of this file must be transferred to a magnetic

tape cassette. Another program has been developed to retrieve selected

information from the cassette for temporary storage on the disk. Summary

reports can then be written on the printer from data stored in these

two files. The report as shown in Figure 3 may contain a simple listing

of sample results, or selected entries can averaged.

Future plans call for the development of a program to write the data

and other pertinent information in the form required by the Safeguards

Department. And ultimately we hope to record the same information on

IBM computer compatible magnetic tape for direct use by Safequards.
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Similar data storage and report writing are being developed for the PDP-

8 AVCO instrument. The two computers will also be hard wired together

for data interchange.

In conclusion it is impossible to describe an ideal recording data

reduction system as everybody's requirement is different. I believe

that automatic control of the mass spectrometer and computer data re-

duction is necessary. I have described two systems connected to two

different types of mass spectrometers, one is not better than the other.

The PDP-8 is an older 8 bit word computer. Now, since the price of 16

bit word computers, such as the PDP-11, is much less, I do not recom-

mend an 8 bit word computer. I assume that the cost of the Hewlett-

Packard 9825A used in the Varian Mat model 260 mass spectrometer is

much less expensive. In our application where many samples are being

analyzed, I believe it is advantageous to have a full sized printer

on the computers in order to reduce the hand transcribing of results.
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IAEA SAL MASS SPECTROHETRIC ANALYSIS

SAMPLE NAME NBS947 DATE 25- 9-78

LOG NO 2749 DATA FILE NO 17 MSOUT FILE NO

TEMP 1430 INDEX 4 OPER G

13

igure

ro

l
en
en

CO
•ö
n>
o
t+

1(»

w

(B

f

TAU « 0.0250 VC =0.596 PCT/MASS

ND. CYCLES' 50

SUBGROUP
MASS
SWEEP FACTOR
CORR. COUNTS

RUN

1

•2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10'

PCT 238

0.28162
0.00664

0.28202
0.00617

0.28036
0.00596

0.28714
0,00659

0.27791
0.00635

. 0.28618
0.00639

0.28297
0.00605

0.29163
0.00606

0.28379
0.00605

0.29536
0.00584

RAU MG 0.28497
RAU SD 0.00546

ATPCT
SE

UTPCT

ATOMIC

0.28497
0.00172

0.28344

WEIGHT 239

SWEEP RATE

1
235
2

4.

PCT 239

76.63766
0.07222

76.57579
0.06712

76.74200
0.06482

76.75918
0.07071

76.79547
0.06931

76.66315
0.06889

76.70169
0.06556

76.66003
0.06467

76.64804
0.06557

76.73959
0.06196

76.69249
0.06599

76.69276
0.01896

76.60155

.3368

= 2.000 MSEC/CHAN

2
365
8

22.

PCT 240

18.62740
0.06900

18.60678
0.06408

18.46873
0.06187

18.48677
0.06752

18.46181
0.06617

18.57198
0.06579

18.53749
0.06261

18.56385
0.06175

18.56617
0.06260

18.49004
0.05915

18.53739
0.05746

18.53741
0.01878

18.59295

3 4
238 239
2 1

10615. 2855056.

PCT 241

3.25610
0.02273

3.32751
0.02135

3.31320
0.02063

3.29446
0.02244

3.26042
0.02189

3.28460
0.02179

3.28825
0.02076

3.30360
0.02032

3.32706
0.02087

3.30215
0.01968

3.29629
0.02393

3.29629
0.00773

3.31998

PCT 242

1.19706
0.01383

1.20685
0.01290

1.19610
0.01244

1.17335
0.01345

1.20478
0.01336

1.19385
0.01319

1.18867
0.01253

1.18063
0.01231

1.17343
0.01244

1.17307
0.01177

1.18850
0.01299

1.18850
0.00414

1.20202

PCT 244

0.00016
0.00030

0.00105
0.00043

-0.00037
0.00018

-0.00089
0.00035

-0.00038
0.00031

0.00025
0.00042

0.00092
0.00044

0.00026
0.00040

0.00101
0.00043

-0.00021
0.00020

0.00006
0.00056

0.00006
0.00018

0.00006

5
240
1

690075.

238/239

0.00367
0.00009

0.00368
0.00008

0.00365
0.00008

0.00374
0.00009

0.00362
0.00008

0.00373
0.00008

0.00369
0.00008

0.00380
0.00008

0.00370
0.00008

0.00385
0.00008

0.00372
0.00007

0.00372
0.00002

6
241
2

122738.

240/239

0.24306
0.00112

0.24299
0.00104

0.24066
0.00100

0.24084
0.00109

0.24040
0.00107

0.24225
0.00106

0.24168
0.00101

0.24216
0.00100

0.24222
0.00101

0.24095
0.00095

0.24171
0.00095

0.24171
0.00030

241/239

0.04249
0.00031

O.O434S
0.00029

0.04317
0.00028

0.04292
0.00030

0.04246
0.00030

0.04284
0.00030

0.04287
0.00028

0.04309
0.00028

0.04341
0.00028

0.04303
0.00027

0.04298
0.00033

0.04298
0.00010

7
242
2

44239.

242/239

0.01562
0.00018

0.01576
0.00017

0.01559
0.00016

0.01529
0.00018

0.01569
0.00018

0.01557
0.00017

0.01550
0.00017

0.01540
0.00016

0.01531
0.00016

0.01529
0.00016

0.01550
0.00017

0.01550
0.00005

e
244
2
7.

244/239

0.000002
0.000004

0.000014
0.000006

-0.000005
0.000002

-0.000012
0.000005

-0.000005
0.000004

0.000003
0.000006

0.000012
0.000006

0.000003
0.000005

0.000013
0.000006

-0.000003
0.000003

0.000001
0.000007

0.000001
0.000002

235/239

0.000008
0.000005

0.000002
0.000003

0*000011
0.000006

-0.000010
0.000005

-0.000005
0.000004

-0.000008
0.000003

0.000005
0.000004

0.000006
0.000006

0.000001
0.000003

0.000003
0.000004

0.000000
0.000007

0.000000
0.000002



3
ID

U)

A

-

M

I

INDEX » 4

SAMPLE

3*7-47
2708 4

397-48
2711 4

397-49
2714 4

397-50
2718 4

3*7-51
2722 4

397-52
2725 4

397-53
272? 4

397-54
2733 4

INDEX = 5

SAMPLE

397-47-S
2751 5

397-47-S
2752 5

AVERAGE
STD I'EV
REL S-D '/.
STD ERR

PCT 233

0
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

0.
0.

12904
001O4

15667
00147

15792
00221

17871
00084

21144
00148

21152
00130

16213
00160

15415
00110

PCT 233

0
0

0.
0.

0.
0.
0.
0.

1S294
00185

13403
00134

1S351
00081
44173
000S7

PCT 23*

67.
0.

66.
0.

67.
0.

67.
0.

66.
0.

67.
0.

67.
0.

67.
0.

«0607
02487

66103
03534

06014
06112

35583
03776

30293
04634

12250
04475

16955
03159

27447
02286

PCT 239

20.
0

19.
0.

20
0
0.
0.

03045
03413

«7681
03S15

00363
03793
18960
02682

IAEA

DATA

PCT 240

26. 43355
0. 01945

27. 26443
0. 03057

26. 90122
0. 05247

26. 81104
0. 03224

27. 48528
0. 03? J 6

26. 96760
0. 0381?

26. 97112
0. 02627

27. 04535
0. 01920

IAEA

DATA

PCT 240

8. 74547
0. 01942

8. 71693
0. 02541

8. 73120
0. 02006
0. 22971
0. 01418

SAL MASS SPECTROMETRIC DATA REFORT ;

ARE LISTED IN WT PCT AND ATOM

PCT 241

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

4.
0.

IS 327
0112?

4433?
01848

42150
01129

25592
00606

4091?
0144?

26087
00910

26484
00944

15211
00383

SAL MASS

PCT 242

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.

317*2
00509

47411
00609

45889
00403

39880
00489

59109
00629

43750
00472

43237
00596

37403
00583

PCT 244

0. 00015
0. 00016

-0. 00018
0. 00013

0. 00032
0. 00014

-0. 00031
0. 00006

0. OO0O7
0. 00011

-0. 00000
0. 00020

-0. 00001
0. 00013

-0. 00011
0. 00016

FRACTION

233/239

0. 00191
0. 00003

0. 00236
0. 00002

0. 00236
0. 00003

0. 00266
0. 00001

0. 00320
0. 00002

0. 00316
0. 00002

0. 00242
0. 00002

0. 00230
0. 00002

SPECTROMETRIC DATA REPORT

ARE LISTED I

PCT 241

1.
0.

1.
0.

1.
0.
0.
0.

30538
00569

30323
00770

30431
00154
11811
00109

[N WT PCT AND ATOM

PCT 242

69.
0.

69.
0.

69.
0.
0.
0.

59129
16958

67065
19021

63097
05818
08355
04114

PCT 244

0. 14447
0. 00168

0. 14830
0. 00166

0. 14639
0. 00271
1. 85211
0. 00192

FRACTION

233/239

0. 00917
0. 00009

0. 00925
0. 00007

0. 00921
0. 00006
0. 63084
0. 00004

25-SEP-78

UNITS

240/239

0. 33764
0. 00033

0. 40730
0. 00053

0. 39948
0. 00094

0. 39639
0. 00058

0. 41281
0. 00070

0. 40009
0. 00068

0. 39986
0. 00046

0. 40034
0. 00034

25-SEP-78

UNITS

240/239

0. 43479
0. 00037

0. 43453
0. 00033

0. 43466
0. 00015
0. 03428
0. 00011

241/239

0. 06109
0. 00017

0. 06611
0. 00029

0. 06539
0. 00016

0. 06266
0. 00008

0. 06595
O. 00022

0. 06295
0. 00013

0. 06297
0. 00014

0. 06121
0. 00005

241/239

0. 06463
0. 00024

0. 06469
0. 00035

0. 06466
0. 00005
0. 07094
0. 00003

242/23?

0. 01960
0. 00008

0. 02184
0. 00009

0. 02148
0. 00005

0. 02051
0. 00007

0. 02370
O. 00009

0. 02115
0. 00007

0. 02106
0. 00009

0. 02017
0. 00009

242/239

3. 43112
0. 0053?

3. 44426
0. 00657

3. 43769
0. 00929
0. 27032
0. 00657

244/239

0. 000002
0 000002

-0. 000003
0. 000002

0. 000005
0. 000002

-0. 000005
0. 000001

0. 000001
0. 000002

-0. 000000
0. 000003

-0. 000000
0. 000002

-0. 000002
0. 000002

244/23?

0. 007064
0. 000061

0. 007271
0. 000080

0. 007168
0. 000146
2. 041490
0. 000103

TOTAL PU

3.
0.

3.
0.

3.
0.
0.
0.

51141
00934

49790
00976

50466

27273
00676

to

ATOMIC WEIGHT 241. 2582

3«7-48-S 0. 19534 21. 76062
2712 5 0. 00191 0. 01063

2713
0. 19235
0 00130

21. 75618
0. 03445

AVERAGE 0 19334 21. 75840
STD DEV O. 00212 0. 00325
REL SD 7. 1. 0*149 0. 01493
STD ERR 0. 00150 0. 00230
ATOMIC WEIGHT 241. 1816

9. 76787
0. 00997

9. 7S37S
0. 02283

9. 77583
0. 01148
O. 11743
0. 00312

1. 50635
0. 00700

1. 49944.
0. 00660

1. 50291
0. 00487
0. 32423
O. 00345

66. 63441
0. 04679

66. 63053
0. 15191

66. 63237
0. 00000
0. 00000
O. 00000

0. 13540
0. 00089

0. 13790
0. 00129

0. 13665
0. 00177
1. 29611
0. 00125

0. 00=01
0. 00009

0. 00833
0. 00006-

0. 00895
0. 00010
1. 07702
0. 00007

0. 44701
0. 00041

0. 44782
0. 00065

0. 44742
0. 00059
0. 13180
O. 00042

0. 06865
0. 00032

0. 06835
0. 00026

O. 06850
0. 00021
0. 30896
0. 00015

3. 02412
0. 00147

3. 02455
O. 00501

3. 02434
O. 00057
0. 01874
O. 00040

0. 006094
0. 000040

0. 006208
0. 000057

0. 006151
0. 000081
1. 310567
0. 000037

4. 10922
O. 00863

4. 10S63
0. 01085

4. 10893
0. 00000
0. 00000
0. 00000
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Discussion after the introduction of H. McKown.

Hebeda: I did not understand your ABAB system, what about the interpo-

lation between the peaks?

MoKoim: This is an interpolation method.

Hebeda: This is very strongly dependent on the decaying signal. If the

slope is not linear you make systematic errors.

McKown: If the slope is linear there is no problem, so the operator

must be able to look at what is happening.

Barnes: The system as written up here, will you not give the correct

answer, unless the spacing in time is maintained exactly. Unless you

do that, you get errors. This system, I do not think, anybody uses at

all. The one he is describing, there, was shown on the strip chart re-

corder. You get the ratio by means of k\ + ^liya what is essentially

what he is describing there.

Hebeda: We follow another philosophy of interpolation. If you observe

your signals very carefully, you will note that the increase or decay

of the ion beam is scarcely a linear function with time, even when the

change in intensity of the ion beam is very small. When the signals in-

crease or decay in a non-linear way, it can be shown that the systematic

errors introduced by a linear interpolation technique such as discussed

by the speaker are practically eliminated by the simple procedure of

interpolation applied in our Amsterdam laboratory.

We also have a peak-hopping procedure according to the A1B1A2B2A3B3...

pattern. The time interval between all successive peaks is kept exactly

the same. By making a linear interpolation of the signal A between A^

and A2 at the time of the signal Bj, the intensity A' is:

A' = Aj + 2 1 = (Aj + A2)/2- With this value the first ratio

RI = 1 is calculated. The next ratio R2 is then calculated by
A l + A 2 ( B 1 + B 2 )

interpolation of B between Bj and B2 at the peak A2: R2 =—
L^r—*—•

In this way we calculate from one single sequence ABAB two isotopic

ratios. The ratio Bo/Ao = (Ri+ R2)/2 may be taken as a good approxima-

tion of the "true" isotopic ratio. This can be demonstrated for example,

by assuming a decaying signal following an exponential function. In
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this case the first calculated ratio Rj will deviate from the true ratio

with a factor (l-ej), because the calculated intensity A' is slightly

too high. For the same reason the next calculated ratio R2 will be a

factor (1+E2) too high, because the calculated intensity B' is also

slightly too high. If the decay is not too strong, all second order

terms may be neglected as a first approximation, so that £1 becomes

equal to e2 and the mean value of Rj and R2 is a good approximation of

the true value. The same may be demonstrated in the case of an increas-

ing signal following an exponential function.

Barnes: And of course, there is still a third system in use. You start

off at the assumption that this is a straight line but by using a whole

bunch of peaks you can determine that it is not a straight line. You

can determine the curvature and make this little correction. Most times

it will be an overkill, but it has been done by a number of people.

Fudge: Can I make just one point. I think, that by all the sophistica-

tion you can get with computers, the operator is going to be still

relying on some visual output all the time. Otherwise he has to wait

to the end of everything when the computer decides to give up his

storage of data. A lot of information is gained with a recorder or a

visual display. I think this is a large drawback of automatic operation,

especially with the complete automatic runs during the night, you get

no check on what he is doing or what he has done. Otherwise you have

to collect an awful lot of data.

Barnes: I agree with you, you can never teach a computer to run a mass

spectrometer.

Dellmore: When you have a very good sample preparation this type of

error becomes minimal. In other words if you have a proper sample pre-

paration you have a linear change of your emission and in some cases

you have very little change with time. The emission does not change

much as a function of time with a good sample preparation. However,

when you have a poor sample preparation then you get these decaying

curves as showing on the board. You will need then these time correc-

tions.

Barnes: What he is describing is always happening in a mass spectrome-

ter. He has exaggerated the effect somewhat. But even when it looks
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like a straight line, it is not.

üelmove: But a good sample preparation will minimise this and that is

of much importance. The effect will exist but at a lower level, just

what you meant when you said that it often is an overkill.

Raehe: I do not understand what Mr. Fudge said. If you have an automatic

analyzer you can very well observe the performance on the recorder.

When you run overnight, you are able to see in the morning what has

happened that night on the recorder sheet.

Unsworth: I do also not quite agree with Dr. Fudge. I think, if you have

a visual display unit on your computer and you print graphics. You ob-

tain information about what the spectrum does look like and have this

together with your results.

Barnes: One of the things that has been neglected up till now is to

talk about the total analysis. So far we are only talking about a parti-

cular system. Let us take as an example the way we measure lead. We

measure the ratios 204/206, 207/206 and 208/206. There is some additional

information you will gain from the way you run this particular analysis.

We take normally 5 ratios 208/206, 5 ratios of 207/206, 10 ratios

204/206 and then 5 ratios of 207/206 and again 5 ratios of 208/206.

You average these two to get the total average for the analysis. By

doing this you maintain time symmetry and you correct for changes in

fractionation which might occur. We try to maintain a pattern like this

in all our analysis.

Pevvin: You made the statement, I believe that pulse counting was not

so precise as other methods for determining ion beams. At what do you

base that?

MoKown: On the ion counting statistics.

Pevrin: Have you done repetitive filament to filament statistical eva-

luations on pulse counting vs other methods?

MoKown: No.

Barnes: Our experiences with pulse counting has been well limited to

counting statistics certainly. However in most cases it is quite possible

to count long enough to get the counting statistics you want. If you
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require 0.1% you can get it.

De Regge: About the way of measuring lead you talked, at what level is

the improvement situated, is it going from 0.1% to 0.05% or what is it?

Barnes: That is strongly dependent from the kind of sample your are

running. For a normal lead analysis with a reasonable large sample

you will see only a small improvement. However, in running silica gel

lead we are getting some noticeable fractionation over the period of

an analysis. This can give a difference of several tenths of a percent.

In strontium analysis you do not hardly see any change at all during

an analysis and it would make very little difference.
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MASS DISCRIMINATION

A. Broekman

University of Utrecht, Utrecht, The Netherlands

In thermal ionization mass spectrometry the phenomenon of mass discri-

mination has led to the use of a correction factor for isotope ratio-

measurements.

The correction factor is definied here as the measured ratio divided

by the true or accepted value of this ratio. In fact this factor cor- i

rects for systematic errors of the whole procedure, however mass discri-

mination is often associated just with the mass spectrometer.

Of course one is obliged to correct for systematic errors separately |

as far as one knows their origin and magnitude. I

To make errors, especially those originating in the ion-source, syste- i

matic, the procedures are held as constant as possible. It is however |
i

well known that this is impossible. For example it would require the !

use of the same amount of standards and samples both in the same i

chemical form, with the same ratio's and with the same impurities.

i
I. THE DENOMINATOR OF THE CORRECTION FACTOR '

Which factors influence the correction factor?

In the first place the given values of the isotope standards will devi-

ate from the true values. For blends like the uranium standards the

errors are negligable, but for mass spectrometically confirmed ratios

of e.g. the Pu-standards the uncertainty may be considerable.

For example we find very consistent correction, factors fur the NBS-

standards 948, 946 and 947, which are however quite different for those

of Opêra-D. Because Opéra-D is beyond the ratio range of the NBS-stan-

dards we will learn from further measurements of NBS-standards and

French standards that either our correction factor for Pu is strongly

ratio-dependent or whether our correction factor is dependent on the

type of standards used.
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2. THE NUMERATOR OF THE CORRECTION FACTOR

Further factors will influence the correctionfactor via the numerator.

Summarizing we have the following error sources:

- physico-chemical: this fascinating factor is due to phase-transitions

and reactions of any kind on the filaments.

- instrumental: the transmission characteristics of the mass spectro-

meter, the detection of the charged particles, the amplification,

data treatment.

First tha instrumental factors will be reviewed briefly. Thereafter

the physico-chemical factors will be considered.

3. THE TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Several theories for mass discrimination due to diffusion through ori-

fices, pipes and during beam formation and acceleration are described

t1]. These factors are however fairly constant over short mass ranges

and in principle independent of the ratio.

4. THE DETECTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES

In several detection systems it is well known that mass discrimination

occurs. This is always due to ion-electron conversions.

Before the defining slits these conversions can cause interference

between major and minor isotopes especially when the spectrometer is

used for lanthanides. Electron stopping lenses are used to prevent

this in for example the NBS-designed mass spectrometer [2].

After the defining slit a Faradaic-collector or a secondary electron

multiplier is found.

A Faradaic collector system, consisting of a "deep bucket", guard ring-

and C-magnets will hardly be bothered by secondary electrons.

In the case of a secondary electron multiplier or the Daly-detector

we have to deal with the problem of the ion-electron conversion coef-

ficient (y).

U. Fehn published in 1974 [3] his work about this conversion. The con-

version appears to be dependent on the velocity of an ion at a particular

accelerating voltage:

y ^ vb
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where b is constant for an element at a given accelerating voltage. The

same relation will apply to the Daly-detector.

The linearity of the multiplier is a second restricting factor. Ion-

counting will be a solution to most of the problems associated with

the use of multipliers.

These problems arise especially when using a Faraday-collector. The

non-linearity of each decade of the main amplifier and the response

time of the pre-amplifier requires a carefull calibration of your sys-

tem and adequate intervals between measurements and current integration

times.

5. DATA TREATMENT

Problems arise here due to:

a. Insufficient correction of total ion current instability (check the

influence for several decay curves)

b. Rejection of observations without statistically justified procedures

(check your computions with a usually very accurate pocket calcula-

tor)

6. PHYSICO-CHEMICAL FACTORS: FRACTIONATION

Samples can fractionate during any incomplete reaction or phase transi-

tion. The following parts of the procedure are suspected:

- sample pretreatment: changing valency states, dissolving, destruction

and chromatographic separations. A recent example is given by Russel

and Papanastasiou [A].

Extrapolation of their results to 2 3 5^/238^ gives 2°/oo fractionation

in the first 1% eluate. The solution for problems of this type is: be

sure that your reactions are complete and that the collected fraction

is over 90% of the original amount.

- the ion-source. The last part of this paper is devoted to fractionation

in the ion source.

7. FRACTIONATION IN THE ION-SOURCE

The isotope effects on a single filament are described for example by

Eberhardt [5] in 196A for the alkali-metals. The time variation of the

ratios follows after an initial steep rise of the ratio the Rayleigh
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distillation formula, with a fractionation factor a:

/ M2
a = / — (M2 > M|)

In our laboratory this effect was measured for U-500 standards see table

I:

Number of

runs

24

16

11

10

R /R at
m s
start

1.0012

1.010

1.0007

1.0026

decrement

per run

.0001

.0000

.0005

.0021

correlation coefficient between

number of runs and Rm/Rg

.87

.08

.78

.96

Table I. Decay of R /R during analysis.

With these differences between samples, the best results were obtained

using the first and second run. These two runs are however systematical-

ly different which was statistically tested using a sign test.

We also found a correlation between side-filament current and results

as can be seen in figure 1.

In 1976 Heumann held a very interesting lecture about ion-source chemistry

with the titel: "Ion-source chemistry: alchemy or a field that can be

mastered" [6]. He did a lot of work on isotope analysis of Calcium. He

found different fractionation for single and dual filament operation

and for different anions. He also varied the cation and measured the
35C1/37C1 ratio. Theory: the heavier the molecular species which is

evaporated, the less fractionation occurs and the energy required to

break bonds between cation and anion are isotope-dependent.

The last contribution to this field comes from Moore et al. [7]

They describe several types of fractionation curves. These curves were

calculated and the model used explains qualitatively the fractionation

for many isotope abundance measurements at N.B.S. using the multiple
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filament source.

In this way they explained apparrently anomalous effects like "reverse

fractionation", "enhanced fractionation" and "zero fractionation". The

effect of impurities forming binary systems on the filaments was also

investigated theoretically. The conclusion is clear: do not use binary

or more complex systems to prevent formation of many different evapora-

ting species.

Experimental results for seven elements were compared w "h the theore-

tical fractionation curves. Because the part of sample consumed during

analysis is unknown the results are not very clear. The result was that

usually molecular vaporization occurs and a good guess can be made

which species were formed when the fractionation curves are examined.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Because instrumental effects are easily converted to a correction fac-

tor, the main problems arise from fractionation. Of course this is only

true when the prechemistry (sample dissolution, spiking, seperations

and the blank) does not interfere.

Fundamental research has to be directed therefore to the ion-source

chemistry. In the first place a good ion-source chemistry theory will

lead to a better understanding of sample-fractionation.

Secondly this theory has to lead to the use of compounds like "silica

gel" to enhance sensitivity, without influencing the results due to

enhanced fractionation.
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Discussions after the introduction of A. Broekman.

De Bièwe: The K-factor which you defined as theoretical ratio divided

by the observed or inversely should really be obtained after correction

of known systematic errors such as attenuator ranges which can indepen-

dently be determined and corrected for. One cannot suppose his K-factor

to be constant, if one has not done that previously. The uncertainty

of an isotope ratio measurement is composed of three contributions: a

reproducibility statement, the uncertainty left from the correction for

known systematic errors and remaining unknown systematic errors. If one

has corrected the second contribution properly the remaining item is

the fractionation and that should be a constant K-correction, I think

it is not a sound practice to use a sort of overall correction factor

where you throw in everything.

Barnes: Can I see your second slide, that is the one with the fractiona-

tion with the side filament current. The effect that one sees between

2.2 and 2.35 is in fact what I believe, real. This can cause problems

when one tries to operate on too low sample filament current. We have

a number of times observed something like these effects. If any of you

look at the curves you will find that almost all of them have that

effect at this particular point. There is in fact a valey which we

found many years ago and did really pay much attention too. We believe

that is a point, particular with uranium, in which there is a change

of sample form on the filament. There is a conversion from one oxide

to another oxide.

Perrin: These data are to demonstrate the variability of the fractiona-

tion of plutonium by two techniques on a single filament. The DL-1 and

DL-2 onto a pair of filaments and the then measured ratios as they vary

with time. You can see the fractionation is very extensive over a

twenty minute period, the fractionation varied between 1-1.5 percent.

The RE-1 and RE-2 were again 1 nanogram of plutonium but in this case

the plutonium was electrodeposited on a single filament and over the

material 0.0003" of rhenium was deposited. In this case a thermal diffu-

sion seems to be the controlling mechanism and you see the fractiona-

tion is far less and far better controlable.

The two items of data have the minimum of fractionation and the maxi-

mum of fractionation we have observed. We have been using this rhenium
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overlay technique as a new technique to control fractionation from a

single filament.

Barnes: That is in fact a single filament fractionation, one controlled

strictly by thermal diffusion, the other one by temperature.

Beyriah: From the evaluation of data obtained in intercomparison expe-

riments we have some evidence that in isotope dilution analysis the

spread among laboratories is greater in the case of uranium than in

the case of plutonium - assuming that there was no error in sample

preparation, just mass spectrometry. The only reason we could find is,

that in the case of uranium there are 5 mass units, difference between

233 + 238 and only 3 in the case of plutonium 239 - 242. But, on the

other side, the state of available standards is much better in the case

of uranium than in that of plutonium. So, I have no proper explanation

for this effect.

Perrin: We see this effect magnified as we run nanogram samples. You

do have one other difference between uranium and plutonium. Plutonium

does not exist in nature and is not present as a contaminant, uranium

is nearly present everywhere. You must recognize that if you measure a

100 to 1 ratio with 0.5% accuracy. The quantity of blank of uranium of

a different isotopic composition you may have in there is a multiple

of that ratio time the accuracy statement, you are trying to make.

Therefore, at the microgram level you probably want not more than a

picogram of uranium to come by and that is not easy.

Beyriah: I was not talking about ratio measurements in the range, of

1:100; if you have an isotopic dilution experiment it will be in the

order of 1:1. And in that case I do not think we can explain it by

this effect. May I ask the question if anybody else got an indication

that plutonium is better to measure than uranium, assuming again that

chemical sample preparation is all right.

Barnes: Certainly small samples of plutonium are easier to run than

samll samples of uranium. The fractionation on small samples of uranium

is much larger. I have a hunch that what D. Perrin is suggesting and

what you see is a blank problem.

Beyriah: But when we looked at results from which we knew that the
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chemistry was all right, the spread in the plutonium was smaller than

with uranium.

Scarborough: In the case of the SALE program data the observation was

just the reverse, uranium isotopic measurements were usually a factor

3-4 better than plutonium measurement.

Barnes: In think an important thing is you are talking about two dif-

ferent periods of time. You are talking about IDA-72 (Beyrich) and

about more recent experiments.

Beyrich: My values were not only from 1972 but also from a more recent

period.

Mittmann: You drew, I think, some calculated curves about the depletion

of one isotope in the matrix of others. Am I right you calculated them?

Broekman: Yes, it was calculated and Eberhard has measured it.

Mittmann: I am asking this as I also tried to measure this effect and

I measured for one day. Of course, I found this decrease as you, about

qualitatively the same decreasing for 5-10 hours. But then there hap-

pened something with the sample and I got a constant value. I suppose

that is due to mechanical movements or shift of the sample. I think

some parts might be loosing from the filament. They are not as hot due

to evaporation. They might contact again and there is a new thermal

balance. The isotope ratio may come up again.

Barnes: Was this a single or a triple filament?

Mittmann: This was a double filament.

Barnes: Such an effect may be explained as a deposition on the centre

filament, particularly on the cooler parts of the centre filament

which then later on will show up. You can in fact demonstrate that just

by turning off the side filament. You will watch the uranium continue

to come out of this, from the centre filament or from parts of the

source where the material has been deposited and is hot enough to

start evaporation from it.

(exposé on the blackboard about fractionation of uranium).

Franklin: Would you say, this is true, irrespective of the quantity

on the filament. With the triple filament source taking a normal loading
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of 10 micrograms we do not really observe much fractionation. But if

we have to use a part of a microgram we get heavy fractionation. Would

you agree that the quantity of material in the source affects the frac-

tionation.

Barnes: Well, we e.g. have two different procedures for different sizes

of uranium. It is certainly true for the smaller samples you show a

greater fractionation. But the procedure for the smaller samples uses

a higher temperature than the one for lager samples. And is that the

case with you?

Franklin: No, we would intending to use the same temperature for the

sample. The reason is that we could afford a bigger error on the smal-

ler samples than we could on the larger sample weight. You know on a

biological sample we could stand a larger error on the 2 3 5U content

than we could on a plant sample. But certainly we have to stick to a

very strict time schedule with very small samples to reach reasonable

reproducible results.

Barnes: I think that what you see is not a change in fractionation but

that you are operating on a different part of the curve. With the small

samples it is more obvious and you see in fact that the effect is en-

hanced.

Tyrell: This is just to confirm some of the results you were showing.

I have found quite considerable differences in samples that are loaded

in exactly the same way. We have tried both techniques either single

filament with reduction and load this onto a machine with an integrating

detector system. We got much considerable fractionation problems par-

ticularly more with uranium than plutonium. The same samples loaded in

a multistage machine either measured single stage or second stage gives

exactly the same results but you get much less fractionation with the

pulse counting system. Now this of course can easily be explained from

the mass discrimination effect which you immediately get with an inte-

grating system. But it seems to continue more if you take nanogram

size samples and run them all the way through, on a pulse counting ma-

chine. Very little of the fractionation seems to occur the entire way

through, particular on plutonium samples. This we cannot fully explain

at the moment. Recent experiments with double filaments showed that
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the fractionation problem was much larger than the reduced single fila-

ment we have tried.

Barnes: One of the things you mentioned may also explain some of the

contradiction small samples versus large samples. In fact, there is

some sort of an interaction between the sample and the filament itself.

On large samples of course you do not get this effect to the same

degree. With a large sample you pile it up while with a small sample

you have a large chance on a complete interaction. E.g. for calcium,

the one case where we have very good data for, we know that calcium-

perrhenate do in fact form and is the only species on the filament.

If you pile up a large calcium sample a part of that will never see

the filament.
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A NEW THERMAL IONISATION MASS SPECTROMETER

C. Haines, T.O. Merren, W.D. Unsworth, S. Sayyid

V.G. Isotops Ltd., Winsford, United Kingdom

I. INTRODUCTION

This contribution will describe the principles of operation of the

Isomass 54E, and present results obtained from the analysis of a suite

of NBS uranium standards. The Isomass 54E is a development of the

Micromass 30B which has now been in use for a number of years in

laboratories throughout the world. Building on this experience,

Micromass now offer a thermal ionisation mass spectrometer which has

the following features.

1. An "extended" geometry configuration is used in the analyser which

provides a dispersion equivalent to a 54 cm radius analyser together

with focussing of the ion beam in the "Z" direction. This provides a

significant increase in the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer.

2. A new generation of programmable electronics has been developed so

that the whole of the sample analysis routine can now be carried out

under computer control.

3. Abundance sensitivity, important for accurate measurements on minor

isotopes, can be improved from the 2 ppm guaranteed on the standard

version of the mass spectrometer to below 1 ppm by the addition of

a !00 mm radius electrostatic filter and to below 0.1 mm by a

381 mm radius electrostatic filter. These figures refer to unit mass

separation at a mass of 238 amu.

2. DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT

Fig. 1 is a photograph of the complete instrument. Functionally, it can

be divided into three sections. These are the analyser and pump bench,

the electronics cubicle and the programmable calculator, usually the

Hewlett Packard 9845, which is used to control the mass spectrometer.

The source housing is at^the left hand end of the pump bench, and
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contains in this instance the source focussing plates and a 6 sample

barrel which can be rotated automatically by means of a stepper motor

drive. The collector is at the right hand end of the pump bench and

consists of an adjustable collector slit, Faraday cup collector and

Daly Multiplier system. All the electronics for controlling the

various parts of the mass spectrometer are located in the electronics

cubicle standing behind the pump bench. Each of the supplies

required for focus, align, magnetic field, peak switching etc., can

be digitally programmed from the 9845 through its own D to A convertor.

It is also possible to change collector type automatically by

switching on or off, the voltage applied to the Daly electrode. Each of

the programmable supplies has a mode switch which may be used to select

either automatic or manual operation. This latter mode can be used in

the event of malfunction of the computer which might otherwise render

the mass spectrometer inoperable. All the meter function indicators

have been retained, on the front panel of the units so that the proper

functioning of the units may be readily seen.

The geometry of the analyser is shown in figure 2. This is a geometry

first proposed by Cross (1951) and theoretically uses entrance and

exit angles of the ion beam with respect to the magnet face of 26.6°.

Stigmatic focussing of the source slit at the collector slit results

from this with an increase of the dispersion length to twice that for

a magnet of the same radius having normal entry and exit. On a simple

model, as shown in fig. 2, a gain in sensitivity <v 5 is predicted,

but in practise the gain is found to be ^ 3. When small samples are

to be analysed, the increased transmission is significant. With this

geometry, it can be shown that several of the aberration coefficients

are relatively larger than those for a magnet of equivalent dispersion

having normal entry and exit of the ion beam into the magnet. Thus,

whilst the transmission gain is useful at modest resolving powers, of

the order of 400, at higher resolving powers the useful gain falls

because it is necessary to reduce the sizes of the source and collector

slits.

It has further been found that for optimum performance with regard to

peak flatness and abundance sensitivity, angles different from the

theoretical provide a useful improvement. This is a consequence of the
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weakening of the z lenses at the magnet boundaries by the spreading of

the magnetic field lines in the magnet gap.

In the standard instrument, two modes of ion beam collection are

provided. For relatively large currents, that is greater than 5 x 10~13

amps, a Faraday Bucket is used, and the ion current measured by means

of a chopper type amplifier, the output of which is taken into a

current integrator. For small currents a Daly type multiplier system

is used. This consists of a negatively biassed electrode from which

secondary electrons are released onto a scintillator and the light

pulses from this scintillator detected by a photomultiplier.

This detection system is slightly more elaborate than a simple electron

multiplier, but has the advantage that it is more linear and more stable

than the electron multiplier. The system is shown systematically in

fig. 3. By switching on and off the high voltage used on the Daly

electrode, either current measuring mode may be selected. The switching

may be carried out under computer control. A fast amplifier is used to

provide an analogue signal from the multiplier, and this is available

to the integrator for accurate measurement of peak heights. The

integrator is a VFC device with a dynamic range of 5 x 106. This means

that it is not necessary to change ranges during a measurement sequence,

thus avoiding a potential source of error. The integrator time may

either be selected manually, or by the computer. When the Faraday

collector is used, peak flatness is better than 1 part in 101* for a

range of 12 fieldsteps when looking at the uranium isotopes. When

using the Multiplier, the flatness is better than 1 part in 103. The

abundance sensitivity with the collector standard arrangement is better

than 2 ppm, measured at unit mass separation from the 2 3 8U peak. If

better abundance sensitivity is required, two other collector arrange-

ments are offered, which employ an electrostatic filter to remove ions

which can reach the collector at the wrong energy, thereby appearing

at the wrong mass. A 100 mm radius filter improves the abundance

sensitivity to below 1 ppm, and using a 381 mm radius filter, the

abundance sentivity is improved to below 0.1 ppm. With this latter

filter, the Mass Spectrometer is properly double focussing. Figures 4

and 5 show examples of peak flatness and abundance sensitivity on

samples of uranium.
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A Hewlett Packard 98A8S programmable calculator is used to control the

Mass Spectrometer. The schematic functioning of the system is shown in

figure 6. At the centre of the system is the Multiple Interface which

permits the computer to communicate with any of the programmable units

on the Mass Spectrometer. Data from the digital integrator also passes

to the computer via the Multiple Interface. The functioning of the

Multiple Interface is shown in fig. 7. Information or Instructions are

transferred using seven bit parallel ASCI, seven characters being used

to specify firstly the address of given unit, and then the digital

value required. This value is latched by the Multiple Interface on the

appropriate driver board and each programmable unit has its own

separate D to A converter of 101* bits. All the source focus potentials

are under computer control, as is the magnetic field (105 bits), the

current through the sample bead filaments, the sample barrel, and the

data collector system. An additional unit, the System Monitor is

provided so that the user may display the information being sent from

one unit to another or interrupt the execution of a program by feeding

in thumbwheel set instructions. All software is written in BASIC and

the standard data system package includes a VDU thermal printer,

64 KB Memory and two tape cassette drives.

3. SOFTWARE

The programmes for the analysis of a number of different materials have

now been developed. These programmes include:

a) Uranium

b) Plutonium

c) Neodymium, both geological and nuclear

d) Strontium double and single collector

e) Boron

f) General rare earth programme

g) Single and double isotope dilution programs

Since the magnet is controlled by the computer, there is no limit to

the number of peaks and zeros which may be measured, and for example

in the rare earths program there are 30 peaks required for the data

collector sequence. If mixed samples are loaded onto the same barrel,

the required analysis information for each bead may be entered into
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the computer before commencing measurement, so that as each bead in

its turn is analysed, the appropriate program may be loaded from the

tape into the computer store.

Data accumulated during each measurement run is stored in the

computer, and then processed at the end of the run to provide a print

out of the various isotope ratios. Corrected and uncorrected answers

are presented. During the data reduction allowance is made for time

variation in the peak height, nonlinearity in measuring resistors, and

mass discrimination in the detector system. A 2a rejection routine is

included in the statistical manipulation of the results, and

accuracies are printed out with each result. Also calculated is the

expected accuracy of each result based on the number of ions

contributing to the measurement.

A further set of programmes have been written to test the function of

the automatic units on the Mass Spectrometer and the results of the

tests are displayed on the VDU. An example of this is shown in

Fig. 8 where the computer is used to rotate the sample barrel and

check continuity of all the filaments over the angular range expected

to be needed for the alignment of each sample. Other tests are used

for the focus voltage D / As, and the magnet supply. During analysis,

the collector current may be displayed on the VDU to give a graphical

indication of the peak jumping routine, and if required a permanent

copy of this can be provided by using the DUMP GRAPHICS facility.

4. RESULTS

Isotope ratio measurements have been carried out on a number of

different NBS uranium standards. In the first instance, a large number

of U500 samples were run in order to determine the machine bias. This

ratio was chosen since the 2 3 5U and 238U peaks are approximately the

same height, so that some of the possible systematic errors disappear,

among those being the non linearity of the measuring resistor. By

observing the change of the ratio with time, a fractionation curve can

be plotted, and the bias factor obtained. The numerical value of this

factor was found to be 1.95377 x -/* per amu (a Faraday cup collector

being used for all the measurements). Using this value for this bias,

samples ranging in composition from U005 to U930 were measured, and the
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results of these measurements are shown in fig. 9. It can be seen that

over the whole of the range of composition, there is no significant

change in the bias. The precision of each measurement is represented

by the error bars associated with each datum point, and the spread of

the measurements at any particular composition is a measure of overall

accuracy of the instrument. The accuracy which has been achieved is

0.09X at the 95% confidence level. It should be noted that the sample

size in each case was 1 ygm, and that the definitive measurement must

be taken at a well defined point in time after the execution of a

standard heating sequence. Non linearity in the measuring system is

less than .01%. For the sake of clarity, the measurements corresponding

to U500 have been omitted from the figure 9. In table 1, the raw data

from which figure 9 is derived to set out.

5. MINOR ISOTOPE RATIO

The concentrations of the 231*U and 236U isotopes were also measured

during the experiments described in the proceeding section, and the

results of the measurements may be presented in a similar manner.

Figures 10 and 11 show the value of (Ob-true) - time for the ratio

234/238, and 236/238. As would be expected, the error on these measure-

ments becomes progressively larger as the concentration of the particular

component is reduced. In general, for these minor isotopes, an accuracy

in the range 0.6 to 0.3% has been achieved. Although these values were

measured using the Faraday collector, the software allows the measure-

ments to be made as a ratio to the 235U peak using the multiplier.

This is a great advantage when depleted samples are being measured.

6. SUMMARY

1. Fully automatic analysis of the isotope ratios of a number of

different elements may be carried out on the Isomass 54E. Software

is available for U, Pu, Nd, Sr, B.

2. "Extended" geometry, provides an increase in sensitivity, resulting

in greater accuracy of measurement, or conversely reduction in

measurement time or sample size.



3. Two source housings are available providing a choice between 6 or

16 bead barrels.

4. For experiments requiring measurement of very low isotope

concentrations, two electrostatic filters are available, providing

abundance sensitivities below 1 ppm or 0.1 ppm depending on size of

filter.

5. Accuracies of .09% (95% confidence level) have been achieved for

the ratio 235U/238U o v e r t h e composition range 0.5% up to 93%
 2 3 5U

using a constant bias factor.

7. REFERENCE

[1] Cross, W.G., Review of Scientific Instruments, 1951, Vol. 22,

pp 717-722
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.026716
.026747
.026761
.026758
.026712
.038219
.038213
.038265
.038241
.038272
.037514
.037672
.037594
.037542
.037580

NON-LIN
CORRECTED
V<N,2>
.001521
.001516
.001529
.001516
.001519
.001524
.001517
.001523
.001526
.001526
.001521
.001527
.001518
.001528
.001523
.002608
.002610
.002595
.002607
.002600
.002599
.002651
.002653
.002657
.002651
.002661
.002658
.002657
.026716
.026747
.026761
.026758
.026712
.038219
.038213
.038265
.038241
.038272
.037514
.037672
.037594
.037542
.037580

ERROR
E < H :>

.320

.247

.345

.203

.390

.351

.350

.287

.273

.333

.210

.348

.217

.263

.337

.220

.057

.183

. 116

.114

. 116

.099

.090

. 136

. 173

.171

. 110

.092

.067

.079

.034

.056

.084

.042

.063

.085

.031

.100

.213

.085

.068

. 105

.099

TRUE
V < N, 1 :•

.0015190

.0015190

.6015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.0015190

.9015190
•0015190
.0015190
.0015190
.0026060
.0026060
.0026060
.0026060
.0026060
.0026060
.0026620
.0026620
.0026620
.0026620
.0026620
.0026620
.0026620
.0267710
.0267710
.0267710
.0267710
.8267710
.0382920
.0382920
.0382920
.0382920
.0382920
.0376770
.0376770
.0376770
.0376770
.0376770

•'. FROM
TRUE

. 16
-. 17
.68

-. 17
.03
.36

-.10
.29
.49
.49
.16
.55

-.04
.62
.29
.08
.15

-.42
.04

-.23
-.27
-.41
-.34
-. 19
-.41
-.04
-.15
-.19
-.21
-.09
-.04
-.05
-.22
-.19
-.21
-.07
-.13
-.05
-.43
-.01
-.22
-.36
-.26

T
<:MINS.>

90
92
96
95
95
86
93
96
92
97
100
97
105
93
90
101
106
97
115
109
102
68
68
75
75
72
69
70
91
90
101
91
72
69
72
71
69
74
96
98
75
146
76

V

2. 1
2. 1
1.6
2.0
1.9
2.0
1.9
2. 1
2.1
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.5
2.8
2.4
2.8
2.6
2.7
3.3
2.9
1. 1
2.5
2.4
2.5
3.1 i
.6 I
.6
.6
.6
.5
.3
.3
.4
.4
.3
.2
.2
.2
.3
.2

flCCURftCV 0.283 PERCENT 1 SIGMfi
MEflN BIOS -3.04217412048E-04

3'. Data from which figure 11 i.s derived.
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MINOR PEftKS USING THE DftLY OH NES U0S5

DflTfl IS BIRS CORRECTED 235/233 <FfiRflDfiY) RNS RS MERSUREB
234,236/235 < MULT I PL IER)

BERD
BERD
BERD
BERD
BERD
BERD

MEftN
S.D.

1
2
3
4
5
£

1 SIGMR

234/238
20.8
21.0
21.0
21.8
21.1
21.3

21.1
.34

(21)
(21)
<22)
<20)
(22)
(20)

<21.
•. 8 9

236/238
47.3
47.4
47.4
47.8
47.2
47.6

47.4
.19

(48)
(48)
(48)
(53)
(49)
(51)

(49.
1.

MINOR PEfiKS MERSURED ON THE FRRRDRY RT THE TIME OF THE
2 3 5 / 2 3 8 MERSUREMENT RRE I N < )

TABLE 4: Typical set of results from analysis of minor peaks using

Daly detector.
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~F±rwre 1: Fieromass 54R Thermal loniration Mass Spectroneter showinfc

analyser v/ith extended geometry, nlectronins cubicle with

supplies and controllinr computer.
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Figure 2: Theoretical operation of extended geometry configuration.
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Peak flatness.

Mean

RUN

999920

999923

999918

999931

999855

999968

1

1

.999863

.999847

.999929

.999984

.000138

.000035

1

1

.999894

.999934

.999919

.000030

.000065

.999956

1

1

1

.999951

.999984

.999921

.000154

.000036

.O0O049

.999885

.999997

.999872

1.000035

.999923

.999959

.9999026

.999937

.9999118

1.0000268

1.0000034

.9999934

- 12 steps from centre

- 8

- 4

+ 4

+ 8

+ 12

238
Figure 4: Peak flatness for U peak, showing'

Flatness is better than 1 part in 1CT

I OX fQ.<\ IJ I.OOOOOO.

-«Ml digital output.

\JO\M
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N3S aoo 5'

Figure 5: Abundance sensitivity of better than 2 ppm shown in

neighbourhood of U peak0
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Printer

H P 9845 S

64 KB Store

2 Tape
Cassettes

VDU

PiTure 6: Schematic operation of automatic control system showing

linking of computer and mass spectrometer by means of the

multiple interface.
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Multiple Interface block diagram

Figure 7: Schematic operation of the multiple interface unit
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0.: -MJ OM POINTS BRE 33 & 122 , 85 È: 124 MEflW OFFSËT-96.5

FILRMENT CONTRCT TEST
range + & - 1'2 steps

üf-f

5

beads
measured

2

Figure 8: 3f.Tl.Tt. output of filament contact test.
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.5EK -

.25* •

-.25* -

-.50* "

RESULT; (OB-TRUE)/TRUE vs RRTIO. RflTIO 235/(235+238)

1
SZ

1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1

ia
H - l I I I I I I I I

Figure ^•. Results from measurement of suite of MBS standards with

compositions in range .5% up to ^f/o U.
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.. RESULT; (OB-TRUE)/TRUE vs RflTIO. RflTIO 234/238

-H-H-l I I I I 1111111 n 11111 J t i 111 iii 1111 n ii 1r~H6 8
It 23B

I

•2.8B! t

Figure 10: Results from measurement of minor peak ^ ^ U .
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RESULT; (OB-TRUE)/TRUE vs RflTIO. RflTIO 236/238

1111111111111 n 1111 • 11 ii 111111111111111111 IJLI I 11111111 n 1111111 irtJu 111
. 5 1.9 1.5 2.0 2 . 5 '

X 231
3.0 3'.5 WA'.Q 4 .5

11: Kesults from measurement of minor peak U.
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Discussion after the introduction of P.J. Turner

Delmore: I am suspicious that the electrostatic analyser greatly will

improve your abundance sensitivity. It may do some damage to the

quality of the data for peaks that are equal in intensity. Have you any

comparative data for, for instance, NBS 500 standard with and without

analyser?

Turner: I think the results which I showed on the NBS 500«standards

suggest that this is not true in practice. If there were any systematic

variations in the transmission as a function of peak size, you should

see it in the variation of the measured ratios as a function of the

nominal compositions. This we do not observe. Have you any reason to

believe that it will effect the transmission of different isotopes?

Delmore: Primarily because I know of several people who have a three

stage instrument, two magnetic and one electrostatic, and seemed to
i

have a little more trouble getting precision for that electrostatic '

analyser. !
j

Turner: It has not been our experience that there is any difficulty i

in getting this to operate. The resolution of the ESA is not i

tremendously large which means we can arrange for nearly a 100%

transmission, which may be of help. '•

Barnes: Is the voltage of the ESA controlled separately or as a part

of the accelerating potential?

Turner: It is controlled via the accelerating potential. There are two

programmable power supplies in the ESA supply. They operate from a

voltage which is sampled through a potential divider from the program-

mable power supplies. Having once fixed the ratios of these voltages,

it automatically tracks the high voltage.

Van Raaphorst: The position of the sample, how is it controlled in

comparison with the 30B?

: The control of the position of the samples is done through a

stepping motor. We used a very stiff drive from the stepping motor to

the barrel itself. This gives a good fixed position.

Van Raaphorst: You control the temperature through the 187-Re intensity,

why not using a pyrometer?
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Turner: It is a way which has been used extensivel-'. Perhaps, we might

rethink this in the future. We might connect some sort of a digital

pyrometer for using this as a control system. We have the flexibility

in the software to do this. At the moment we will wait and see the

results of experiences whether this in fact is necessary or not. I

should mention that our beads do have a hole in the middle to measure

temperature.

Van Raaphorst: These results you have showed were obtained in the

automatic mode?

Turner: They were obtained in the automatic mode.

Barnes: Did I understand you well that you said the suite that was run,

was run with a 16-bead barrel?

Turner: No, it was not run with a 16-bead barrel, but with 3 x 6-bead

barrels.

Unknown: Your magnet gives you a stigmatic image of the source. Is this

advantage not lost by using a cylindrical analyser behind?

Turner: No, the collection efficiency of the instrument is determined

by the magnet not by the electrostatic analyser. These slit widths in

the electrostatic analyser are arranged, so that they would transmit

100% of the correct ions.

Unknown: So what will be the focussing range of this analyser?

Turner: It is a hundred millimeter analyser. The collector slit width

is 0.8 mm. Therefore, the resolution of the system is something like

1 : 100. Experience told us that this is adequate to get rid of the

most of the troublesome particles in the tails of the peaks. If one

should want to work with a high resolution on the ESA, then your

question would be correct, one would loose transmission. This is not

the case as we have found.

Unknown: You mentioned in one slide some values of NBS-500 standards.

These values were corrected. How do you correct those ratios.

Twner: Those were the measured ratios after removal of outliers on a

2 sigma rejection basis.

Unknown: Do you use only triple filament sources or also double ones?
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'I'urncr: We use only single or triple rhenium beads.

Unknown: You have five or four focus lenses under computer control, is

that right?

Turner: I think, there are seven individual power supplies in the focus

unit. The source ib a thin lense source, it controls the extraction,

it focusses in the lines of the y and of the z and there is an inter-

mediate slit. Each of this has its individual programmable power supply

operating through the D/A converter. And that is in addition of course

to the accelerating voltage and the magnet supply.

Unknown: Do you have an analogue output from a run?

Turner: Yes, there is a recorder available and we can display the

results on the VDU. In fact the use of a VDU looks as a major advantage

especially for people that worry about what happens to their sample.

McKnown: What is your electrometer, vibrating-reed or what is it?

Turner: It is a MOS-FET electrometer.

MoRnown: Do you shift ranges on this or is it one fixed range?

Turner: It is a fixed range device, it is an integrating device with a

dynamic range of seven orders of magnitude. So we are able to do our

measurements without changing zeros and this removes that source of

error from your measurement.

Raahe: About your sensitivity, you said you had 500 atoms per ion with

the single filament. Is that the normal procedure for measuring uranium?

Turner: What we did was we loaded just uranium on a triple or a single

filament and we measured the total ion current.

Raehe: And you did it without any additional treatment like treatment

with benzene?

Turner: These samples have not been subjected to a benzene treatment.

This is the figure for uranium. We have done also other transmission

measurements like for neodymium. There we got down to one in ten. So

we are fairly confident that the transmission of the instrument is good.

It just shows the dependence of the sensitivity to the chemistry of the

samples. I think this is outside our control on the moment.
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Barnes: Do you know the height of the collector slit, as a proportion

to the magnet gap?

Turner: The magnet gap is 14 mm, the length in the z-direction of the

source slit is 6 mm. The collector is the same length. The reason for

that is that when you make that any longer you run into problems of

image curvature.
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AUTOMATED THERMIONIC ANALYSES OF U AND PU STANDARDS

AND REPROCESSING PLANT SOLUTIONS

C. Brunnée and H. Rache

Varian MAT GmbH, Bremen

and

R. Berg and H. Damerow

Gesellschaft zur Wiederaufbereitung von

Kernbrennstoffen mbH, Leopoldshafen

At the reprocessing plant in Karlsruhe highly radioactive solutions from

dissolved reactor fuel elements must be analyzed with high accuracy. The

remote handling of these solutions and the impurity level, generated

by fission products makes conventional analyses impossible. Therefore

the isotope dilution technique is usually employed. As spikes U-233 and

Pu-242 are used.

The isotope ratio measurements have been performed with an automated

mass spectrometer, type MAT 260. All main functions of the instrument

including change of the samples are controlled by a desk top calculator.

A typical example of an automatic measurement cycle is shown in figure

1. During phase I the ionisation filament is being heated while moni-

toring the signal of Re 187. After heaving reached a signal level of

20% the peak is centered by varying the ion energy. Subsequently focus-

sing on the maximum ion intensity is performed by varying the potential

of the ion lens achieving horizontal optimizing and by step rotation

of the sample magazine achieving vertical optimizing.

Now heating continues until the signal reaches the 100% level and recheck

of focussing takes place. The Re-signal of 0,37 V corresponds to a fila-

ment temperature of 2100 °C. During phase II the subsequent heating of

the evaporation filament is done under the control of the uranium 238
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signal. After having reached the 10% signal level focussing of the

sample current is now being performed. The following pause is a degassing

step to dehydrate the sample. After this the heating of the filament can

be done either in increments or continuously up to the maximum of the

signal. Final focussing is done when the 80% signal level is reached.

After heating to the present maximum signal the peak is being centered

and signal drift and zero point offset is determined. In the third phase

the isotopic ratios are measured by peak jumping under consideration of

the signal drift.

Experiences with this system have been obtained through six months at

the reprocessing plant. The following data, regarding sample throughput

and accuracy have been obtained during routine operation: In a 24 hour

period up to 20 uranium and/or plutonium samples are measured. The high

throughput is achieved due to the fact that the operator is free to
i

prepare new batch of samples while an unattended measurement cycle is '

in progress.

I

Control measurements with NBS standards have been dona in parallel to

the routine analyses during a period of December 1977 through April

1978. They show a long term reproducibility of + 5 x 10 '' for U and j

+_ 6 x 10 ̂  for Pu, figure 2. Depending on the high sensitivity of the j

instrument of 1000 atoms per ion, routine measurements of sample amounts !

smaller than 10 ̂  g for uranium and smaller than 10"? g for plutonium

are usually made with Faraday collector.

An important factor which determines the accuracy is the fractionation

of the sample during evaporation. Moore et al. have studied this in

detail last years [l]. Figure 3 shows some results we have obtained.

The measurements were made using identical evaporation and ionization

temperatures. The results coincide quite well with the figures reported

by De Bièvre [2] and data given by Moore [1]. The true value is usually

reached after about 60 minutes.

A comparison between the observed precision of the instrument and

the theoretical precision is shown in figure 4. In the' range of
—8 —7

10 g up to 2 x 10 g the measured precision is in good cor-
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respondence to the theoretical values, given by the ion statistics and

the noise of the input resistor. The divergence above this range is

mainly caused by fluctuations of the thermal evaporation, that cannot

be completely avoided.

The instrument bias was determined using NBS uranium standards with

different isotopic concentrations in the range of 1% through 97% uranium

235. The results were within the limits _+ 0.05%, figure 5.

The very small cross contamination can be seen from the following test.

Figure 6: Filaments in position 1 and 4 of the sample magazin are

loaded with 1 ug uranium having 1% concentration U-235 while in position

3, 5 and 7 a sample with 97% concentration U-235 is used. Positions 6

and 11 hold blank filaments. The 1% sample in position 1 is measured

first. Then the samples having a 97% concentration in positions 3, 5

and 7 are totally evaporated. Subsequently the sample in position 4

with 1% concentration is measured. The results of the two 1% measure-

ments must lie within the error limits. Another test for cross conta-

mination is to check the blank filaments for traces of uranium using

the secondary electron multiplier.' 4 x 10^ ions were determined in

position 6. Based on the 7,5 x 1012 ions generated by the adjacent

samples the cross contamination was1 5 x 10~9, The filament in position

11 showed 3 x 10^ ions corresponding to a cross contamination of

4 x 10~9, which is negligible in practically all cases.

REFERENCES ;

[1] L.J. Moore, E.F. Heald and, J.J. Filliben, "Advances in Mass Spec-

trometry", (N.R. Daly ed.,) Heyden & Son, 448-474.

[2] P. de Bièvre, "Advances in Mass Spectrometry", (N.R. Daly ed.),

Heyden & Son, 395-477.
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• AUTOMATED COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MEASUREMENTS OF NANOGRAMS

AMOUNTS OF NBS 947 PLUTONIUM STANDARD

H. Damerow and R. Berg

Gesellschaft zur Wiederaufbereitung von Kernbrenstoffen, Leopoldshafen,

BRD

1. INTRODUCTION

In the nuclear fuel cycle frequent measurements of plutonium isotopes

are necessary. Due to the radiotoxicality of plutonium and the high

throughput necessary, the automated measurement of small amounts of

this element is of extreme interest.

This paper describes the automated measurements of Pu-240/Pu-239 ratio

on NBS 947 standard material with a MAT 260 mass spectrometer. The

aim was to establish the statistical performance of such measurements

and the correction factor (K-factor) for isotopic measurements using

a Faraday cup detector system.

The measurements were performed on 10 ng of Plutonium.

Furthermore, the results would give information on the lowest possible

quantity of plutonium, that could sensibly be measured with the machine.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS

For this type of measurements a change in the manufactures software

was necessary.

To save sample material the automated calibration of the voltage/fre-

quency convertor was performed prior to heating the evaporation fila-

ment.

A typical run with the new software is shown in figure 1. Included in

this figure are also measurements of the Pu 0/9 and 2/9 ratio.

One of ten filaments was not accepted by the machine for one of the

following reasons:

- filaments geometry not optimal

- sample smear on the filament (not "point source" geometry).

Both reasons could be characterized as operator errors.

The described results originate from our third experiment of this kind,
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the two first experiments failed due to the above-mentioned reasons.

Table 1 shows as an example the results from the first filament; one

filament measurement consists of five runs, each run consists of 10

scans.

The found ratio and the standard deviation of each run is given together

with the mean ratio and the standard deviation for the complete measu-

rement, this is called the internal standard deviation.

The found K-factor is also shown.

Table 2 shows the mean ratio and the internal standard deviation for

each filament measurement and the corresponding standard deviation,

called the external standard deviation for this set of measurements.

The found K-factor calculated from the data is given.

3. CONCLUSION

In these measurements the decay correction factor for Pu-240 was not

taken into account.

Since the measurements were performed immediately after reaching the

predetermined isotope signal, fractionating could occur.

These two above-mentioned facts would contribute to a K-factor above 1.

As table 1 shows, the 0/9 ratio approaches the true isotopic value.

This trend is regularly observed in other isotopic ratio measurements.

As can be seen from tables 1 and 2 the quality of a run (RSD of a

run), a filament result (internal RSD) and of replicate measurements

(external RSD) are all comparable.

We estimate that useful measurements can be performed with 0.1 ng Plu-

tonium using optimum filament preparation technique and a secondary

electron photomultiplier.
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* * * * * • • • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * • * • * * • * * * • * • • * **

*

•
* * 1

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Date:
Collector:

Sample:
» T * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1

RO/9 value
RO/9 value
RO/9 value
RO/9 value
RO/9 value

Mean

Sept. 7
FARADAY
NBS 947

*****************

0.241279 +-
0.241401 +-
0.241496 +-
0.241530 +-
0.241521 +-

value:
Standard deviation (abs.):
Standard deviation (rel.):

NBS value:

Correction factor -n-n-:

**
,78 Ï

***
*********

0.016 %
0.062 %
0.097 %
0.131 %
0.157 %

0.241445
0.000106
0.044 %

0.241598

1.000632

Mean value, internal standard deviation anc
correction factor for 1 NBS PU 947 sample,
sample amount 10ng.
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*******************************************
•*• - 1 -

*

*

*

-k
*

Date:
Collector:

Sample:

Sept. 7.
FARADAY
NBS 947

. 78 t
*

* *
*******************************************

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8,
9.

RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9
RO/9

value
value
value
value
value
value
value
value
value

Mean va"

0.241445 +-
0.241496 +-
0.241448 +-
0.241279 +-
0.241461 +-
0.241609 +-
0.241255 +-
0.241438 +-
0.241419 +-

ue :
Standard deviation (abs.):
Standard deviation (rel.):

NBS value:
Correction factor NBS.

0.044 %
0.031 7o
0.063 %
0.095 % ,' .
0.150 % !
0.109 %
0.097 %
0.105 % ,
0.048 %

0.241428
0.000107
0.044 %

0.241598

1.000705

Mean value, external standard deviation and
correction factor for 9 NBS PU 947 samples,
sample amount 10ng..
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Discussions after the lecture of H. Rache and H. Damerow

Fudge: In your last year operation with process samples at Karlsruhe,

do you have any feel for the associated $-y activity that you might

have had with any of your samples. You had of course first of all a

chemical separation. But what sort of spread of contamination did you

have in your source. And also what sort of cleaning or precaution did

you have to take when you had to clean your sources for the amount of

plutonium you have had in it.

Damerow: We make an extraction with tetrapropylammoniunmitrate. The

''"'R-Pu is measured by alpha-counting. The 3-y activity depends on the

rejjtor it is very different. The burn-up changes from 40000-6000 MWd

per ton. The cooling time is also very different 3-6 years.

Franklin: What detector did you use? A Farady cup? And have you as an

alternative a multiplier? And how do you switch from Faraday to multi-

plier?

Damerow: The switch over from Faraday cup to multiplier is done by

changing the magnetic field, because the slits lie near to each other.

The system allows also the installation of a second Farady cup for

double measurements as for strontium.

Franklin: So one can readily switch over from Faraday to multiplier. I

could carry out measurements on the 235 on the Faraday and continue with

the multiplier for 234.

Damerou: Yes, you can measure with a Farady cup and alternate with the

multiplier or vice versa. You can do it automatically or manually.

Hagemann: Sorry, I did not get all your numbers. It was 100 or 10 nano-

grams? All the analysis are the sum of 5 runs of 15 scans. How long

does this take?

Damerow: It was 10 nanogratns. We make 5 runs with 10 scans each for one

filament. The period is depending on your integration time.

Generally we use for the major isotopes 3 seconds and for the minor ones

10 seconds, so it takes 10-20 minutes only for the measurement.

A 10 nanogram sample however has to be measured quickly, say within

20 minutes, which gives some special problems like changing the soft

ware caused by the changed calibration procedure of the voltage-

frequency converter.
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Unsworth: Do you recommend re-using of the filament assemblies and the

associated slit plate?

Darriercw: No, we use them only once.

Delmore: You have a rather good ion transmission for such a narrow

magnet gap. Would you mind explaining how you go about getting this

ion transmission through such a narrow gap and are you actually

inverting the ion beam in the z-direction.

Rache: We have two single lenses in the ion-source. They do this z-focus-

sing first and after this the ions come out of the source with a very

small angle and the principle of this stigmatic focussing analyser

gives this high transmission. We are in the range of more than 90%

transmission. The height of our ion beam is 7 mm, the slit at the

collector is about 12 mm but only to be sure that all ions coming out

of the analyser would be collected. The slit height of the ion source

is about 10 mm. The magnet gap is 12 mm.

Mittmann: Your machine is automatic. What does the software do when

there is a power breakdown of f.i. 0.1 seconds? What does happen if

due to tnisallignement or any other reason the rhenium or uranium

signal is not what you found initially.

Raehe: The question about the breakdown of the power supply for only a

short moment. We have an electronical indication for this which will

see this electronic failure and will switch off the computer completely.

Starting from zero the computer will check the last actual measurement

position which has been stored on the magnetic tape of the computer

system. The measurement will be started at this point after a waiting

time of 10 minutes to ensure that all currents and voltages are stable

again.

When there is no ion current anymore the computer will look after the

peak position, it will adjust the peak middle and calculate a new

peak mean. If it does not find a peak it gees to the next position,

for there is a possibility of filament burn-out.

Barnes: One of the purposes of the 26.5 degree machine is to perform

the z-focussing for you. Why do you find it necessary to put an extra

lens in the source for that?
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Haaha: You can only arrive with all your ions at the magent gap when

the angle is not too large. So before you come to the magnet you have

to look that all your ions pass your source. If your angle is too

large you loose too much ions.

Barmes: You can also open up the gap.

Raohe: Yes, you can do that but on the other hand you have to handle

this and you have to be sure that you have a very homogeneous field.
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Free discussion at the end of Wednesday afternoon session

De Regge: What are the Pu half lifes now and what is the agreement

world wide?

Fudge: In Vienna, in April the IAEA has put out an agreed list on ac-

tinide half lifes. They were agreed under the major countries in the

world now. The values were in agreement with the requirements from the

Karlsruhe meeting. The only major exception is 241-Pu, but this problem

will be with us for some time. Also perhaps 237-Np is not within the

required limits.

De Bzèvre: Indeed the agreement has been made on consensus. The real

half life of 241-Pu seems to be 14.4 years. The IAEA evaluated value

of 14.7 ± 0.4 Y covers about every published value of the last years.

Fudge: This is a typical measurers dilemma. There may be a very good

physical reason of the variation we have seen. I would caution anybody

and ask are you using the same material? There is a very good reason

now beginning to appear. There is a very long live isomer of 241. The

people in reactivity measurements have noticed it back in 1970 and

thought it was a very short half life. The long live isomer might be

associated with the neutron energy, associated with the formation of

it. There could be an isomeric state caused by a high energy neutron

interaction which makes the composition of the material dependent from

its production.

Barnes: We have looked in materials from different sources and we got

all the same value, 14.38 to be precise 14.383.

Mittmann: We have had from the three manufacturers values of the per-

formances of their new machines. Can we get also the data of NBS and

BCMN on their machines, accuracy and internal and external standard

deviations?

Barnes: Yes, but I think it does not mean anything for they are not

runned under any routine conditions. So comparison is not useful.

Mittmann: Yes, but do you think that the differences are due to more

careful operation or better machine design.



Isavnes: There are several aspects. One of them is that of any commer-

cial manufacturer. His mass spectrometers go to lots of people, for

lots of different kinds of measurements. He has to meet all of those

demands. Actually he does some things that if you are going to build

your own you might do so. But I think the improvements, that have been

made in the commercial machines in the last few years, are very signifi-

cant advances. I think the machines have not been out long enough to

find if there are in fact any problems caused by the machine and not by

the operator.

De Bièvfe: About 4 or 5 years ago we sent out a set of samples to all

manufacturers worldwide. The spread of the results in terms of quality

was a factor of 10. If you ask me, there has been a considerable impro-

vement in instrumentation since. However, Mittmanns question was too

much implying that one can just intercompare machines. The quality of

an isotope ratio measurement is determined by a measurement procedure,

an analist and an instrument. One cannot separate those things.

Fudge: Can we give some recommendations to manufacturers as we have

three of them here. I will make myself three points to start with. One

of the things we look for is reliability, reliability over a long period

of time. Because as users we are not instrument designers, we are not

prepared to modify it. We want a machine that is going to give us the

requirements we have and that is going to do that for a long period of

time without having to make major changes to it. I want to put this to

the top of the list. The other thing is that I want to add is continuing

interest in the machine of the manufacturer, not losing interest after

selling it. For they have too a lot to learn about the continuous use

of the machine. It is not everyone that has got the optimum conditions

or all the time in the world to do samples. They have to keep things

going under routine conditions. Very often circumstances are very diffe-

rent from conditions in a nice clean laboratory with reference materials.

We would like to see manufacturers coming back to us to ask how the

machine is performing and look for points they can improve in their new

machines.

As a third point the instrument designers must also keep users informed

of developments and about the possibilities of upgrading their instru-

ments. Having invested the sort of sums of moi.oy we do in mass spectro-
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meters, we need to be sure that we are keeping them up to the maximum

performance. It is a requirement that manufacturers really find out

what adaquate performance really means to the majority of the users.

The machines we have seen today literally give an overkill of much of

the requirements for a lot of users. Sample through-put will perhaps

be a greater requirement, which will perhaps be achieved with some

sacrifice to the performance.

Barnes: I think the last point you mentioned will be the most difficult

point as there are so many requirements.

Faochetti: I want to raise a point that was discussed yesterday already.

There was a discussion about the ratio of spike and sample. There was

said that spike-sample ratio's 1:1, 1:10 or the reverse are the same.

If you compute the ion statistical noise and we tolerate 1% error then

the intensity of the main peak has to be larger in the 1:10 case than

in the 1:1. When you have a large amount of sample available this is

not a problem. But if you have a small amount of sample you have some-

times problems with the intensity of the peak. According to me you are

then in a better position in the 1:1 case. What is your experience.

Barnes: As was pointed out by several speakers there is an ideal case

and it is my opinion we should try to get as close as possible to that

ideal case. But that is not always possible and sometimes we have to

take something less. However, this is not necessarily draraatically.

There is a range in which your accuracy not suffers very much and this

range is pretty wide. But especially with rather small samples (nano-

grams) you will try to get as close to the ideal as possible.

De Bièvre: I was not referring yesterday to these special cases especially

not to these very small samples. It is obvious if one is getting such

small samples, one is getting limitations from your ion statistics. What

I was referring to was that in the large majority of isotope dilution

cases using large amounts (micrograms) one should not worry about

achieving a 1:1 ratio as closely as possible.

Unsworth: The reliability of a machine is to our opinion directly related

to the care with which a machine is used and the maintenance that is in-

vested into that machine.
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Harries: I agree with you that people do not tend to include in their

sample budget time, time for maintenance.

A periodic cleaning and a normal maintenance should be included. In

our experience actually 25% of the time is maintenance time.
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A STATISTICAL PROGRAM FOR THE DATA EVALUATION OF A

THERMAL IONISATION MASS SPECTROMETER

J.G. van Raaphorst

Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland, Petten (II.H.), Nederland

In mass spectrometry statistics is often a loaded word. What I want to

bring into discussion is a statistical program that we use in routine

operation. First of all something about our machine: we have a Micromass

30B. The measurements are performed by a stepwise changing of the magne-

tic field. For instance, for non-spiked uranium the seouence is: 238-236-

235-234, this is performed three times, followed by 238-233.5-233.5-233.5.

The last three measurements are background measurements. This cycli is

repeated 4 times to obtain a full measurement. All these data are stored

in the memory of a PDP-8 computer.

At the end of each cycle the background is measured three times. To avoid

the influence of memory effects, the first measurement, channel 14, is

rejected. The other background data (10 in total) are used as a correc-

tion for the intensities in channels 1-13.

A remark may be made that also the intensities of the 236 and 234 are

possibly not free from memory effects. I agree with that, when you want

to perform very precise measurements on those minor isotopes, you have

to use another methodology.

The statistical program starts with a student-t-test. This test is per-

formed to check if there is statistical evidence for a difference be-

tween the series of intensity data and the background, the so-called

null hypothesis. In our case the null hypothesis is that the difference

between signal and background is zero.

The applicability of the student-t-test depends on three conditions.

a) The distribution of the data has to be normal. I know several collea-

gues put question marks around this. However, a number of background

measurements showed that the distribution was normal. It is not pos-

sible to apply such a test to every measurement so in further expe-

riments a normal distribution is assumed.

b) The samples have to be mutually independent. The way of measurement
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makes this very likely.

c) As a third condition which is important in this case is the equality

of the standard deviation of both populations. This was tested and

it proved to be true in the case of comparability of signal and back-

ground, which is the only important case.

The evaluation of the t-factor is fairly simple. If one has two data

series A and B with N. and N„ determinations

means, the variance of the sum of A and B is

series A and B with N. and N„ determinations and M. and M_ as their

The student-t-value is then achieved by

Sp(]/NA.,,.,B/,

When the calculated t-value exceeds a certain tabulated value, the null

hypothesis has to be rejected. For this rejection we apply a 95% confi-

dence interval. This means there is a 5% chance to reject the null hy-

pothesis wrongly. The critical value is calculated with the help of a

formula, which we developed from tables with critical values. The for-

mula is:

W2

0.51(NA+NB-2)-0.613

After the student-t-test there are three possibilities:

a) There is no difference between the intensities of a certain mass and

the background. The measured values are rejected from further mathe-

matical treatment.

b) There is a negative difference.. The operator is warned, there is some-

thing wrong with the background setting.

c) There is a positive difference. These values are used.
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The intensities with a positive difference are corrected for background

by subtraction.

As a next step in tha statistical program the measured values are cor-

rected for signal drift. We apply a linear interpolation between the

different 238 measurements. A linear correlation is calculated between

the 238 intensities in channel 1 and 5. The other intensities are cor-

rected back on the time of the measurement of channel 1.

Then the same is done between the channels 5 and 9 and everything is

calculated back on the time of channel 5. The same is performed between

channel 9 and 13.

From the corrected intensities the ratios are calculated, all against

the main isotope in this case usually 238. For uranium it delivers three

sets (or less) of 15 ratio values for each full measurement.

The existence of the presence of outliers is checked by the so-called

Dixon-test. To this purpose the calculated values are set out in a

descending sequence. The value tested is the ratio r calculated from

the distance of an extreme value to its next neighbour and the distance

between all or nearly all values. The calculation depends on the number

of ratios.

formula for critical value

= °- 1 8 1 0 6 2 + 2.29645/n

= 0.169509 + 3.07777/n

= 0.218345 + 3.93352/n

= 0.226632 + 4.47516/n

After calculation of the ratios a comparison is made with a critical

value. When the experimental value of r exceeds the critical value the

null hypothesis has to be rejected. The null hypothesis reads: an extreme

value belong to the population. The confidence interval used is 95%.

It is clear that when a large number of data are rejected as outliers,

the remaining data have no analytical significance and the whole measu-

rements has to be repeated. In our case the maximum number of outliers
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is 2-3. As a last part in the program the means of all ratios are calcu-

lated and the coefficient of variation.

The computer program is written in Basic and is available for anyone

who is interested.
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Discussion after the introduction of J.G. van Raaphorst

Barnes: I and a number of my colleagues have maintained for many years

that if you cannot explain the data point you are going to throw out,

you have no right to throw it out. These tests are really unfair.

Beyrioh: The rejection of outliers is something of a philosophy you

may discuss for hours and hours. But, in principle, I completely agree

that it is bad to reject something if you are not absolutely sure about

the reason, if you do not know that something special has happened. If

you try to apply things like variance analysis, you are only allowed

to apply them if the data material is homogeneous. That it is homoge-

neous you have to check by the application of outlier criteria and then,

when you find some data which would be outliers, you do not know what

to do. You can keep them; then you cannot proceed with your evaluation

or you reject them and you may calculate something which, if too many

outliers are rejected, is no longer realistic to describe the actual

situation of measurement. I think it does not make too much sense to

develop a philosophy; one should better try to be as reasonable as pos-

sible to reach the aims, to come to conclusions and results which still

describe the actual situation.

Barnes: I would certainly agree with you. You can always calculate some-

thing. It is describing what it means after you have calculated it. That

is the problem.

De Bièvre: I would indeed challenge fundamentally outlier criteria being

calculated from the measurement itself. I do not object using outlier

criteria like ten times the usual standard deviation of the combination

analyst-machine-procedure and I do not mean the standard deviation of

the method but of the above mentioned combination. Though I prefer ten

times the standard deviation I may also go for 5 times and priori given

criterion. That takes care of events which are really abnormal. If you

throw out something on other grounds, calculated grounds, one is really

fooling himself slightly -as well the colleagues in meeting and litera-

ture. It gives oneself the idea that the quality of the data is better

than it really is. One should give himself a real objective opinion how

good one's measurements are.
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Da Iricor'o: The second point is that it constitutes an artificial im-

provement of the precision. A third remark I want to make is especially

to the statisticians. Statistical models assume knowledge of the popu-

lation. The question is whether the classical statistical model do

apply to our measurements. I simply do not think so and when statis-

ticians are trying to correct the experimental people and tell them

how to measure, I want to throw the ball back and ask then to develop

statistical models which fit the measurement world.

Agter>denboseh: There is one possibility with regard to the t-test,

which was mentioned. You can use the Wilcoxon test which does not assume

a normal distribution. The Wilcoxon test is free from any condition in

this point and you lose very few information. With regard to the appli-

cation of the Dixon test I agree with most of the things which were

said before. One of the points of the selection of a good test is that

it should give as good discrimination as possible and I think the Dixon

test is not very favourable in this respect. I think there are other ones

which give more probability for detecting what you want to detect.

Fudge: I think the use of statistics is to find out where we are really

going wrong and put that right. If we could do that we should have

achieved something with the use of statistics. If we have enough obser-

vartions that we are not as good as we think we are. When we are going

wrong somewhere, we may be able to put a finger on where we have gone

wrong and look at that point in more detail. We really have to go back

at the beginning and look what each stage contributes to your final

error. What in the introduction has been said is mainly what we are

getting out of the machines and the variations which we get in the

machines. These are perhaps responding to a bit more statistical treat-

ment than many of the other ones. You have quite rightly systematic

and random errors all the time. Systematic errors you should find out,

understand and put right, at least know the magnitude of them. Random

errors you only can put right by very careful observation of details.

Let us use statistics in the first place to find out where we are going

wrong and how good or how poorly we are performing and then work from

there to put it right.

"venraev: An intersting point for us is to know what different operators

do. Dr. Barnes has said he never rejects results, that is one approach.
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We certainly do the same procedure as here in Petten. How many people

do reject outliers, do they rough]y a procedure as presented or what?

Barnes: It is perfectly fair to reject outliers which are caused by

influences from outside, as in our laboratory happened the start of an

elevator. I think there are other things we have all seen. We are going

along a set of peaks and we are drawing nice straight lines and all of

a sudden something happens. This can perfectly be explained as your

filament control jumped or something like that. You can use statistical

methods to find these and reject them and nobody will quarrel with that.

It is my opinion that this is the reason why a computer will never re-

place a mass spectroscopist. A mass spectroscopist sees this, knows

what happens and can readily explain this. So I do not think rejecting

these kinds of things we have any quarrel about at all. But I would like

to make still one argument. When we check a method we run a standard

n times where n is a very large number. If we have done this we can cal-

culate a statistical value for how well we can run standard. And now

our problem comes. We get one sample from our customer and he wants an

analysis. We run his sample and we get one result. None of us is going

to tell that guy that it is an infinitely poor analysis so what do we

do. We apply thus statistics to that sample, that is only fair if you

really give him that number. That is our position for not rejecting data,

in fact we do not reject data. Who is applying statistical tests? It

is one side of the room against the other half. I should like to hear

some comments from people who apply some test, given this frame how

do you justify this statistical test.

Unsworth: Have you any evidence to show that a statistical test will

not reject your elevators or other things you easily get detected by

an operator?

Barnes: Oh no I think they will. But the point is that we do not know

by a statistical test that that is what in fact happened. We are avera-

ging across the top of a peak. All of a sudden we get a peak that is

bad and you have no way by statistics of telling that is a bad analysis

or something went wrong with the machine.

Unsworth: You only should have a problem when things have been rejected

that should not have been rejected.
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harmee: That is true, how do you see the difference? The human makes

a decision about what is rejectable but he has some evidence why he

rejected that and not just a statistical tast. I maintain that is inade-

quate, I maintain statistics do no apply to our business.

Beyvioh: In many cases the statistical test for an outlier is mainly

performed to get aware that there has something happened and then to

look what was the reason. The question whether or not you really reject

the value is another problem (exposé on the blackboard about the Pafex

experiment).

(Concerning the question whether it is meaningful to consider statisti-

cal mean values as best estimates for true values);

Just by interlaboratory comparisons you have first to find out whether

there is an error source which causes all laboratories to have a bias in

the same direction. This, for instance, we found in the 235-U determi-

nation in uranium hexafluoride by gas mass spectromety if no double stan-

dard technique was applied. Then you have always a small memory effect

and this tends always in the same direction. In the interlaboratory com-

parison indeed we got the result that the mean of all laboratory results

was significantly below the characterization value. But when you have

found for a certain type of analysis that the mean value from a number

of laboratories with its error limits lies within the error range of

the characterization value, I do not see a reason why you cannot use it

as an estimate for the true value, why you cannot reject an individual

value as an outlier.

Barnes: The purpose of this experiment is to find out how the community

is doing in making this particular analysis. In our safeguard experiment

we depend on a single laboratory making an analysis. Therefore the value

of this experiment comes from showing how well an individual laboratory

might well be expected to do. I do not really see what is the point.

Beyrich: The point is that we pursue a different aim. There were, for

instance, two different spiking techniques used and now we tried to find

out by which techniques you will have a greater or a smaller spread among

laboratories.

Barnes: The important thing is how well do I do with this different spi-

king techniques. Then I know that I ought to use. I do not deny that

you do not get some information like that from here, but I maintain the
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value comes from how well we did in this experiment. And say well the

experiment indicates that the laboratory community is within control is

false. It is making us look better than we are.

Beyvioh: Yec, but they are not looking for the laboratory performance

but rather for the method performance. If you want to see whether a

certain method includes more or less error sources, then you have to

look at a whole crew of laboratories.

Fudge: The big trouble with the mentioned experiment was that they did

not send any standards out. Really everybodies result is as good as

everybody elses. We had no feel wether the stability of the solution

is all right, whether the treatment the people it had given was all

right. Everybody assumes that the mean is the right answer. Without

sending standards around you have to accept the situation that anyones

results may be the right ones.

Van Raaphorst: We have to come back to the question of mr. Bremner. I

should like to know how mr. de Biëvre deals with his raw data, what

selection do the operators make.

Hebeda: I am against data handling at all - besides the elevator effect.

You are handling statistics between n is 3 and 7, that is one problem.

You have to apply a t-test where sigmas are quoted. Can anybody tell

me which sigma I should take for this test? Just the sigma from the

electronic equipment or from the standard?

De Bièvre: A pregiven criterion f.i. 5 sigma would be an acceptable

situation. We apply that and for the rest we are using all the data com-

ming out of our machines.

I would like to ask a question to dr. Beyrich. You were assuming that

the results of the laboratories taking part in the PAFEX experiment

had a normal distribution. In my opinion you cannot make that assump-

tion, each laboratory is too different. So therefore some of the con-

clusions based on these wrong assumptions cannot be used. I take now

the defence of your method of handling the data. It is a very nice and

useful method and so far the best description of the actual state of

affairs in what we may call comparison of declaration and verification

data. Describing the situation is one thing but what we are really up

to, especially in safeguards or in any nuclear material management

how far are these values from absolute?
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De Bièvre: This is a slide for a normal uranium determination by iso-

tope dilution where the mean of the laboratories is 0.5% off the true

value. The fact was perfectly explainable afterwards. Most laboratories

probably used for the measurement of the 233/238 ratio an electron mul-

tiplier. The systematic error from this multiplier puts the 233/238

ratio wrong and hence the 238-U concentration calculated from that ra-

tio.

Beyriah: Unfortunately, there are no error limits indicated in this

figure. If we would add error limits on the characterization value and

put sigma ranges or something like that, we would probably see that both

overlap. It would be very difficult to see whether there is a really

significant difference between the characterization value and the mean.

The other thing I wanted to show was obviously leading to a misunder-

standing. I am not happy at all about functioning of statistics, assu-

ming you have a normal distribution and things like that which in prac-

tice do not exist. What I want to show with this curve is that we are

just trying to make an approach in a very empirical way, more or less

without statistics. We draw the curve on empirical data and we take

only statistics to have some background in order to know where we can

look to estimate our sigma. This method is only valuable to get an es-

timate of the variance without prior rejection of outliers. It does

not say anything about calculation of the mean, that is something com-

pletely different. Unfortunately, we have absolutely no idea what else

we could dot co find a true value. I mean that you have many measure-

ments so that you can get a mean or you have a laboratory which takes

some effort to furnish a characterization value and you can believe it.

These are the two possibilities but in normal practice you cannot esta-

blish characterization values for all samples. The only way you can

handle the problem is to make sure by intercomparisons with characte-

rized materials that there does not exist such a systematic error

source. After this has been proved, I think it is justified to consider

the mean as the best estimate of the true value if no characterization

value exists.

Barnes: We have to come back to our subject the data treatment in la-

boratories.

Tyrell: In your original presentation you said you stated a background
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correction for uranium at mass 233.5 and plutonium at 240.5. Our expe-

rience is particularly with an integration system that this can vary

considerably with the place you take the background correction and this

causes a fundamental error. Have you looked at background correction at

different mass positions?

Van Raaphorst: Yes we have noted too that there are differences in the

different positions for background. We used the 233.5 position but now-

adays we use also other ones.

De Regge: We' have noticed this too and in many cases we only measure

two isotopes, one isotope ratio at the time. The background values are

measured on each side of the peaks. This is of special importance for

the minor isotpes of uranium- and higher plutonium isotopes. Returning

now to statistics we have nobody to watch elevators and we use statis-

tics to find out if something occurred. Usually if a data reading is

thrown out by the statistics it corresponds on the graph to a small

pulse or a cosmic entering or a spike or something like that. There is

a visual evidence that it should have been thrown out. On the other

hand we use a two sigma criterion and I think there is some argument

for that. Because in a series of 10-16 measurements it will throw out

one value, it will never throw out two values, then the sigma will

tend to be too large. If two values are outliers in a series of sixteen,

there is really something to say about that measurement.
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SEMINAR ON STANDARDS, STANDARDIZATION, QUALITY CONTROL

AND INTERLABORATORY TEST PROGRAMMES

P. de Bièvre

Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements, Geel, Belgium

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Having been asked to talk before a professional audience like this one

about the proper use of standards and standardization of measurement

procedures, I would like to go back to three slides which I already dis-

played at the International Mass Spectrometry Conference at Firenze in

1976 where most of you might not have had the opportunity to attend. They

display results of measurements obtained on the same instrument and on

the same series of standards of different isotopic compositions (fig.

1-3).

The first slide (fig. 1) shows results obtained by putting the (clean)

samples on a filament, putting them in the ion source, heat up the fila-

ments and tune them up for a measurement. Values for K = R standard/R

observed form a straight line with a spread of roughly _+ 0.5%. That the

mean value for K = 0.2% low indicating a systematic bias, is not at all

important provided you reproduce it in all measurements of standards and

unknown samples and I will repeat that several times in the course of

the next few minutes. It should also be obvious that one can never state

a better accuracy than this 0.5% even if the internal precision (i.e.

within a single point) is 0.05% which is perfectly possible. However,

not recognizing this is one of the errors which is fairly currently made

in (nuclear) isotopic analysis.

Note the spread (external precision) of +_ 0.5% at the enrichment of about

1% which is of paramount importance in nuclear fuel: each dot represents

the mean of approximately six ratio measurements obtained on one load,

and such a dot may well have an internal precision of less than 0.1%.

Next slide (fig. 2): same instrument, same samples from the same bottles.

Some effort has been spent to put the same sample amounts on the fila-

ments: the spread is reduced - at least on the horizontal part of the
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graph - from +_ 0.5% to +_ 0.2%. The deviation from linearity in the graph

is indicative of the greater difficulty to run a smaller or larger ratio

than 10"1 or 10+1.

Next slide (fig. 3): same instrument, same samples from the same bottles.

The constant correction factor with a +_ 0.05% spread only, shows that

the level to which one can control the bias (mostly isotope fractiona-

tion) and hence validly correct for it. Note that in these slides,

known (instrumental) systematic errors had been corrected for. In fact

the third slide is not so good, because it displays a value 1.0000 for K

and as we have pointed out above this is not at all necessary. Not so

much the value of K as its constancy is important in order to apply it

as a bias correction factor.

I am going to try to make a recommendation both to users and to manufac-

turers: do not aim for a K-factor equal to one but aim to achieve a

constant value for K, Manufacturers tend to display the absence of bias

(i.e. K = 1.000) - as we have seen in some advertisements - because users

ask for it. If users stop asking, may be manufacturers will stop giving

it.

Next slide (fig. 4): if you recall the second slide with its deviation

at smaller ratio values, you might want to compare it to this one taken

from IDA-72: the uncertainty (on a logarithmic scale) becomes larger at

small ratio values. Note that in slide 2 (fig. 2) the uncertainty scale

was linear in permille. There is a definite analogy in the two slides.

The next slide (fig. 5) shows an analogous picture for 239Pu/ZIf0Pu ratio

measurements. Again it allows you to watch the quality of your data by

regularly verifying with a known or a reference sample where you are

on such a graph. I do not imply by the way, that every laboratory, espe-

cially plant laboratories, should come up with the type of spread dis-

played here. For a number of applications, most laboratories can afford

a larger spread on K: this is all relative to the requirements put upon

the laboratory.

Next slide (fig. 6): according to this slide, again taken from one of

the last interlaboratotfy tests, nuclear isotopic measurement laborato-

ries could not at that time come up with a constant uncertainty as a
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function of the ratio value. My recommendation is that we should achieve

this by the next interlaboratory test.

The next slide (fig. 7): I offer for special consideration to statisti-

cians. You remember thau in the first slide one could get rather diffe-

rent measured values froiu saiiie sample and instrument. This slide con-

firms that one can get two different values from a cle;m standard sam-

ple reproducibly. They have been obtained by E. Garner (NBS) one of the

best isotopic measurement people we have and demonstrate essentially

two different kinds cf solid state chemistry on filament. The problem

is then not so that such things happen, as well that one should be aware

that it happens and please adapt your uncertainty statement accordingly

even if that must be _+ 0.5% or so. In an interlaboratory graph, your la-

boratory will then not show up with an error bar of, say, +_ 0.1% in a

picture displaying an interlab dispersion of, say, _+ 1%.

The next slide (fig. 8) also results from work by Garner. It nicely shows

isotope fractionation in the course of a measurement as theory prescribes.

This brings me to another recommendation as so many people state that they

do not see fractionation. If you do not see a trend in your isotope ra-

tios, make sure that that is indeed correct. In most cases the procedure

and/or the instrument just obscure your capability to see it and that

is something completely different from a statement that it is not there.

If one starts with a ratio which is too high (the lighter isotope eva-

poration preferentially) and one depletes the sample, obviously one has

to end up with a ratio that is too low. That means that at one point in

the depletion history of a sample one must go through the right value.

It is of course extremely tempting to try to achieve that reproducibly

and measure the right value straightaway. However, all of the 10 ug -

0.1 pg samples are being ran in the very first part of this time graph

since most of us have to work under time pressure and do quick measure-

ments. One might conclude from this that one preferably does not attempt

to achieve K = 1 but rather attempts to work reproducibly in the same

part of this fractionation history.

Next slide (fig. 9): Something about the proper use of standards: recent-

ly we had some work to do for the IAEA consisting of characterization

of NDA standards. This required a high degree of reliability, so we pro-
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ceeded to careful control over our own measurements in the period con-

cerned: oct. - nov. 1976. NBS standards from 0.5% to 50% 235U were

used and allowed to establish a bias factor with a total uncertainty

of less than 0.05%. The measurements of the "unknowns" were distributed

over this period and corrected with the same bias factor.

Again it is not an obligation, it is even an impossibility for most of

us to achieve this kind of spread. Adapt your mta^urement procedures

to achieve the spread you can tolerate for your particular programme,

and that may be _+ 0.2% or +_ 0.5%. May I also recommend to nuclear iso-

tope ratio laboratories to use a logarithmic isotope ratio scale and

not a linear abundance scale? I conceed that abundances do certainly

appeal more to us and to the outside world, but what a mass spectrome-

ter does is measuring a ratio. Also an abundance scale tends to widen

the central easier part (say ratios 10 1 to 10 *) and shorten up the

left and right parts where the problems are.

We were also supposed to talk briefly about needed standards, or bet-

ter, reference materials. One of them is a 233U Spike Reference Mate-

rial, i.e. a Spike with a known number of nuclides of the isotope 23?U

per g of material (solution). We are in a happy position to announce

that we have quite a lot of basic material 233U in Geel and that we

have already sent out a provisionally certified 2 3 3U Spike RM to inte-

rested laboratories (see next slide - fig. 10). It is certified for a

number of atoms 233U per g solution and other isotopes present aregtveB-

as ratios relative to 2 3 3U. This allows an easy uncertainty calculation

of any isotope dilution measurement carried out with the 233U and it

also allows to estimate easily how much the other isotopes present do

contribute to the uncertainty of the spike. The next slide (fig. 11)

just gives you a series of the measurements performed to characterize

the Spike RM.

A similar Spike RM for 21*2Pu at 10 pg/g is given in the next slide

(fig. 12) and the very first 2!f'fPu Spike RM was provisionally characte-

rized just a few days ago.

I was supposed to tell you something about quality control programmes

and some of you might not know that there are quality control program-

mes although I would doubt that. One of them is the Safeguards Analyti-
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cal Laboratory Evaluation Programme which involves regularly samples

to be sent out for people to measure them, turn in their results and

get back their own position on this graph (next slide, fig. 13). This

proceeds on a monthly or bi-monthly basis and you see that this set

of participants in the programme by sheer submission of themselves to

this volunteery quality control pr;gramme have got to within +_ 0.5%

in 1978 which is considerably better than in IDA-72. So quality control

programmes, either internally in the laboratory or something like this,

is very important. It has been a pending discussion whether some sort

of regular centrally organized quality control programme in Europe

would not be useful service to nuclear laboratories if it functions

properly. That is still in discussion; the idea was mainly generated

by the problems the SALE Programme has had with regular shipments of

samples. The alternative would be that each laboratory must make up

its own quality control programme which costs time and money. A pcssi-

ble recommendation could be that this existing quality control programme

is improved. There is a sort of principle - and I insist on the word

principle - agreement, that CBNM and SALE could do that on a complemen-

tary basis: there are materials and problems not covered in the SALE

Programme, e.g. those specifically related to the European Fuel Cycle.

You might want to think that over and possibly give your opinion on

that in the discussion.

Next slide (fig. 14): a particular recommendation I like to make under

the item Interlaboratory Test Programmes, at the occasion of this one

ran by NBL on UFg. The abcissa carries deviations from true values and

the ordinate the internal reproducibility that each participant announced

to the organizers. My recommendation to participating laboratories is:

do not participate with the wrong method to an interlaboratory test.

Some people have been participating to this UFg interlaboratory test

with a medium to bad thermal-ionization measurement technique. It might

be interesting to have such a graph but I do not think that it is really

worthwhile putting time and money into it. Besides - if such graphs get

into the hands of people who cannot really read them and yet look at

them with common sense, very peculiar conclusions could be drawn.

The next slide (fig. 15) generates a recommendation to statisticians

and evaluators: do not take the mean of laboratories as the "true" value
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or as the "best" value. Here is a characteristic case where a mean of

laboratories was 0.5% off true value, and to answer the question whicli

was raised this week: the uncertainty on the characterization value

here was 0.3% and probably better.

Next slide (fig. 16): The recommendation from slide is: please let each

of us (this is 1970-1972) more carefully consider all the error contri-

butions in his laboratory. Each participant has been estimating its own

uncertainty here and that leads to these small error bars. Now we will

not enter into the discussion on whether that was one sigma or two sig-

ma because that is irrelevant. The fact is that tht error bars are a

factor of five to ten times smaller than the interlaboratory disper-

sion. There is therefore no need in going into refined discussions on

statistical error definitions or so. The problem is much bigger than

that. On top of that this was natural uranium the true value of which

is certainly established to far better than this +_ 2%. You figure out

what we, as a set of laboratories, would have to answer to the question:

"why cannot you measure the very important uranium-235 enrichment in

natural uranium as a set of laboratories to better than + 2% after 20

or 30 years of work and investment in the nuclear field?". I think just

amongst us, that this is a very reasonable question to ask ourselves

before outside people do ask it to us. We better be ready with the

answer before it is buing asked.

I would like to kill another statement which has come up frequently.

We and a few other laboratories get the complaint that we are talking

from unrealistic conditions, from irrealistic samples, having nothing

to do with real work conditions and real-life samples, and that there-

fore our statements are unvalid or something. I would like to point out

that there is indeed a basic difference in work conditions, in labora-

tory conditions, in time pressure, in throughput pressure, in quality

of samples, etc. And we do not recommend, we do not expect, we do not

ask that the same results be achieved under plant conditions as in the

more quiet environment of scientific measurement laboratories. To illus-

trate this, I ask your attention for two extremes: one is the present

_+ 1.5% interlaboratory dispersion on 2^5u enrichment measurement or on

U isotope dilution determinations as we have seen above. Or on Pu iso-

tope dilution measurements as can be seen in next slide (fig. 17). Simi-
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larly the next slide (fig. 18) shows that the obvious 239Pu/2l40Pu is

even uncertain by + 2% on interlaboratory basis.

The other extreme is illustrated by a recent Pu measurement at CBNM

under refined optimal conditions. It follows the 241Pu/2l*0Pu decay (for

its half-life determination). You can see the ratio goes down from

22.85 to 20.88 after 680 days. This decay measurement uses 2I*°Pu as an

internal standard: an isotope is indeed an excellent "internal stan-

dard". One can now make a step further and use an isotope ratio as an

internal standard e.g. the stable 2t*°Pu/239Pu ratio the measurements

of which are displayed on the slide as yielding extremely constant

values. Each of them is the average of 6 measured sample loads into

the spectrometer. The external standard deviation from these 6 loads

is added between brackets. This is what we call optimal Pu isotopic

measurements: 1 s = +_ 0.02% two order of magnitude better than under

"real life" conditions.

What I would like to say now is that it is impossible under plant condi-

tions to achieve this. But, 2% on a Pu isotope ratio measurement is

not anymore tolerable in the 1978 nuclear world. Let us hence aim for

something in between, say a factor of 5 to 10 better. That would bring

us in the +_ 0.25% region.

As the nuclear isotopic measurement laboratories have received more in-

vestments, more means and maybe more time than other people performing

(non-nuclear) isotope ratio measurements, all of us should seriously

consider whether indeed we ought not to achieve this in-between aim

of +_ 0.25%, especially as the nuclear (measurement) community will come

under closer and closer scruting in the future.

Thank you, mr. Chairman
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Fig. 7

ANALYSIS OF SRM U-500
USING DIFFERENT CONVERSION

CONDITIONS TO URANIUM OXIDE

235,. ,238,, 2 3 5 I I / 2 3 8 I ]

lytit No. Portiot Convorsion Optimum Convorsion

1.00531.0039
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URANIUM ISOTOPIC FRACTIONATION CURVES:

OXIDE VERSUS URANYl NITRATE
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Characterization of Isotope Reference Material IRM-40 ( U)

1 st determination = 2.6169 x 10 atoms U per g solution
18

2 nd determination = 2.6135 x 10
•1 8

3 Ih determination' = 2. 6167 'x. 10
1 8

4 th determination = 2 .6 )84 x 10
18

5 th determination = 2.6176 x- 10
) 8

6 th determination = 2.6146 x 10
2.6163 + 0.0018 (0.07%)-
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COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES'

CENTRAL BUREAU FOR NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS
GEEL (Belgium)

PROVISIONAL • .

ISOTOPE REFERENCE MATERIAL

CBNM-1RM-040 2 3 3 U

Th* 1RM is supplied with » concentration certified as

I (2.6163 ± 0.0062) . IP18 atoms Z33U per gram solution. I

The above 'concentration corresponds to

(4.343 ± 0. 01C) . 10"& moles 2 3 3 U per gram solution. '

(1.0123 ± 0.0024) . 10"3 grama 2 3 3U per gram solution.

Other uranium Isotopes present are related to U through
the atom ratios:

' ' • 234/233 » 0.002817 ± 0.000058

235/233 « 0.000024 + 0.000012

236/233 < 0, 000001

238/233 . 0.000555 £.0.000030

Consequently the element concentrations are computed to Be; .

• • ' *

(4.359 + 0.010} . 10"6 moles V per gram solution.

(1.0157 +_ 0.0024) . 10"3 grams U per gram solution.

The Isetoplc composition of the material It

Atom % . Weight '%

" 3 U 99.6616 .99.6592 \
" * U 0.2807 0.2819

" * 0.0024 ' 0.0024 '"'
238

U - - 0.0553 •: 0. 0S6S

The atomic wcis,ht of the material !• 233.0451.

',• •• v i s i o n flf Uu1 t'iiïo:MMii Cointuuni;ii»s

PROVISIONAL

I l l i M}l - Tal»

ISOTOPE REFERENCE MATERIAL

CBNM-IRM-011-1 2 4 2Pu

The IRM is supplied with a concentration certified as

(2.3089 + 0.0070) . 10 atoms 2 4 2Pu per gram solution

The above concentration corresponds to

(3.834 +0.012) . 10"8 moles 2 4 2Pu per gram solution.

(9.281 +.0.028) . 10*6 gram 2 4 2 Pu per gram solution.

Other plutonium isotopes present arc related to Pu through

the atom ratios: •

238/242 : 0.011552 +0.000035

239/242 : 0.002759 +0.000020

24Q/242 : 0.097867 ±0.000200

241/242:0.026350 +0.000080

244/242:0.000212 +0.000020

Consequently the element concentrations are computed to be:

(4.368 +0.013) . 10* moles Pu per gram-solution.

(1.0562 ± 0. 0030) . 10* gram Pu per gram solution.

The Isotopic composition of the material is

238.
239
240

Pu

Pu

241

242

Pu

Pu

244
Pu

Pu

Atom %
1.0140

0.2421

8.5906
2.3S6S

87.7779
0.0186

Yf eight 7.
0.9983

. 0.2394
8.5270

2.3494
87.8671

0.0188

The atomic weight of the material Ik 241.8127,
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Tig. 19-

CBNM Boron Isotope Standard

as measured by

CBNM

KAPL

NBS

NBL

- CBNM

(2nd

1966

1968

1968

196B

1966

1968

1969

MS)

1 O B / U B atom ratio

• 0.24726 i 0.00032

0.26734 i 0.00050

0.24730 ± 0.00025

0.24732 s 0.00025

0.24733 i 0.00050

0.24738 * 0.00050

0.24734 i 0.00015

max. spread ± 0.00006 (= 0.0257.'")

Isotope Standard Certificates:

CBNM 1967: 19.824 t 0.020 atom V. t K )B

NBS 1969: 19.827 i 0.013

Fig. 20

MEASUREMENTS

t

0

6

258

265

420 ' '

434

680

2 4 0 Pa. . .

22.8572 «0.0040 (0.02 ft)

22. 8384 x 0. 0076 (O."O~3%)

22.0976 ,0.0069 (0.037.)

22. 0855 »0.0090 (0.04 7.)

21.6296 1.0.0086 (0.04%)

21.5892 * O.O088 (0.04%)

20.8837 10.0091 (0.04%)

r . *<°Pu

3. SI52 i 0.0011 (0.03%)

3. SI 55 1 0.0018 (0.05%)

3. 5155 * 0.0016 (0.04%)

3.5157 * 0.0015 (0.04%)

3. 51 56 ± 0. 0011 (0. 03%)

3.5142 I 0.0000 (0.02%)

3. 5154 * 0. 0008 (0. 02%)
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Discussions after the introduction of P. de Bièvre

Ma Gowan: There are some results from BNFL Windscale which are relevant

co this meeting. They involve Pu-isotopic measurements and some compa-

rison work on PuO2- BNFL has some years experience in shipper receiver

transactions in which BNFL is the shipper. Part of the commercial

transactions has involved the Pu-isotopic content in order to determine

the fissile Pu content, 239 + 241. Such measurements have been carried

out at the BNFL laboratory and also on the receiving laboratories. We

have collected together the differences between BNFL laboratories and

the receiving laboratories and I can quote some figures we have obtai-

ned. For a total of 55 transactions the average shipper-receiver diffe-

rence has been 0.059%, that is the fissile plutonium at the 80% level.

The standard deviation of the differences is 0.012%. These measurements

have been carried out over a period of several years. We have similar

figures for the total plutonium content of the oxide as determined by

other methods as electrochemical ones. These results have been published.

De Bièvre: At 80% abundance one is in a favourable position. Lower abun-

dances are more difficult to measure. Even if you have a medium quality

measurement on the ratios one still gets a small uncertainty on the

higher abundance.

May I just add two other points. First, I am supposed to say something

about the need for standards. I have been preeching now for twelve years

that we need plutonium isotope standards over a range of ratio values.

It looks as if we can expect now some activities in this field i *•' ,

near future both at NBS as well as at CBNM.

Second we need is a common basis for judging quality of isotope ratio

measurements. Such judgement must include the quality of the performance

of the combination of analyst, instrument and procedure. It is proposed

that it be described by the indication by the spread of the K-value over

the range of R-values where K is found to be constant. See a more detailed

description of the proposal in the review paper of the Firenze conference .

*'P. de Bièvre, Advances in Mass Spectrometry 7A, 395, 1978
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INTRODUCTION TO

COMPUTER CONTROL AND FUTURE ASPECTS

IN THERMAL IONISATION MASS SPECTROMETRY

R. Hagetnann

Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France

According the programme, I am supposed to tell you something about

computer control and futural aspects. If the organizing committee meant

by futural aspects, how will look and operate a mass spectrometer in

the year 2000, I must confess at the beginning of this talk that I have

no special training nor special capabilities to communicate with the

future.

The first part of my introduction concerns the computer control of

measurement program.

Starting from the beginning, I have to mention a system which is still

into operation in some laboratories, that is the human computer directly

connected through a ruler and a decimeter to a strip-chart recorder.

In this configuration, the mass memory unit is the strip-chart recorder.

The treatment of the data from the strip-chart recorder by the human

computer consists to determine peak heights. To doing so, he has to

draw lines between peak tops of same mass and lines through the

different base lines, each one corresponding to a given sensitivity

scale used by the operator. After a sufficient training it is possible

to get a very specialized human computer, able to draw straight lines

taking care of all kinds of noise and drift, and able to disregard any

peak or group of peaks showing any abnormal fluctuations.

Having peak heights, sensitivity factors, and base lines hè is then

able to make isotopic ratios calculations using suitable interpolations.

This configuration works in general very well, it is safe but

unfortunately very very slow, and it appeared necessary more than ten

years ago to develop automated systems.

It is important, I think, to remember that such a system has to do, at
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the minimum, the same work as the human computer and even a better

work as it will be able to handle many more data.

Many different systems have been developed in the late sixties, and it

seems that almost each laboratory had its own philosophy on the problem:

using punched cards or punched tapes, computer on line or off line,

small dedicated computer or large computer with time sharing etc...

At that time most of the mass spectrometers had their magnetic supply'

with a current regulation, and due to hysteresis it was not appropriate

to develop systems using peak jumping with magnetic variations. So, the

mass scan was done using or peak jumping with high voltage variations

or, more often, complete mass spectrum acquisition with magnetic

scanning. At Saclay, for example, we developed systems for the MS 5 mass

spectrometers and for other machines built in the laboratory. The

amplifier output was digitalized using a voltage to frequence converter,

the scan of the mass spectrum was done step by step using a stepping

motor, the acquisition of the data in the memory unit and the scan of

the mass spectrum being synchronized. The spectrum was scan in 200 steps

in the increasing mass order and in 200 steps in the decreasing mass

order that is to say a ABBA cycle in 400 steps, of typically 100 mille-

seconds duration each. In a first version the data were stored in a

multichannel analyzer, then punchtaped and treated later on with a

small computer. In a second version, the data were stored directly

into the memory of a small computer, the treatment of the data being

almost completed at the end of the acquisition sequence. I do not want

to ge into more details about these systems but as several laboratories

are still using old mass spectrometers with such systems, I think I

had to mention them.

Since about 1970 all the mass spectrometers available on the market

have field regulated magnet supply, and all are now available at least

with a computer control of the measurement program.

What are the main points which have to be considered to obtain the

best operating conditions?

1) The system has to use peak jumping to obtain the maximum of

information in the minimum of time, in opposition to the scanning

of the entire mass range.
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2) The peak jumping has to be done using magnetic variations preferably

to high voltage variations, to limit changes in sensitivity and mass

discrimination.

3) It is essential to have good flatness of the peak tops. As it is

impossible to avoid completely some drift in the high voltage or in

the magnet supplies, the succesive jumps during an analysis cannot

occur exactly at the same positions on the top of the peaks. As

the flatness is better in using a Faraday cup collector, this type

of collection has to be preferred to an electron multiplier or to

a Daly detector, each time the ionic currents are large enough to

make the statistical errors due to the number of ions collected,

negligible.

4) To avoid the effects of any accidental drift occurring in the jumps,

it may be very useful that the program dealing with the

acquisition sequence can check the exact position of the peaks

before each analysis or even before each run. It is then useful

to have adequat hardware and software to scan, for example, the

major peak in a sufficient number of steps, to obtain a good

definition of the exact position of the axis of this peak, and if

a drift had occurred, to take this new magnetic field value for

the next analysis or next run, making the corresponding changes for

all the other peaks which are measured. This procedure may take

only a few minutes and it is a guarantee against excessive drift

be tween ana1ys i s.

5. It is important that the operator can choose the acquisition time

he wants to spent on each peak, within a sufficient available range,

for example between 5 second up to 10 seconds. It is also important

to have the same choice for the delay time between a jump and the

next acquisition, to take into account the restauration time needed

for the amplifier.

6. It is necessary to have facilities to measure a sufficient number

of peaks and valleys and also to jump on fractional masses, if it

is necessary to take into account any contribution of a large peak

on a small adjacent one. The best is, of course, to have a system

which is not limited in the number of jumps which can be programmed

and a mass spectrometer with a very good abundance sensitivity.
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7) It is important that the program includes a quality test on all the

peak heights, or on all the isotopic ratios, corresponding to each

cycle before to make any calculation. This means to detect any

abnormal noise or burst occurring during the acquisition of all the

peaks. The acceptable limits allowed for such variations can be

given a priori by the operator as parameters.

We have at Saclay a system which controls for abnormal variations

only on the major peak. If we do a run of 50 cycles and if a burst

occurs during the acquisition of only one peak, which is not the

major one, at the end of the run the edited values, which are the

mean values of the isotopic ratios calculated from 50 cycles, will

include the wrong value, so the operator has to take 49 individual

values, rejecting the wrong one, to calculate manually the correct

mean value.

8) It is important that the calculations of the isotopic ratios take

correctly into account the drift of the zero line, and make correct

interpolation correcting for the variations in the emission.

9) It is also necessary or useful:

- to allow for variable number of cycles in a run

- to include corrections for oxygen isotopic contribution when

analysing oxides.

- to calculation isotopic concentrations in atom per cent, and in

weight per cent.

- to include isotopic dilution equations to calculate, from the

isotopic analysis of the sample, of the spike and of the mixture,

the concentration of the element.

- to publish the isotopic ratios values for each cycle, each run,

and each group of runs with the associated standard deviations.

- to also take into account, if necessary, corrections for non

linearity and for mass fractionation systematic errors.

In conclusion it has also to be easily programmable by the user to

modify the existing programs or include new programs.

About the control of the heating program, the control of ion optics

and focussing, and control of sample changer, those subjects have been

already treated in the session by manufacturers.
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Having no experience of such system, I have no special comment on the

subject, except that, I think, here is the beginning of the future.

The next steps will be to have computer control of the loading of the

sample on the filament, associated with the computer control of the

unloading and loading of the filaments from and in the ion source of

the mass spectrometer. Next, will be the computer control of the

chemistry, and maybe, at that time, all operations will be so

reproducible, isotopes so completely domesticated that we may wonder

about the future of such meeting as this very interesting one.
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Discussions after the introduction of R. Hagetnann

Fudge: The most important requirement in the near future seems to be

the work on the prechemistry of the system. Some labs have already made

an attempt to automate the chemistry. We know for example that the

transuranium lab at Karlsruhe has been working for some years on an

automated separation. I would be interested to know what other peoples

feelings are on this, whether they really see we have reached the

point in time, where we can automate the separation, do we have

sufficient knowledge to do this?

Hagemann: I did never try to automate the chemistry but I should like

to know any system.

Perrin: The principal advantage that will occur by the automation of

the preseparation chemistry will be that it forces the chemist to

think of very good separations. The fact that they now have to give a

great deal of though and testing on reproducible separations which can

be automated, will be the great advantage.

de Bièvre: I agree with you that one can only automate things that one

fully understand.

Hebeda: There are too many variables to be chosen. E.g. if you let

people choose their own waiting times you end up with different people

with different waiting times and uncomparable data. So I think we have

to limit the variables to be chosen especially in an automated system.

Hagemann: I agree when the mass spectrometer is running the same kind

of material but if you have to run e.g. very small amount of materials

you have to change the waiting times.

Barnes: What do we want automation to do? We have spent a lot of time

and money in developing an automated system. At the moment we have a

system that can do just like an operator but not better. That is an

important point, it saves time but it does not really improve the

data perse.

Unknown: An important thing in the use of computers is the possibility

of communication between computer and operator, this can be a great

help.

When you want to modernize your system, start with a small tabletop

computer. Furthermore, there are commercial available systems which can

be easily fitted together.


